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PART I: CATEGORICAL EXCLUSION
1.1

Introduction

The New Hampshire Department of Transportation (NHDOT) hereby proposes two projects
located in the Town of Peterborough, New Hampshire, for which the NHDOT is the lead State
agency:
1) Replacement of the Main Street Bridge over the Contoocook River in the existing bridge
location [Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Project No. X-A002(107), NHDOT
Project 14933 (NHDOT Bridge No. 092/089)] including repair of the immediate existing
roadway approaches and improvements to the existing canal running beneath Main Street
immediately to the west of the bridge. The structure is municipally-owned by the Town of
Peterborough, New Hampshire.
2) Improvements to the existing Main Street/US Route 202 intersection and Retaining Wall
[FHWA Project No. X-A000(535), NHDOT Project 14772-A].
Funding for NHDOT Project 14933 will be through the Municipal Off-System Bridge Replacement
and Rehabilitation (MOBRR) Program (80% Federal/20% Town). Funding for NHDOT Project
14772A will be thorough the Federal Surface Transportation Funding (80% Federal/20%
State/0% Town).
This Categorical Exclusion/ Final Section 4(f) Evaluation has been prepared using a systematic,
interdisciplinary approach to assess the anticipated effects associated with these undertakings in
accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (42 USC 4332(2)(c)), as
implemented in 23CFR 771.117(d)(3). Due to the close proximity of the two projects, and their
interrelated aspects, this environmental review has been prepared as if they were one project
and are anticipated to be constructed under one construction contract.

1.2

Project Purpose and Need

The purpose of this project is to provide cost-effective, safe, and sustainable multimodal
movement of bicycles, pedestrians, and motorized vehicles over the Contoocook River and
through the Main Street/US Route 202 intersection that will meet the current and future
transportation demands of the community and region.
There is a need to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Address the deteriorating condition of the existing bridge;
Provide a low maintenance bridge that meets NHDOT geometric and capacity
requirements while minimizing cost and construction duration;
Provide a safe and sustainable crossing that can carry current statutory vehicular loads;
Improve the safety of the Main Street/US Route 202 intersection;
Stabilize the stone retaining wall along US Route 202 south of the intersection to support
the roadway and sidewalk; and,
Minimize natural and cultural resource impacts.
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The need for the project is evidenced by the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.3

The Main Street Bridge has a current AASHTO sufficiency rating of 12.7%, is classified as
structurally deficient and included on the NHDOT Red List;
The Main Street Bridge was downposted to a weight limit of 15 tons in 2009;
The Main Street Bridge and intersection with US Route 202 are considered the “gateway”
to downtown Peterborough and are an important part of the community;
Continued reliance on the Main Street Bridge to convey traffic, including heavy trucks,
across the Contoocook River may lead to the accelerated deterioration of the bridge
structure;
The stacked boulder segment of the retaining wall requires strengthening to provide longterm stability;
The cast-in-place concrete retaining wall segment requires rehabilitation to provide longterm sustainability;
Pedestrian and bicyclists are not safely accommodated through the intersection on US
Route 202 or across the bridge due to the lack of sight distance, the roadway geometry
and narrow shoulder widths.

Existing Conditions

Peterborough, NH is a community of approximately 6,200 permanent residents located in the
south western corner of the state. Like many New England towns, Peterborough has a wealth of
history and culture, including former mills and artisan communities. Downtown Peterborough
can be accessed from Grove Street, Summer Street, Union Street or Main Street and is the center
of local business activity, home to the Town Hall, Town Library, Fire Station and other important
town features. Part IV of this Categorical Exclusion/ Final Section 4(f) Evaluation includes
preliminary plans depicting the project area, and Part V includes project photos.
The project area is located in the area known as “downtown” Peterborough, also considered the
“Gateway” to Peterborough. Main Street intersects US Route 202 at the eastern terminus of the
bridge. US Route 202 is a Class I roadway that is oriented primarily north-south and connects to
NH Route 101 approximately 0.6 miles south of the Main Street intersection and continues south
to the Jaffrey town center and to Massachusetts. North of the intersection with Main Street US
Route 202 continues to the Antrim town center and to Interstate 89 in Contoocook. NH Route
123 and US Route 202 overlap within the project area. Locally, US Route 202 is known as Pine
Street and Granite Street south of the Main Street intersection, and Concord Street north of the
Main Street intersection. For the purposes of this report, US Route 202 will be used to refer to
this section of roadway within the project area, both north and south of the intersection. The
project limits are approximately 400’ of Main Street (200’ to the west and 125’ to the east of the
bridge), 1,500’ of US Route 202 (500’ north and 1000’ south of the intersection including the Pine
Street/US Route 202 intersection), and the area immediately downstream of Transcript Dam
within the Contoocook River.
Hoyle, Tanner & Associates, Inc. (Hoyle, Tanner) developed a detailed Engineering Study in 2011
for the two projects, identifying infrastructure condition issues and alternatives for analysis that
could remedy the identified issues. The Study included the review and summarization of several
existing reports and inspections, discussed the proposed alternatives, and presented new data or
information gathered during the course of its preparation regarding those alternatives. The
sections below summarize information from the 2011 Study.
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Main Street Bridge No. 092/089
The Main Street Bridge is a 75-foot clear-span cast-in-place concrete rigid frame with a 30’-0”
curb-to-curb width and 5’-0” wide sidewalks on each side. The bridge has stone-faced concrete
parapet railings on each side, stone facing on both fasciae and ornamental lighting at each corner.
Main Street is oriented primarily west to east over the Contoocook River. This bridge was
originally constructed in 1940 to replace a former two-span stone arch bridge lost to flooding
during the hurricane of 1938. The bridge currently has an American Association of State Highway
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) sufficiency rating of 12.7%, is classified by AASHTO as
structurally deficient and is on the NHDOT Red List
Hoyle, Tanner observed the existing condition of the bridge, photographed the site and gathered
information to assess the bridge’s condition, along with S.W. Cole Engineering, Inc. (S.W. Cole),
as detailed in the Existing Bridge Conditions Summary, December 2009. This report is included
as Exhibit A. A detailed Load Factor Rating (LFR) capacity analysis of the bridge in its “As-Built”
condition was also performed at that time. Those observations, in conjunction with the NHDOT
Bridge Inspection Report from 2008, confirmed the condition of the bridge to be poor largely due
to the deteriorated condition of the rigid frame concrete.
The following summarizes the bridge condition:
Superstructure
•
The rigid frame soffit exhibits evidence of heavy leakage with efflorescence and spalls
with exposed and corroding reinforcing steel.
•
There is minor to moderate cracking throughout the rigid frame.
•
The asphalt wearing surface is cracked and settled with random potholes throughout.
Substructure
•
The stone wingwalls exhibit leakage along the dry-stacked stone joints.
Due to the deteriorated condition and the structural analysis results, the structure was
downposted to a weight limit of “15 Tons” in 2009 by order of the Town of Peterborough
Selectboard.
The outlet of an existing drainage canal is located in the northwest wingwall of the bridge. This
canal was originally constructed as a mill race to service the downtown area, but over the years
has been modified from its original configuration to meet the changing needs of the downtown
area, and to address deficiencies in the condition of the structure. The canal now serves as a
component of the stormwater outfall system for the downtown area, and the known portions
consist of approximately 450’ of underground structure.
The canal extends southerly from the outlet under Main Street and then under the commercial
structure located at 10 Main Street (Bellows-Nichols Insurance). The section of the canal within
the project limits is approximately 8’ to 10’ wide and 7’ high, and is constructed of granite roof
slabs supported by stone masonry walls constructed of a mix of mortared stone, masonry, and
dry stone masonry. The size and construction of the canal varies substantially throughout its
length, and much of the original canal has been replaced with drainage piping or new concrete
roofs and walls. The section of the canal under Main Street, at the west side of the bridge, is in
poor condition. In June, 2011, a section of granite slab canal roof failed and caused a sinkhole
to form in the Main Street roadway, just west of the Main Street Bridge. Improvements to the
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canal are necessary in this area to prevent future failures of this nature. Reconstruction of the
northwest wingwall of the bridge will impact the northerly section of the canal.
Main Street/US Route 202 Intersection and Retaining Wall
Main Street/US Route 202 Intersection
The Main Street/US Route 202 intersection functions at Level of Service (LOS) of F and presents
safety issues for pedestrians, bicyclists and motorized traffic. Levels of Service range from A, best,
to F, worst. This unsignalized three-way intersection has stop control only on the Main Street
eastbound approach. The US Route 202 northbound and southbound approaches have free
movement through the intersection. Main Street approaching the intersection consists of a single
eastbound lane which splits into separate right and left turn lanes of approximately 140’ length
from the intersection. A single westbound lane exists for traffic entering Main Street from US
Route 202.
Approximately 600 feet south of the Main Street/US Route 202 intersection, US Route 202 and
Pine Street intersect in another unsignalized three-way intersection with the westbound Pine
Street approach being the stop condition. There are no auxiliary lanes or bypass shoulders on
the southbound or northbound US Route 202 approaches. Line of sight distance is an issue when
looking south from Pine Street due to the skew of the intersection and the crest curve of the US
Route 202 profile. A broken peripheral mirror is situated on a utility pole on the west side of the
intersection to aid motorists looking south from Pine Street onto US Route 202.
There are currently sidewalks on the westerly side of US Route 202 throughout the project limits.
On the easterly side of US Route 202, a sidewalk exists only north of the intersection with Main
Street. Two crosswalks exist within the project limits – one crossing US Route 202 at the
intersection of Pine Street and US Route 202, and one crossing Main Street at the easterly end of
the bridge.
The Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) volumes for US Route 202 and Main Street collected by
NHDOT were reviewed for their consistency with manual intersection traffic movement counts.
Automatic traffic recorders (i.e. pneumatic tube), which count traffic at mid-block segments,
showed 13,000 and 9,300 vehicles per day for the 2009 US Route 202 and 2010 Main Street
counts, respectively.
Accident data compiled by the NHDOT for the years 2002 through 2009 was reviewed for the
intersections of Main Street/US Route 202, and Pine Street/US Route 202. The accident data
indicates 11 non-fatal accidents over the 8-year period at the Main Street/US Route 202
intersection, three of which were rear-end collisions, one was a right angle collision and the
remainder were listed as “unknown”. The Pine Street/US Route 202 intersection data listed 9
non-fatal reported accidents in the same time period, all of which are listed as type “unknown”.
The average number of reported accidents at the Main Street and Pine Street intersections are
1.4 and 1.0 per year, respectively.
The existing level of service for the Main Street/US Route 202 intersection for various concepts
was evaluated by determining the average amount of control delay in seconds per vehicle for the
intersection approaches as well as the overall intersection and assigning a Level of Service (LOS)
based on the 2000 Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) for signalized and unsignalized intersections.
The Main Street approach to the intersection was assigned a LOS F in 2011, with the length of
delay exceeding the calculation parameters. The LOS will continue to deteriorate assuming no
improvements are made.
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Retaining Wall
The existing retaining wall along the east side of the river adjacent to US Route 202, upstream
of the Main Street Bridge, is comprised of three distinct sections of differing construction.
Beginning at the easterly rigid frame leg of the bridge and heading south, the wall types are as
follows: a mortar rubble masonry wall constructed with the bridge for a length of approximately
50’, a stacked stone boulder retaining wall for a length of approximately 375’, and a cast-in-place
concrete wall for a length of about 185’ to the southerly project limits.
The stacked boulder portion of the retaining wall is in poor condition as indicated by the reported
sinkholes that occur on US Route 202, and documented settlement and translation. It is believed
that the stacked boulder segment of the retaining wall dates back to the 1890’s. This segment of
the retaining wall was evaluated in 2001 and found to have deficiencies and require strengthening
measures to maintain long-term performance. Due to the condition of this segment of the wall,
it has been the subject of inspections, evaluations and studies since the late 1990’s. Movement
and settlement of the wall have precipitated periodic pavement shimming on US Route 202
resulting in pavement thicknesses approaching 12” in areas immediately behind the wall. Survey
control points were installed in 2014 and are surveyed at approximate 6 month intervals to
determine the degree of wall movement occurring.
The original date of construction of the cast-in-place concrete gravity wall is unknown, but is
believed to have been constructed prior to 1947 based on historic plan information available for
other projects in the area. The concrete wall exhibits minor to moderate deterioration that can
be addressed with rehabilitation. Work is proposed only within the project limits, though the
concrete wall extends several hundred feet beyond the southern limit of work. A vegetated earth
slope of varying width lies as a buffer between most of the retaining wall and the river’s edge, as
depicted on the preliminary plans in Part IV of this document.

1.4 Proposed Action: Bridge Replacement, Intersection Reconstruction
and Retaining Wall Stabilization
Extensive public input as well as coordination with and input from several state and federal
agencies, as detailed in the Coordination and Public Participation table in Section 1.8 of this
Categorical Exclusion/Final Section 4(f) Evaluation, has resulted in the following proposed actions
as depicted on the preliminary plans in Part IV of this document:
Main Street Bridge
The existing Main Street Bridge will be completely replaced with a cast-in-place concrete rigid
frame bridge on spread cast-in-place concrete footings. The replacement bridge will match the
dimensions and aesthetics of the existing bridge to the extent practicable, including the geometry,
width, railing type and footing elevations. The existing squared stone masonry facing will be
removed from the bridge, stored and reinstalled on the new bridge to recreate the appearance
of the existing structure. Explosives are not anticipated for use during bridge removal based on
review of site conditions. Use of explosives will be specifically precluded on-site and all Contractor
documentation will note this condition. Vibration monitoring will occur within adjacent buildings,
including the Peterborough Town Library and Brick Block building, as a protective measure during
construction.
The overall width of the proposed bridge will match the existing, but the curb-to-curb width on
the bridge will be modified by eliminating the existing downstream (northern) sidewalk.
Pedestrian traffic on that side of the bridge will be re-routed to a new downstream pedestrian
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bridge adjacent to the Main Street Bridge. The additional curb-to-curb width will facilitate
improved turning movements for vehicles turning onto Main Street. The existing lane widths of
10’, 10’ and 10’ will be replaced with widths of 12’, 11’, and 10’ from the north side of the bridge
to the south. Minimal shoulders will be provided on each side of the roadway along with a 5’-2”
sidewalk on the south (upstream) side.
The Peterborough Fire Station, located on Summer Street, is largely staffed by volunteers who
must make their way to the station to be able to then respond to a call. Furthermore, most
response calls in town are across the Contoocook River and to the north where the school and
the Monadnock Community Hospital are located. During the approximately one to one- and-ahalf year duration of temporary bridge closure and use of the detour route, there will be a delay
in personnel arrival at the station, and emergency services will encounter an approximately fourmile detour to travel from the Fire Station to the hospital, impacting public safety. Discussion with
Town officials has been initiated to explore ways to minimize this temporary safety impact.
A new pedestrian bridge approximately 105’ in span will be constructed just downstream of the
Main Street bridge to replace the sidewalk which currently exists on the north side of the bridge.
New abutments will be constructed on each side of the river to support the structure. The
pedestrian bridge will be installed and available for public use before the Main Street Bridge is
removed with a goal of maintaining access for pedestrians and bicyclists at all times for the project
duration. Pedestrian use of the Main Street Bridge will not be restricted until the new pedestrian
bridge is available for use. Because the pedestrian bridge will be located close to the Main Street
Bridge, there is the potential that during bridge removal, for short periods of time, the pedestrian
bridge may need to be closed to use in order to ensure public safety; this will be minimized to
the extent practicable and all efforts will be made to ensure the pedestrian bridge remains open
as long as conditions are safe to allow its use. The municipal water supply line currently buried
beneath the river channel will be replaced with a new waterline carried by the superstructure of
the pedestrian bridge.
The stone masonry canal beneath Main Street will be rehabilitated due to its condition and the
failure of the top slabs in recent years. The remaining top slabs will be removed and stock-piled,
a 60” diameter polyethylene pipe will be installed and the annular space between the pipe and
canal walls will be filled with flowable fill. The new pipe will extend beyond the original outfall of
the canal and outlet through the north wingwall of the new pedestrian bridge abutment. The
stock-piled slabs will be re-used by the Town to create a future walkway outlining the location of
the canal system; this work is included as part of the mitigation for the impacts on historic
resources, as detailed in the Mitigation discussion in Section 2.9 of this document.
Main Street/US Route 202 Intersection and Retaining Wall
Main Street/US Route 202 Intersection
The intersection of Main Street and US Route 202 will be reconstructed with its existing “T”
configuration and volume capacity remaining unchanged. The proposed horizontal alignment of
US Route 202 will closely match the existing to the north of Main Street, but will be revised by
shifting the proposed centerline to the west immediately south of Main Street and matching back
into existing approximately 450’ south of the intersection. Although the overall pavement width
on US Route 202 will not be substantially widened, the revised alignment will allow for an
improved and safer condition for pedestrians, bicyclists and vehicles. The vertical alignment of
US Route 202 will remain largely unchanged by the project, with the design intent of matching
the proposed profile to the existing. Shoulders along US Route 202 will be widened to a typical
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width of 5’ within the projects limits, with most of the shoulder modifications required to the south
of Main Street and extending to the southerly project limits.
The horizontal and vertical alignments of Main Street will remain essentially unchanged with the
exception being that the lane configuration will be revised due to the elimination of the north
sidewalk. Due to the fact that the bridge geometry is being emulated with the replacement
structure, the roadway configuration is required to remain virtually the same as it is now.
Although the overall pavement width on US Route 202 will not be substantially widened, the
revised alignment will allow for an improved and safer condition for pedestrians, bicyclists and
vehicles as follows:
•
•

•
•
•

the existing line of sight distance constraints when vehicles approach the intersection from
the south due to the existing skew of the intersection and the crest curve of the US Route
202 profile will be corrected;
shoulders along US Route 202 will be widened to a typical width of 5’ within the projects
limits, with most of the shoulder modifications required to the south of Main Street and
extending to the southerly project limits, which is the minimum acceptable width for a
bike lane against a curb per the AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities,
2012, 4th Edition;
the existing sidewalk along the western side of US Route 202 south of Main Street will be
reconstructed and a new concrete sidewalk will be constructed along the east side of the
roadway between Pine Street and Main Street;
a revised crosswalk will be added near the intersection of US Route 202 and Main Street
as depicted on the preliminary plans in Part IV of this document; and,
the existing crosswalk at the intersection of US Route 202 and Pine Street will be
reconfigured to improve safety.

In addition to the improvements listed above, because vehicular traffic on US Route 202 is
uncontrolled at the Main Street and Pine Street intersections, the Town of Peterborough has
requested that pedestrian crossing aids be incorporated into the project. Per NHDOT
recommendation, Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFB) will be installed at both of these
locations. Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons are rectangular amber LED’s mounted below
pedestrian crossing warning signs at the crosswalk that use an irregular flash pattern to increase
driver recognition of pedestrians crossing and increase yielding behavior. RRFBs are typically
push button activated and solar powered.
Retaining Wall
Retaining wall modifications will be necessary to both address structural deficiencies and to
achieve the westerly alignment shift of US Route 202 as noted below and depicted on the
preliminary plans in Part IV of this document:
•

•
•

The existing mortar rubble masonry ashlar retaining wall adjacent to the bridge and the
northern portion of the boulder wall will be replaced with a sheeting and king pile retaining
wall system with stone facing that will retain the existing wall’s character while not
replicating the existing structure;
The southern portion of the boulder wall will be retained and stabilized with micropiles
and grout injection;
Approximately 75 feet of the northern portion of the existing cast-in-place concrete
retaining wall will be removed and the adjacent roadway embankments will be regraded
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to accommodate the lack of retaining wall; and
The southern portion of the existing cast-in-place concrete retaining wall will be retained
and rehabilitated as needed.

Replacement of the mortar rubble masonry wall, as well as the northern portion of the boulder
wall, will be completed largely from the top of the wall. This approach will limit temporary impacts
to the riverbed and banks and facilitate maintenance of traffic. Construction work for stabilization
of the southern portion of the boulder retaining wall, as well as rehabilitation of the cast-in-place
concrete retaining wall, will require some temporary impacts since access to the bottom of these
existing walls is necessary and cannot be avoided.
The existing timber cribbing and stone masonry Transcript Dam will be affected by this project.
The eastern concrete capped stone masonry dam abutment will be reconstructed to
accommodate relocation/reconstruction of the US Route 202 retaining wall in this area. Details
for reconstruction have not yet been developed, but the design intent will be to match the
geometry and appearance of the existing abutment to the greatest extent practical. It is
anticipated that the new abutment will be cast-in-place concrete, but this will be determined
during the final design phase of the project. The spillway portion of the dam, as well as the riverend of the east abutment, will not be impacted by construction and therefore will not change in
shape or size as part of the retaining wall work.
The proposed actions listed above satisfy the purpose and need for the project for the following
reasons:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.5

The new bridge will provide a low maintenance structure that meets NHDOT and AASHTO
geometric and capacity requirements to carry modern design loads;
The new bridge will provide a safe and sustainable crossing that can safely accommodate
the current and future levels of bicycle, pedestrian and motorized traffic at this crossing;
The proposed rigid frame concrete bridge will be designed to have a service life of at least
75 years;
The proposed actions will minimize environmental impacts and substantially meet the New
Hampshire Department of Environmental Services (NHDES) Stream Crossing Guidelines;
The proposed actions will improve the safety of the Main Street/US Route 202 intersection;
The proposed actions will stabilize the stone retaining wall along US Route 202 south of
the intersection to fully support this section of roadway; and,
The proposed actions will minimize cultural resource impacts.

Alternatives Considered

An Engineering Study was prepared in August 2011 to investigate the alternatives to all
components of the project, including the Main Street Bridge, Main Street/US Route 202
intersection, and retaining wall. This investigation was conducted in a manner consistent with
NHDOT and AASHTO specifications and procedures. The intent of the Engineering Study was to
evaluate existing conditions and to recommend a solution that would meet the purpose and need
for the project. Since that date, alternatives analysis has included preliminary discussions with
several resource agencies, as listed under the Coordination and Public Participation table in
Section 1.8 of this Categorical Exclusion/ Final Section 4(f) Evaluation, as well as publicly noticed
presentations given to the Town of Peterborough to gather local input.
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No Build
The No Build alternative would not provide improvements to the existing bridge, the Main
Street/US Route 202 intersection, or the retaining wall. While this avoidance option would leave
the bridge in place and avoid impacts to the Historic District and other resources, this alternative
is neither feasible nor prudent for the following reasons:
1) based on sound engineering judgement, the structural deficiencies of the existing Main
Street Bridge detailed in Section 1.3 would worsen over time, and would cause the bridge
to become increasingly more expensive to repair and maintain, at a certain point in the
near future these costs would be of an extraordinary magnitude; and
2) at some point the bridge would need to be further downposted or closed at least to
vehicular traffic, causing unacceptable operational problems for those who visit this area
of Peterborough; and
3) continued deterioration would lead to loss of the resource.
Closure of the bridge to vehicles would require detouring traffic in two directions: either a
southerly route approximately 1.5 miles long via Granite Street to NH 101 to Grove Street to
access the downtown, or a northerly route approximately 4.25 miles long via Hunt Road to
Summer Street to access the downtown. This would substantially impact the Town’s other
bridges, which would have to handle the increase of approximately 9,000 vehicles per day that
currently use the Main Street Bridge (based on 2009 data from the 2011 Engineering Study),
resulting in congestion within the surrounding neighborhoods.
The Peterborough Fire Station, located on Summer Street, is largely staffed by volunteers who
must make their way to the station to be able to respond to a call. Furthermore, most response
calls in town are across the Contoocook River and to the north where the school and the
Monadnock Community Hospital are located. Permanent loss of the Main Street Bridge would
delay personnel arrival at the station, and would cause emergency services to encounter an
approximately four-mile permanent detour to travel from the Fire Station to the hospital.
If the Main Street/US Route 202 intersection is not improved, the existing safety and circulation
concerns would remain. The stone retaining wall would continue to deteriorate to a future date
where it would no longer support US Route 202.
Doing nothing at this location would not meet the stated purpose and need. As such, this
alternative was determined not feasible or prudent and was not selected.
Complete Avoidance
Before an alternative involving the use of a Section 4(f) resource can be selected, avoidance
alternatives that totally avoid the use of Section 4(f) properties while meeting the defined project
needs must be evaluated. As discussed above, if the Main Street Bridge cannot be used for
vehicular traffic, the Town’s other bridges would be stressed and congestion would occur to an
unacceptable level for the Town such that a new bridge crossing would have to be constructed.
Development of a new bridge near enough to this location to meet the purpose and need but
located far enough outside of the Peterborough Historic District as to not affect the District or the
Bridge would not be feasible or prudent as discussed in this section.

Costs
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The riverbank areas upstream and downstream are privately owned. It is highly uncertain if a
suitable location could be found where obtaining the necessary permanent and temporary rightsof-way for both construction of a bridge and the roads connecting the bridge to the existing travel
system would be possible. Assuming such location could be found, the costs of obtaining such
rights-of-way, in addition to the cost to design, construct and permit a new bridge and new roads
connecting the bridge to the existing travel system, are within a comparable range when
compared to the costs of the Proposed Action, including implementation of mitigation efforts, as
shown in Table 1-1. All costs are based on estimates of installing a similar type and sized bridge
and are based on 2016 cost estimates.
Table 1-1. Cost comparison of Avoidance Alternative and Proposed Action,
Replacement of Main Street Bridge and Repair of Stone Retaining Wall along US
Route 202, Peterborough
Action

Cost Range
Proposed Action
Main Street Bridge Replacement
$4-4.25 Million
Intersection
Improvements
and
$2-2.5 Million
Retaining Wall Repairs
Section 4(f) Mitigation and Easement
$1-1.5 Million
Acquisition
Mitigation for Environmental Impacts
NA- Impacts will be below required
mitigation thresholds
Total
$7-8.25 Million
Avoidance Alternative
New Bridge
$2-3 Million
Acquisition of Parcels
$500,000- $1 Million1
New Roadway
$250,000- $1 Million2
Section 4(f) Mitigation and Easement
$500,000
Acquisition
Intersection Improvements, Existing
$2.25-2.75 Million3
Bridge Repair and Retaining Wall
Repairs (necessary even if bridge
remains)
Mitigation for Environmental Impacts
$8,000 per acre
Range of 0.5 to 1 acre of impact
$4,000 to $8,000
Total
$5.50 to 8.25 Million
1 Based on average land values from Peterborough tax listings of potential parcels needed to be acquired, assumes
voluntary sale of property, does not include costs to relocate commercial buildings or potential eminent domain processes.
2 Only includes roadway to the bridge from US Route 202 and Summer Street, does not include potential upgrades necessary
to Summer Street to handle increased capacity.
3 Bridge repair costs for stabilizing the existing bridge with the goal of avoiding collapse, but not restoring the bridge to
vehicular use.

Environmental
The Contoocook River is a Designated River protected under RSA 483, The Rivers Management
& Protection Act. The nomination form for this River includes the importance of its undeveloped
landscape, unique rural setting and varied natural topography, with protection of the Contoocook
River placing emphasis on protection of these factors. The Shoreland Water Quality Protection
Act establishes minimum standards for the use and development of shoreland adjacent to the
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state's public water bodies, including Designated Rivers. Permitting for impacts to the protected
Shoreland of a Designated River would include an analysis of avoidance and identification of the
least impacting proposed action. It is unlikely that a new bridge in a new location would be
considered the least environmentally impacting alternative.
Impacts to the wetlands, streambed and banks associated with the Contoocook River are
reviewed and permitted through NHDES and USACE. During their review for permitting, an
alternative analysis is required, along with identification of the least impacting proposed action.
Particular scrutiny is placed on review of Designated Rivers, including review of the permit by the
Local Advisory Committee. It is unlikely that a new bridge in a new location would be considered
the least environmentally impacting alternative by these agencies.
Should NHDES determine the new bridge and road alternative (Avoidance Alternative) to be
permittable, the potential wetland impact mitigation costs estimated in Table 1-1 via payment to
the NHDES Aquatic Resource Mitigation Fund.
A review of the National Flood Insurance Program’s (NFIP) current Flood Insurance Rate Map
(FIRM) for Hillsborough County, NH dated September 25, 2009 (Panel 289 of 701) indicates the
upstream and downstream of the existing bridge is designated a special flood hazard area, Zone
AE, subject to flooding by the 1% annual chance flood and in the floodway portion of the
Contoocook River. Per FEMA regulations, the floodway is the channel of a stream plus any
adjacent floodplain areas that must be kept free of encroachment so that the 100-yr flood can be
carried without substantial increases in flood height. The USACE would have to allow for
placement of new fill for placement of new bridge abutments in the floodplain, appropriate flood
storage mitigation may need to be found within adjacent areas to balance the new fill. It is difficult
to estimate the costs of finding such areas.
In addition, the Contoocook River is listed as Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) for all lifestages of
Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar), including eggs, larvae, juveniles and adults by NOAA Fisheries.
Preliminary review of potential new bridge locations indicates a structure completely spanning the
Contoocook River’s width may not be feasible. Should piers be necessary to be installed within
the Contoocook River, an EFH analysis would have to be completed in order for NOAA to evaluate
the potential for impacts to habitat for Atlantic salmon, and coordination with NOAA would be
required to determine the potential mitigation required, such as development of similar type
stream habitat nearby in the Contoocook River system. Depending on the new bridge location,
such efforts would also be necessary should it be determined that the new bridge abutments
would encroach into the riverbed.

Unique or Unusual Factors
When considering if the Avoidance Alternative is prudent, the unique factor of this bridge and its
prominence in this community cannot be undervalued even if it is difficult to numerically quantify.
The Main Street Bridge is a focal point of the downtown area and the Historic District. The bridge
is shown on numerous marketing and educational materials for the Town, and is beloved by
residents. Across the many Town meetings held in the Town of Peterborough, as listed in Section
2.10 of this document, the unifying message was finding a way to provide a safe and reliable
structure in this location that would have a similar look and feel to the existing bridge, not only
because it is listed on the National Register, but because it is such an important feature in the
Town.
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Construction of an alternative river crossing would not completely avoid effects to the Main Street
Bridge. Due to its deteriorated condition, even if the bridge were to be posted for weight limits,
or posted as only for pedestrian use, or even closed to all traffic, it would require some amount
of repair in order for it to remain standing in this location; estimated costs for repairing the bridge
for use of pedestrian traffic only are $225,000. Loss of this resource by allowing it to eventually
collapse would be in direct opposition to the spirit and goals of Section 4(f).
Therefore, the Complete Avoidance alternative was eliminated from further consideration.
Bridge Alternatives
The evaluation of rehabilitation and replacement alternatives considered many factors including
the existing bridge condition, geometry of the project site, and the short- and long-term needs
of the Town. Several alternatives, including rehabilitation and replacement, were evaluated in
detail in the 2011 Engineering Study, and are summarized in the sections below.
Bridge Rehabilitation
This project was initiated under the assumption that the existing bridge could be rehabilitated by
repairing the existing rigid frame top slab concrete from the top side. Concrete repairs to the top
slab underside and legs could have been performed from the Contoocook River. The overall
existing bridge dimensions would have remained the same.
In October 2009, a detailed concrete testing program was performed on the existing bridge top
slab. The existing concrete was found to be in a deteriorated condition and exhibited cracking
damage from alkali-silica reactivity (ASR) and freeze thaw cycles. The concrete also exhibited
extremely elevated levels of chloride-ion content (up to 22 times the recommended maximums
per the American Concrete Institute (ACI)).
Prior to analysis in 2009, the bridge was posted as E-2, meaning it is capable of supporting legal
loads up to 40 tons but not heavier certified loads, which can be as heavy as nearly 50 tons. A
detailed Load Factor Rating (LFR) capacity analysis of the bridge in its “As-Built” condition (prior
to deterioration) was performed in December 2009. Those observations, in conjunction with the
NHDOT Bridge Inspection Report from 2008 resulted in the down posting of the bridge to 15
tons. The rating did not consider the current deteriorated condition of the bridge, which would
likely result in a lower rating and further down posting.
An Existing Bridge Conditions Summary & Recommendations report was completed in December
2009 (Exhibit A) and submitted to the Town and NHDOT for review. The report recommended
that the bridge be replaced rather than rehabilitated based upon its condition and capacity.
NHDOT agreed with this recommendation as summarized in a letter dated February 2, 2010
(Exhibit A). As a result, only replacement alternatives were moved forward for additional analysis.
Bridge Replacement
The following list is a summary of design parameters that applied to all of the different bridge
replacement alternatives studied:
•

The new bridge would carry three lanes of traffic, two eastbound and one westbound.
The horizontal and vertical alignment over the bridge would remain essentially the same
as the existing.
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The hydraulic opening would remain the same or be increased, but not decreased.
The retaining wall would be tied into the southeast corner of the new bridge.
The underground waterline at the northeast corner of the bridge may require relocation
out of the work zone.
The existing northeast and southwest retaining walls, at the interface of the bridge, would
require protection during substructure excavation.
A water diversion structure would be required for all alternatives, however, some
alternatives may require a less intricate and less costly system.
The proposed width of the bridge would be largely dependent upon the selected method
of traffic control during construction. A traffic detour allows the proposed width to match
the existing, however, the use of phased construction would require permanent overwidening of the new bridge to accommodate adequate lane width during each phase of
construction.

Bridge replacement alternatives that would allow for complete avoidance of impacting the
Peterborough Library were identified only in a preliminary manner. As shown in Figure 1-1, the
bridge is slightly skewed as it approaches the intersection. Any attempt to straighten this
alignment in order to shift the bridge away from the Library would result in substantially increased
impacts to the river bed and bank to accommodate for the placement of a new eastern abutment
and build-out of the existing western abutment, as well as permanent removal of portions of the
retaining wall, which is a contributing element to the Historic District, and potential impacts to
the Transcript Dam, which is also a contributing element to the Historic District. This alternative
would also require extensive realignment of the Main Street and US Route 202 intersection in
order to tie the bridge into the road. Given that this alternative would not be viewed as the least
impacting alternative by NHDES and USACE, and that the trade-off in avoiding minor impacts to
the Library lawn would result in increased impacts to the Historic District, this alternative was not
explored further.
Figure 1-1. Existing Conditions, Peterborough Main Street and US Route 202
Intersection (2016)
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In identifying viable bridge type alternatives, many project aspects were considered, including
traffic control during construction, geotechnical considerations, hydraulic considerations, utilities,
NHDES Stream Crossing Guidelines and other environmental permitting aspects, and historical
and archaeological resource considerations.
Only bridges which either maintained or increased the existing span length of approximately 75’
were chosen for evaluation, primarily because longer span bridges would require less excavation,
cofferdam work and in-stream work. Stringer type systems may allow quicker construction
compared to the complex forming of the rigid frame. Longer span systems would only require
partial removal of the existing rigid frame, but would likely require installation of pile foundation
systems.
Although the stringer systems would not emulate the rigid frame, these alternatives could be
fitted with a precast fascia panel to improve aesthetics. The longer span systems would also
have the potential of being “deeper” substructures, which may alter the hydraulic opening.
In addition to the Proposed Action of replacing the bridge with a similar concrete rigid frame, the
following replacement alternatives were evaluated:
•
•
•
•

2A – Steel Beams with a Precast Concrete Fascia (77’ Span)
2B – Steel Beams with a Precast Concrete Fascia (100’ Span)
3 – Prestressed Concrete NEXT Beams with Precast Concrete Fascia (77’ Span)
4A – Prestressed Box Beams with a Precast Concrete Fascia (77’ Span)

These alternatives would not fully meet the purpose and need for the project for the following
reasons:
•

The longer span structure (100’) of Alternative 2B causes additional impacts to adjacent
properties, include the historic library, canal walls, and bank property, due to the fact that
the new abutments would be set back approximately 10’ to 15’ further than the legs of
the existing rigid frame;

•

The use of precast concrete fascia, proposed for all the alternatives, instead of reusing
the stone from the existing bridge would result in a finished look that was unacceptable
to the Town, which has used photos of the Main Street Bridge in much of its branding and
tourism marketing materials;

•

Re-use of the existing stone is the key feature of mitigation for the impacts to the historic
resource (the bridge) as detailed in Section 2.9 of this Categorical Exclusion/ Final Section
4(f) Evaluation, thus use of a precast concrete fascia would require additional mitigation;

•

Installation of temporary shoring in the river during construction for Alternative 2B would
increase environmental impacts, possibly beyond NHDES and the US Army Corps of
Engineers’ (USACE’s) ability to justify permitting the bridge as the least impacting
alternative.

For these reasons, these alternatives were not selected. The Proposed Action is the replacement
of the Main Street Bridge with a new bridge located in the existing bridge’s location using a detour
of traffic during construction. See Section 1.4 Proposed Action for further details.
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Main Street/US Route 202 Intersection
A number temporary and permanent intersection configurations were analyzed for capacity and
design purposes at the intersection of Main Street and US Route 202, as detailed in the 2011
Engineering Study, including the following:
Permanent Configuration Alternatives:
• Minor Improvement (Proposed Action)
• 3-Way Stop
• Traffic Signalization with Existing Lane-Use
• Traffic Signalization with Turning Lanes
• Single Lane Asymmetric Roundabout (Referred to as Concept 2 in the Study)
Temporary Traffic Control Alternatives:
• Two-lanes on Bridge with Stop Control for Temporary Traffic Control
• Two-lanes on Bridge with Signal for Temporary Traffic Control
• One-lane on Bridge with Signal for Temporary Traffic Control
• Temporary Bridge Upstream of Transcript Dam
• Temporary Bridge Downstream (3 Potential Locations at Varying Distances from Project
Site)
It should be noted that the concept of the roundabout was originally developed as a temporary
traffic control measure to minimize over-widening of the bridge during construction due to the
fact only two lanes of travel would be required over the bridge rather than three (i.e. the left turn
lane would not be required.) By contrast, temporary signal options would require a left turn lane
over the bridge to mitigate queuing of right turn traffic behind left turn traffic at peak traffic
volume times.
Each of the alternatives listed above would meet the purpose and need for providing a safe and
sustainable crossing over the river and through the intersection, however they vary in the degree
to which each would improve on existing conditions, the duration of construction, total overall
costs, environmental impacts and impacts to historic resources. After further review of the
impacts of each permanent road configuration and traffic control concepts, along with input from
the Town including the Heritage Commission, two permanent configurations were carried forward
to full analysis: the Proposed Action (referred to as Concept 1 in the Study), discussed in Section
1.4 of this Categorical Exclusion/ Final Section 4(f) Evaluation, and the Roundabout. Additionally,
three traffic control concepts were carried forward for further evaluation: a full detour (Proposed
Action), phased construction and a temporary bridge. Also, it is important to note that the
Proposed Action is only viable when combined with a full detour or temporary bridge, and cannot
be constructed using phased construction.
Roundabout
A single lane roundabout would provide greater improvement to intersection safety when
compared to the Proposed Action. This alternative yields the greatest capacity improvements for
the intersection of the alternatives studied with the exception of the signalization option with
added turn lanes. A LOS of C with 24 seconds of delay would be anticipated with this alternative
for the base year of 2011, but when projected out to 2021, the delay is expected to increase to
28 seconds with a resulting Level of Service of D.
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This alternative generated considerable discussion at the NHDOT Cultural Resource Committee
meetings due to the roundabout’s proximity to the National Register of Historic Places-eligible
Brick Block on the northeast corner of the intersection and the Peterborough Town Library.
In order to minimize impacts to adjacent private properties, a retaining wall would be proposed
on the east side of the intersection, and the driveway that presently ties into the existing
intersection from the east would need to be relocated and combined with the One Pine Street
apartments driveway just south of the intersection.
This alternative would not fully meet the purpose and need, and would provide substantial
challenges to acceptance for the following reasons:
•
•
•

Cultural resource impacts would be the highest of all alternatives reviewed as detailed in
Table 1-2;
Impacts to private property would be the highest with this alternative;
Input from Town citizens and representatives, including the Heritage Commission and
business owners, indicated the impacts from these alternatives to the Historic District,
Brick Block building and Library were undesirable and ultimately unacceptable when
compared to the Proposed Action.

Table 1-2. Impact to Historic Resources comparison of Roundabout and Proposed
Action, Replacement of Main Street Bridge and Repair of Stone Retaining Wall along
US Route 202, Peterborough
Resource

Main Street Bridge
Brick Block*
Peterborough
Library*
Retaining Wall
Transcript Dam
District Total (sf)
Project Total (sf)

Proposed
Proposed Action
Action
Temporary/Slope
Permanent
Impacts (SF)
Acquisitions
and
Easements
(sf)
Individually Eligible
4,527
NA
257
145
327
308

Roundabout
Roundabout
Permanent Temporary/Slope
Acquisitions
Impacts (SF)
and
Easements
(sf)

4,257
1,700
327

Contributing Resources to the District
2,542
NA
2,542
65
NA
65
2,607
0
2,607
7,718
453
9,161

NA
819
308

NA
NA
0
1,127

*Impacts will be to the lawn in front of the structures, neither structure will be directly impacted.

In the 2011 Engineering Study, the Roundabout was the recommended permanent intersection
alternative. The Peterborough Board of Selectmen also voted to approve the Roundabout as the
proposed action on August 17, 2010, primarily due to the improved Level of Service of the
intersection and the opportunity to maintain traffic over the bridge during construction by building
the bridge in phases. The Roundabout allowed for phased construction with less permanent overwidening of the replacement bridge compared to a temporarily signalized intersection.
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It was expressed by the project Consulting Parties through additional meetings that this
alternative would dramatically alter the character of Downtown Peterborough and that this
alternative was not preferred due to the anticipated adverse impacts. After further consideration
of available funding, the schedule of the project, the difficulties that may lie ahead in gaining
consensus on the Roundabout alternative, and the continually deteriorating condition of the
bridge, the Town of Peterborough Selectboard voted on April 23, 2013 to recommend the “T”
intersection alternative instead of the Roundabout alternative. For these reasons, the Roundabout
alternative was not selected. The Proposed Action includes reconstruction of the intersection while
retaining the existing “T” configuration.
Retaining Wall
For each of the three sections of the retaining wall, several alternatives were considered to
address existing deficiencies or needs of the project.
Mortar Rubble Masonry Wall (adjacent to bridge)
The mortar rubble masonry wall will be impacted by the complete replacement of the Main Street
Bridge. This section of retaining wall provides a transition from the bridge at the northern limit
to the stacked boulder wall along Route 202 at the southern limit. This wall is necessary to
support the Main Street roadway and embankment to the north and the US Route 202 roadway
and embankment to the east. The portion of the existing wall immediately adjacent to the bridge
must be removed and reconstructed to facilitate bridge construction activities, and the remainder
of this wall must be relocated to accommodate the shift in alignment of US Route 202 to the
west. Therefore, the No Build alternative was determined to not be viable and was not considered
further.
Alternatives considered for replacement of this wall include the following:
•
•
•

Installation of a steel sheet-pile wall, with or without using king piles, approximate costs
of $130 to $150 per square foot of wall with king pile inclusion being on the higher end
of the cost range;
Use of soldier piles and lagging, approximate costs of $120 to $140 per square foot of
wall; and,
Removal of the wall and replacement with a cast-in-place concrete wall, approximate costs
of $140 to $170 per square foot of wall.

Each alternative proposed would meet the purpose and need for providing a retaining wall to
support the roadway and to transition from the bridge to the stacked boulder wall, however
additional features for alternative consideration included the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Severity of impact to the riverbed;
Difficulty of installation below scour depth;
Potential for erosion of retained soils;
Limited available footprint for wall construction;
Requirements for construction access from the bottom of the wall;
Maintenance of Route 202 traffic during construction;
Requirements for extended dewatering; and
Longer construction duration.

The solider pile and lagging system, although slightly less expensive than the other alternatives,
is a difficult wall type to achieve proper scour protection with at this site. Shallow bedrock
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prevents installation of lagging below scour depth without blasting or hammering with heavy
equipment, which would both be unfavorable to the other resources in the District and to the
Town citizens who work and live in the area. This could also mean increased impacts to the
riverbed and a longer time while the work area is dewatered, and the potential need for a
temporary diversion dam to place lower levels of lagging and backfill, neither of which would be
seen favorably by NHDES or USACE.
The cast-in-place concrete wall is the most expensive of the alternatives considered and would
require the largest footprint for construction. This wall type requires in-the-dry construction and
heavy construction equipment to be located at the elevation of the bottom of the wall, achieved
through the installation of a more extensive cofferdam system in the river and increased
environmental impacts. The wall foundation (footing) would have to be located sufficiently below
the riverbed for scour protection, and would extend behind the wall (towards US Route 202) a
significant distance to support a retaining wall of this height. Maintenance of traffic on US Route
202 would be difficult for this reason, potentially requiring the roadway to be reduced to a single
lane of alternating one-way traffic for extended periods of time since construction of this wall
type is relatively slow as compared to the other alternatives. A larger portion of the existing east
Transcript Dam abutment would have to be removed and replaced to construct a wall of this type,
with impacts potentially extending beyond the abutment into the spillway portion of the dam.
A steel sheet pile wall with king piles is the preferred alternative for replacement of the mortar
rubble masonry wall. This wall type, though more expensive than the soldier pile and lagging
alternative, provides adequate scour protection without the need for extensive bedrock removal.
This system is similar to a conventional sheet pile wall but incorporates bedrock-socketed king
piles (steel H-piles) between the sections of steel sheeting to reduce or eliminate the need for
tie-backs. The result is a wall that can be constructed primarily from the topside with a relatively
small construction footprint. Environmental impacts are greatly reduced versus the concrete
retaining wall alternative since in-the-dry work at riverbed elevation is not necessary, and the
wall is protected from scour because the H-piles are installed into bedrock. Bedrock coring/drilling
for installation of the H-piles can be completed from above from inside the work zone adjacent
to US Route 202. The structural components of the wall (steel sheeting and H-piles) will be faced
with stone to create a similar finished appearance to that of the existing mortar rubble masonry
wall.
Stacked Boulder Wall
Although not individually eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places, the stacked
boulder segment of retaining wall is a contributing element of the eligible Downtown
Peterborough Historic District. This section of wall has experienced documented settlement and
translation, and has been the object of numerous studies and evaluations due to its condition.
Wall stabilization, reconstruction, or complete replacement is necessary for this wall to continue
to safely support US Route 202 within the project limits. Due to the concerns regarding the
stability and long-term sustainability of the wall, the No Build alternative was determined to not
be viable and was not considered further.
Approximately 150 feet of the northern portion of the stacked boulder wall will be replaced with
a sheeting and king pile retaining wall system with stone facing that will retain the existing wall’s
character while not replicating the existing structure similar to the mortar rubble masonry wall
described above. Wall stabilization and reconstruction options that were considered for southern
portion of the existing stacked boulder section of wall, but not selected, were:
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Complete removal and replacement with a cast-in-place concrete wall;
Complete removal and reconstruction using the existing stone with grout and steel bolts;
Partial excavation behind the existing wall and placement of a mechanically stabilized
earth wall;
Installation of steel sheet-piling behind the existing wall; and
Stabilizing the wall using reinforcement such as metal strapping, anchors, or bolts.

Construction of a new cast-in-place concrete wall would require complete removal of the existing
retaining wall and replacement with a concrete wall, which would be the most impacting
alternative to the Historic District since it would not attempt to emulate the look of the existing
wall and would be more expensive than in-place stabilization options. In addition to the cost of
construction of the permanent wall, costs would also include temporary shoring of US Route 202
while the existing wall was removed. Increased environmental impacts would also occur due to
the need for in-the-dry construction, at the bottom of wall elevation, requiring a large cofferdam
to be placed in the riverbed. This option was rejected by the Town citizens and Historic
Commission early in the design process due to the substantial change in the look of the existing
wall that would occur.
Demolition and reconstruction of the existing wall in its entirety, using the same materials, is
similar in scope to replacement with a cast-in-place concrete wall. This alternative would be time
consuming and the most expensive alternative to construct because of the difficult and spaceconstrained excavation behind the existing wall. A larger work zone behind the wall than in-place
stabilization alternatives would be necessary for wall construction, making maintenance of two
lanes of traffic on US Route 202 difficult, potentially causing impacts to traffic flow during periods
of reconstruction. Installation of temporary excavation support measures to minimize the
excavation area and support the roadbed above during wall reconstruction, such as driven steel
sheeting, are not recommended because installation could adversely impact the stability of the
existing wall and increase the potential for wall collapse into the river. Geotechnical
recommendations state that minimizing excavation behind the existing wall should be considered
when evaluating stabilization alternatives.
The three remaining boulder wall stabilization alternatives were not selected due to the previously
noted concerns related to the stability of the existing wall during excavation, difficulty of
excavating behind the existing wall, and inability to install temporary or permanent excavation
support (steel sheeting) behind the existing wall because of wall stability concerns. Though these
stabilization methods would be less costly to construct than the Proposed Action, they were not
selected because of the risk of destabilizing the existing wall during construction.
The proposed method of wall stabilization is grout injection coupled with the installation of
micropiles behind the existing wall. This approach has the least amount of environmental impacts
of the alternatives considered because the majority of construction is completed from the top of
the wall. Only the grout injection component of the work must be completed from the bottom of
the wall, and this work will not require heavy construction equipment (e.g. excavators) to be
located on the riverbank between the wall and the river. Stabilizing the boulder wall in this
manner maintains the look and historic character of the existing wall without the need for
excavation behind the wall or installation of temporary excavation support, meaning this method
has the smallest construction footprint of the alternatives and therefore the least impact to
maintenance of traffic on US Route 202. Though this is the most expensive of the alternatives
considered, it has the least impact on the appearance of the existing wall, the least environmental
impacts, and is the most constructible alternative.
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Cast-In-Place Concrete Wall
Rehabilitation of the concrete wall section of the retaining wall is necessary to provide adequate
support for the new sidewalk. No alternatives beyond the proposed rehabilitation were evaluated
due to the minimal amount of work proposed. Most of the work is maintenance in nature, except
for having to reduce the height of the wall where necessary to accommodate the new sidewalk.
Leaving the wall as-is would not allow for the new sidewalk to be installed, which is an important
feature for meeting the project purpose and need of improved pedestrian safety. Replacing the
entire wall would be prohibitively expensive and ultimately unnecessary since a majority of the
existing wall is in good condition.
Alternatives Analysis Summary
The Proposed Action is the least impacting alternative to historical and cultural resources. Based
on the extent of the existing bridge and retaining wall deterioration, the importance of the bridge
for community and regional transportation needs, and the need to have an intersection that is
safe and sustainable for existing and future transportation needs, the preferred alternative is the
replacement of the Main Street Bridge. The new bridge will be constructed in the existing bridge’s
location and the crossing will be closed during construction using a traffic detour. Retaining wall
work will include a sheeting and king pile retaining wall system with stone facing to replace the
mortar rubble masonry retaining wall and the northern section of the boulder retaining wall, and
in-place stabilization of the boulder retaining wall with a combination of rehabilitation measures.
Improvements to the geometry of the Main Street/US Route 202 intersection will occur. The Town
of Peterborough and project Consulting Parties support the Proposed Action, and have been
extensively involved in each step of preliminary design and alternatives analysis.
1.6

Evaluation of Environmental Effects

The effects of the proposed project relative to the following social, economic, natural and cultural
resources have been reviewed. All of the resources listed below which were evaluated during
preliminary project review; however, if no impacts were evident, or the resource was lacking in
the project area, then the resource was omitted from further analysis and discussion in this
document. The resources and issues deemed applicable for this project are indicated in bold
type listed below:
Social/Economic
Safety
Transportation Patterns
Air Quality
Noise
Displacements
Hazardous Materials
Neighborhoods
Business Impacts
Land Acquisition
Land Use

Farmlands
Community Services
Energy Needs
Utilities
Environmental Justice
Tax Base
Recreation
Public Lands
Construction Impacts
Scenic Byways

Natural
Surface Water
Wetlands
Water Quality
Groundwater
Floodplains
Wildlife/Fisheries
Endangered Species
Natural Communities
Shoreland Protection
Wild & Scenic Rivers
Forest Lands
Coastal Zone
Invasive Plants

Cultural
Historical
Archaeological
Stone Walls
Aesthetics

Safety/Transportation Patterns
The proposed Project will improve public safety and meet the transportation needs of the
community and region by providing a cost-effective, safe, and sustainable multimodal movement
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of bicyclists, pedestrians, and motorized vehicles over the Contoocook River and through the Main
Street/US Route 202 intersection.
During construction, a full road closure with traffic detour is the Proposed Action. Vehicular traffic
will be temporarily detoured approximately 1.5 miles south to cross the Contoocook River via the
US Route 202/NH Route 101 Bridge over the Contoocook River for approximately 2 years during
construction of the replacement bridge.
The Peterborough Fire Station, located on Summer Street, is largely staffed by volunteers who
must make their way to the station to be able to then respond to a call. During the approximately
one to one- and-a-half year duration of bridge closure and use of the detour route, there will be
a delay in personnel arrival at the station, impacting public safety. Discussion with Town officials
has been initiated to explore ways to minimize this safety impact. Furthermore, most response
calls in town are across the Contoocook River and to the north where the school and the Onancock
Community Hospital are located. The temporary loss of the Main Street Bridge will cause
emergency services to encounter an approximately four-mile detour to travel from the Fire Station
to the hospital. Options to reduce this time are under discussion with Town officials.
Analysis of temporary bridge options, located both upstream and downstream, is detailed in the

Engineering Study. In summary, neither of the temporary bridge options were moved forward for

consideration due to the following: significantly increased environmental impacts; significantly
higher costs of construction, removal and permitting for the temporary structure; operational,
access and view impacts to the historic Peterborough Town Library; impacts to local businesses
or homes that would be adjacent to the temporary structure; right-of-way and easement access
concerns; and difficulty in complying with the hydraulic guidelines of Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA), NHDOT and NHDES related to the ability of the structure to pass
100-yr flood levels and not cause upstream flooding.
A phased construction approach with no bridge closure was considered as the traffic control for
the roundabout alternative. This alternative required permanent over-widening of the
replacement bridge by approximately 15 feet to accommodate maintaining two travel lanes during
each phase of construction. It is important to note that traffic control is not completely an
engineering-based decision, but rather a local decision with engineering input. Initially, the
roundabout and phased construction was preferred by the Town, especially the business
community who expressed concerns over interrupted flow of patrons during construction.
However, the Town ultimately decided on the Proposed Action due to the reduced impacts to
Section 106 resources, reduced costs, and shorter construction duration when compared to the
phased alternative. Installation of the pedestrian bridge ahead of bridge closure is proposed to
maintain access to the library, which was another substantial concern of Town residents.

Hazardous Materials
A database search of the NH Department of Environmental Services (NHDES) OneStop Data
Geographic Information System indicates that contaminated properties exist near to, but not
within, the project area, as presented in Table 1-3.
None of the sites listed currently pose a threat to the safety of the public due to their status as
inactive or closed and remediated. Proposed construction activities will not result in deep
excavation on or near the above-listed parcels. The project is not anticipated to affect these sites,
nor is any existing contamination expected to be exposed or become a new or additional
contamination source.
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An Activity and Use Restriction (AUR) was approved by NHDES for the Centertown site (3-15 Main
Street) on June 1, 2000 and a Certificate of No Further Action was issued (Exhibit B) in response
to a release of petroleum hydrocarbons and lead contaminated soils. This documentation includes
identification of a Restricted Area in which no excavation, construction or soil disturbance will
occur unless the contractor receives written approval from NHDES and that the work is overseen
by a firm with appropriate environmental expertise. The Restricted Area is located partially under
and behind the back of the existing building on this parcel. This area will not be directly affected
by the project, however, due to the proximity of work for the pedestrian bridge abutment/footings
to the Restricted Area boundary, the site contractors will be required to include site monitoring
and potential testing of excavated materials at this location.
Table 1-3. Locations of Hazardous Materials near the Project Area
MASTER
ID
43660

NAMES

ADDRESS

INTEREST

PRIMARY ID

STATUS

Atkinson William

HWG

69332

Cardinal Health

Corner of E.
Pearl & Main St
5 Main Street

EPA ID:
NHD510074891
EPA ID:
NHD510216831

50735

Centertown

3-15 Main St /
1 Summer St

Maggie’s Health
Food
Stoops Ward

14 Main St

Unsolicited
Site
Assessment
(ORCB
reviewed)
HWG, UST

Listed as inactive
since 1999
Small Quantity
Generator listed as
Inactive as of
9/15/2015
Closed-AUR noted
June 2000

Monadnock Ledger

26 Main St

HWG

P S B Leasing
Corporation
Peterborough
Town Offices
Ocean National
Bank

47 Main St

UST

Main St

HWG

35 Main St

UST

4657

43686
4667
43685
4679

HWG

Site No:
200003003

EPA ID:
NHD510073562
Facility ID:
0113748
EPA ID:
NHD982763625
Facility ID:
0114102
EPA ID:
NHD510100852
Facility ID:
0112044

HWG: Listed as
Inactive since 1999
UST: Tanks were
closed in place
1991
Listed as inactive
since 1999
Listed as closed
since 1991
Listed as inactive
since 1999
UST closed 1987
and 2004.
Remediated onsite.

HWG= Hazardous Waste Generator, UST = Underground Storage Tank

Based on the testing performed during preliminary design, asbestos was not detected in the core
samples collected. However, until further investigation can be completed during dismantling of
the bridge, it will be assumed that asbestos paper material is present within the bridge at the
joint of the sidewalk and approach roadway, and within the footings of the bridge. The
construction contract will include bid items for the proper handling and disposal of asbestos
containing materials in the event that they are encountered.
Air Quality

Pursuant to the Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) of 1990, this project was examined for
potential impacts to local and regional air quality. The proposed project is located within an area
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of the State that is in attainment with respect to the National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS) for ozone and all other transportation related criteria pollutants (CO, NOx, VOCs, PM10
and PM2.5). The project has been included in the Statewide Transportation Improvement
Program (STIP) 2015-2018 approved April 8, 2015. The proposed effort is not considered a
“Regionally Significant Project” as defined in the final Transportation Conformity rules or in those
rules adopted by NHDES in accordance with the interagency consultation provisions required by
40 CFR 93.105.
Although the project is designed to include a slight shift in the alignment of the US Route 202
and Main Street intersection, these alterations are intended to improve traffic flow and safety and
are not intended to change Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) volumes within the project area.
As a result, this project is not anticipated to result in increased emission impacts. Additionally,
when completed, the project is not expected to result in any meaningful changes in traffic
volumes, vehicle mix, or any other factor that will cause an increase in emissions impacts relative
to the no-build alternative or contribute to violations of the NAAQS. Consequently, this project is
exempt from the conformity requirements of the CAAA (Exhibit C).
Though exempt from the conformity requirements of the CAAA, NEPA requires consideration of
the project's impact on air quality. Of the NAAQS pollutants of concern in New Hampshire, only
carbon monoxide (CO) can generally be addressed at the project level. The proposed project
does not involve any substantial changes to the existing traffic patterns. Computer analyses of
other projects (such as Portsmouth 13455, Manchester 10622A and Londonderry 12704) with
higher traffic volumes, flowing under more restrictive conditions, have consistently yielded
maximum CO concentrations well below the one-hour NAAQS of 35 ppm and the eight-hour
criteria of 9 ppm. As these projects were found not to have a detrimental impact on air quality,
and for the reasons stated above, it can be concluded that this project will also not have an
adverse impact on air quality. As a result, no further air quality review is warranted.
Noise
The NHDOT’s Policy and Procedural Guidelines for the Assessment and Abatement of Highway
Traffic Noise for Type I Highway Projects (Noise Policy) provides guidelines for assessing noise

impacts and determining the need, feasibility, and reasonableness of noise abatement measures
for proposed Type I highway construction and improvement projects. A Type I highway project
is defined by FHWA and NHDOT as a project which involves the construction of a new highway,
the addition of through traffic lanes or one that involves substantial alterations to either the
vertical or horizontal alignment of the existing roadway.
As this project does not involve these types of construction, the subject project is not a Type I
highway project. Since this project is not a Type I highway project a noise impact assessment is
not necessary (Exhibit C).
The proposed project is not expected to result in any meaningful changes in traffic volumes,
vehicle mix, location of the existing facility, or any other factor that will cause an increase in noise
impacts. As a result, this project is not expected to cause a noticeable change in noise levels
once construction is completed.
Construction activities will temporarily increase noise due to the use of heavy equipment, however
these noise levels are expected to return to normal after the project has been completed. For
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the reasons stated above, this project is not expected to adversely affect noise levels at any of
the adjacent receptors.
Utilities
The existing utility infrastructure in the project area includes: overhead electric, telephone and
cable lines along the riverside of US Route 202 and the west side of the Main Street Bridge;
underground water, sewer and telephone lines along US Route 202; and telephone & water across
the river. Hoyle, Tanner has been coordinating with the utility providers in Peterborough to
minimize impacts to their facilities. Due to the reconstruction of the Main Street Bridge and the
retaining wall along US Route 202, permanent impacts to the utility infrastructure would occur.
The existing overhead lines adjacent to the river would need be relocated, temporarily at a
minimum, to allow for construction of the new retaining wall and shifted roadway. The existing
waterline and telephone lines that cross the Contoocook River would need to be relocated onto
the proposed bridge structures.
The Town has expressed interest in locating the existing utilities underground throughout the
project area, which would occur at their expense. Hoyle, Tanner is currently working with the
utility providers and the Town to determine an approximate cost for these efforts. If the Town
determines that they would like to move forward, the overhead lines would be relocated
underneath the proposed pavement and across the proposed bridge in dedicated conduits and
manholes. If the added cost is deemed infeasible, the proposed utility poles would be relocated
to the east side of US Route 202 permanently so that they are out of the way of the proposed
construction, which would eliminate the need for temporary and permanent moves.
Environmental Justice
Executive Orders 12898 and 13166 require that an Environmental Justice evaluation be conducted
for all transportation projects that are undertaken, funded, or approved by FHWA to avoid,
minimize, or mitigate disproportionately high and adverse human health and environmental
effects, and social and economic effects on minority populations and low income populations.
Coordination with Jay Ankenbrock, Chief of Labor Compliance, NHDOT Compliance Office, is
included as Exhibit D. The project is located in an area with a higher percentage of low-income
population than that of the surrounding areas of Hillsborough County. The project area and
surrounding areas have a higher percentage of elderly population than the state and national
averages. Project information, including notice of availability of the Final NEPA document and
notices of public meetings for the project, will be distributed to the organizations listed in the
response letter in an effort to include all sectors of the affected public, including the low-income
and elderly populations.
In addition, because the elderly population in Peterborough is relatively significant, additional
features affecting pedestrian access were reviewed and included in the project design to meet
the needs of the community. The Town of Peterborough also voiced their concern over the
importance of pedestrian access across the river at this location, thus the inclusion of the freestanding pedestrian bridge. This structure was designed to meet the requirements of the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) as well as the Final Public Rights-of-Way Guidelines
(PROWAG) in designing pedestrian facilities.
No other special considerations are recommended.
Executive Orders 12898 and 13166.
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Recreation
Review of the Peterborough Trail Map (Exhibit E) shows a portion of the Common Pathway near
the project area. The Common Pathway is an approximately 6.5-mile long path that mostly follows
an old railroad right-of-way along the Contoocook River. The Pathway begins just south of
downtown Peterborough near Noone Falls and continues north by a combination of the old rail
bed, sidewalks through the downtown area, and two highway underpasses, ending near the
Peterborough Recycling Center on Scott Mitchell Road in Hancock. The Pathway offers easy
walking on level land, and the paved portion (Noone Falls to Southfield Lane) is plowed by the
Town in winter. Near the project area, the Pathway runs along the sidewalk through the
downtown, crossing Main Street immediately west of the project area, and continuing north along
Summer Street. The project is not anticipated to affect recreational users of the Common
Pathway.
Surface Water/Wetlands/Water Quality
The Contoocook River is a NH Designated River, pursuant to RSA 483. As such, the river falls
under the NHDES Shoreland Water Quality Protection Act (SWQPA) and is protected by the
NHDES Rivers Management and Protection Program. A Shoreland Permit by Notification (PBN)
will be required as part of the project. The Contoocook River Local Advisory Committee has been
informed of the project (Exhibit F) and will be copied on the NHDES wetland permit application
when it is prepared for their review and comment.
Water Quality
A review of known water impairments and existing conditions within the project area on the
NHDES Surface Water Quality Report Cards listing of the Final 2014, 305(b)/303(d) waters show
the Contoocook River within the project area (including both upstream and downstream of the
Transcript Dam) to be listed as marginally impaired (TMDL completed) for fish consumption due
to atmospheric deposition of mercury. The proposed project will not contribute to these
impairments.
An Alteration of Terrain (AoT) permit would be required from NHDES for the Proposed Action
because the area of land disturbance for the project exceeds the regulatory threshold of 50,000
square feet for projects located within shoreland protected under NHDES SWQPA, which includes
the Contoocook River. Preliminary coordination with NHDES has indicated that the project could
receive a waiver to meet the General Permit By Rule requirements since it can be largely
considered a maintenance project.
Stormwater
Stormwater treatment and collection will be reviewed in detail during the Final Design stage of
this project. Best Management Practices (BMPs) such as sediment fencing, silt booms, and/or
work behind cofferdams will help to protect water quality within and adjacent to the Contoocook
River during construction. The Project Contractor will be responsible for providing the Engineer
with and implementing a professionally prepared Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP)
prior to the commencement of construction. Upon approval of the SWPPP by the Engineer, the
project contractor will be required to adhere to all conditions posted in the SWPPP.
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Wetlands
Wetlands, top of bank, and ordinary high water (OHW) lines were delineated through the project
area by a NH Certified Wetlands Scientist (NH CWS). Impacts to jurisdictional wetlands are shown
in Table 1-4 and on the preliminary project plans provided in Part IV of this document. Temporary
and permanent wetland impacts are based on preliminary designs, and will be finalized to provide
accurate areas for wetland permit applications.
Wetlands mitigation is not currently proposed as part of this project because impacts are below
the regulatory threshold. Additional coordination with NHDES Wetlands Bureau and the US Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE) will occur as project designs are finalized to ensure all regulatory
requirements are met. If the project should require mitigation, NHDOT and the Town of
Peterborough will work with these agencies to ensure appropriate mitigation is identified.
Table 1-4. Proposed Wetland Impacts, Replacement of Main Street Bridge and
Repair of Stone Retaining Wall along US Route 202, Peterborough
Bank
Riverbed
Totals (sf)
Totals (acres)

Permanent (sf)
738
845
1,583
0.03

Temporary (sf)
811
2,316
3,127
0.07

Total (sf)
1,549
3,161
4,710
0.11

This project was reviewed by the NHDOT, NHDES Wetlands Bureau, USACE, NH Fish & Game
Department (NHF&G) and FHWA at two Natural Resource Agency Coordination meetings held on
May 19, 2010 and February 18, 2015 at the NHDOT office in Concord. Comments from these
meetings specific to design alternatives and impact minimization have been addressed to the
extent practicable at this stage of the project as detailed throughout this document in their
respective sections.
Review of estimated impacts to the banks and bed of the Contoocook River indicate the project
will require a New Hampshire Programmatic General Permit (PGP). Consultation with USACE will
occur when design plans are developed to the point where impacts can be accurately quantified,
although as noted above, USACE staff was in attendance at the Natural Resource meetings for
the project and are aware of the project’s anticipated impacts. Any required permit from USACE
will be received before the commencement of construction.
Floodplains/Floodways
A review of the National Flood Insurance Program’s (NFIP) current Flood Insurance Rate Map
(FIRM) for Hillsborough County, NH dated September 25, 2009 (Panel 289 of 701) indicates the
proposed project is located in a special flood hazard area, Zone AE, subject to flooding by the 1%
annual chance flood and in the floodway portion of the Contoocook River. Per FEMA regulations,
the floodway is the channel of a stream plus any adjacent floodplain areas that must be kept free
of encroachment so that the 100-yr flood can be carried without substantial increases in flood
height. The 1% annual chance (100-year) flood has been adopted by FEMA as the base flood for
floodplain management purposes, while the 2% annual chance (50-year) flood is employed to
indicate areas of additional flood risk.
A FEMA Flood Insurance Study (September 2009) is available for this area and the design flood
flow of the Contoocook River is available at the bridge crossing. The NHDOT requires the 50-year
design flood rate (Q50) and elevation to be determined. The Q50 design flood level has a 2%
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chance of being met or exceeded each year. The bottom of the bridge is required to provide a
minimum of 1’-0” freeboard above the Q50 elevation.
Using streamflow data from the FEMA Flood Insurance Study, the existing Q50 elevation was
determined to be 716.2’. The elevation at the center of arch of the existing bridge is 724.1’,
providing nearly 9’ of freeboard which exceeds the minimum NHDOT criteria. Providing this
information is consistent with the local accounts of not having any flooding issues with the existing
bridge opening.
The proposed bridge replacement maintains the existing hydraulic geometrics and exceeds
minimum NHDOT requirements. There is no proposed change to the area of waterway opening
below the 50-year design flood elevation.
Approximately 2,000 sf of permanent impacts and 3,600 sf of temporary impacts will occur to the
floodway and floodplain, based on preliminary design plans, due to the proposed scour protection
for the new rigid frame foundations, the westerly pedestrian bridge abutment and need to
encroach on the floodway/floodplain for reconstruction and stabilization of the US Route 202
retaining wall. This area has been minimized to the extent practicable; no other viable alternative
exists that would allow for stabilization of the wall and US Route 202 realignment without such
impacts. There is sufficient room along the east bank of the Contoocook, upstream of the
Transcript Dam, for creation of compensatory flood storage via bank excavation. A plan for this
effort will be provided during final design that is acceptable to the USACE, NHDES and the Town
of Peterborough. It is not expected that a FEMA Conditional Letter of Map Revision (CLOMR) will
be required.
NHDES Stream Crossing Guidelines
The New Hampshire Stream Crossing Guidelines provide several suggestions for sizing a new or
replacement stream crossing based on the type and width of the stream. The drainage area of
the Contoocook River at Main Street is greater than one square mile and, therefore, it is classified
as a Tier 3 crossing per the Guidelines. As a result, the replacement structure must be either a
span structure or an open-bottomed culvert. The width of a new or replacement stream crossing
structure should provide for the adequate passage of water, sediment, and organic matter at all
flow levels. In an attempt to standardize adequate stream crossings, an opening of 1.2 times the
bankfull width is provided as a minimum requirement of the Guidelines. Due to the presence of
long canal retaining walls which extend from the corners of the bridge and also define the edge
of river, the bankfull width for the Contoocook River at the Main Street crossing is the existing
bridge opening which is measured to be 70 feet. Based solely on this guideline, the replacement
structure would require a minimum opening of 84 feet.
The Stream Crossing Guidelines provides an additional criterion for adequately dimensioning a
new or replacement stream crossing which is based on the entrenchment ratio of the stream
within the natural range of variability for the stream type. This guideline suggests that the width
of new or replacement bridges be at least equal to the bankfull width times the entrenchment
ratio of the stream crossing. The Contoocook River at the Main Street crossing has a low
entrenchment ratio because there is minimal to no access to flood plains due to the retaining
walls that bound the river in the vicinity of the project. As a result, the entrenchment ratio is
concluded to be 1.0 for this location. Therefore, based solely on this guideline, the replacement
structure would require an opening equal to 1.0 times the bankfull width. For the Contoocook
River Crossing at Main Street, any replacement structure would maintain the existing 70 foot
opening based on this guideline.
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The proposal to maintain the existing opening is based on the following considerations:
•

•
•
•

Northeast and southwest retaining walls. These walls are up to 25’ +/- high and tie into
the corners of the bridge such that if the bridge opening were widened at all, these walls
would have to be removed and rebuilt in a new location. Such an undertaking would
require extensive and expensive excavation support systems and significant right-of-way
takings. This work would be more costly and would unnecessarily exceed the scope of
the overall project.
The historic library in the northeast quadrant could be negatively impacted as a result of
a larger hydraulic opening.
Modifications to the upstream Transcript Dam would be required if the southwest retaining
wall was relocated as the dam would have to be extended to the west.
There is no documented history of flooding issues at the site caused by the bridge. The
existing bridge opening adequately addresses the intent of the Stream Crossing
Guidelines.

Another specification in the Stream Crossing Guidelines for the replacement of Tier 3 crossings
indicates that there should be no increase in the 100-year flood elevations on abutting properties
[Env-Wt 904.05(e)(1)]. As discussed above, an increase in the 100-year flood elevations are not
anticipated. An alternative design can be proposed if a specific rule stated in the guidelines is not
practicable (Env-Wt 904.09). “Practicable” is defined by Env-Wt 101.69 as “available and capable
of being done after taking into consideration cost, existing technology, and logistics in light of
overall project purposes." A written request sealed by a Professional Engineer or environmental
scientist must be submitted to NHDES that explains how the proposed alternative demonstrates
that adhering strictly to the stream crossing guidelines is not practicable in this case. This request
must also state how the proposed alternative meets specific design criteria specified in Env-Wt
904.05 to the maximum extent practicable and also satisfies all general design criteria specified
in Env-Wt 904.01. It is anticipated that the proposed bridge will be accepted as an “alternative
design” by NHDES.
The proposed replacement bridge has been designed to allow natural sediment transport, aquatic
organism passage and to minimize occurrence of streambed and streambank erosion on the
downstream side of the crossing and aggradation on the upstream side of the crossing. The
proposed structure maintains the natural stream bottom at the stream crossing and the natural
stream channel alignment, retains watercourse activity, does not act as a barrier to sediment
transport, maintains existing flows and does not contribute to flooding/overtopping of the
roadway.
Agency Coordination
The NH Office of Energy and Planning reviewed the project for potential impacts to the regulatory
floodway (Exhibit G). It was noted that, should the proposed project impact the regulatory
floodway, the following regulation contained in Peterborough’s floodplain regulations will apply:
“Along watercourses with a designated Regulatory Floodway no encroachments, including fill,
new construction, substantial improvements, and other development are allowed within the
floodway unless it has been demonstrated through hydrologic and hydraulic analyses performed
in accordance with standard engineering practices that the proposed encroachment would not
result in any increase in flood levels within the community during the base flood discharge.” The
proposed project will have a negligible effect on flooding dynamics, thus additional coordination
with FEMA is not required.
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Review of estimated impacts to the banks and bed of the Contoocook River indicate the project
will qualify for the USACE’s NH Programmatic General Permit. Consultation with USACE will occur
when design plans are developed to the point where impacts can be accurately quantified. Any
required permit from USACE will be received before the commencement of construction.
Wildlife, Fisheries and Endangered Species
The NH Natural Heritage Bureau (NHNHB) database and the USFWS website were reviewed for
records of Federal- or State-listed endangered, threatened or rare species, exemplary natural
communities, or species of special concern within the proposed project area on February 2, 2016
(Exhibit H). Although a NHNHB data record was present near the project area, NHNHB does not
expect that it will be impacted by the proposed project.
The Contoocook River has been designated Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) for all lifestages of
Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar), including eggs, larvae, juveniles and adults (EFH Description,
http://www.nero.noaa.gov/hcd/list.htm). Therefore, an EFH Assessment was developed for the
project, as part of the EFH consultation process between NHDOT, representing the FHWA, and
NOAA Fisheries. NHDOT reviewed the EFH Assessment and concluded “the adverse effect on
EFH is not substantial” in a letter to NOAA Fisheries on October 12, 2015 (Exhibit I). NOAA
Fisheries concurred with this effect and stated the project area will have minimal effects on other
NOAA-trust resources, including those covered under the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act.
Therefore, no EFH conservation recommendations have been provided for this action pursuant to
Section 305(b)(4)(A) of the Magnuson-Stevens Act.
The project was reviewed using the USFWS Information for Planning and Conservation (IPaC)
online tool for potential impacts to federally-listed species, Consultation Code 05E1NE00-2016SLI-0091 (Exhibit J). The federally-threatened Northern long-eared bat (Myotis septentrionalis)
was identified as having potential habitat within the project area. A Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) and Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) Range-wide Programmatic
Informal Consultation for Indiana Bat and Northern Long-eared Bat Project Submittal Form was
developed according to the guidance for agency review developed between FHWA and USFWS
(Exhibit K) including the Bridge and Structure Inspection Form for both the Main Street Bridge
and the historic canal. Coordination with Susi VonOettingen, Endangered Species Biologist,
USFWS, was also conducted to ensure appropriate compliance with the USFWS and Endangered
Species Act (Exhibit L). There will be no effect on the Northern long-eared bat because the project
has been determined to lack suitable summer habitat.
Invasive Species
Per RSA 430:51-57 and the Department of Agriculture, Markets and Food, and RSA 487:16-a
(NHDES) the spread of invasive plants listed in Agr 3800 and Env-Wq 1300 is prohibited. A survey
for invasive species was conducted within the project area, and four types of invasive species
were observed in small localized areas:
•
•
•
•

Japanese Knotweed – Reynoutria japonica
Oriental Bittersweet – Celastrus orbiculatus
Multiflora Rose – Rosa multiflora
Invasive Shrub Honeysuckles – Lonicera sp.

Identified species will be identified on project plans and, prior to and during construction duration,
delineated in the field via flagging tape. The Contractor will prepare an Invasive Species Control
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and Management Plan relevant to the species identified and in adherence to NHDOT’s “Best
Management Practices for Roadside Invasive Plants”.
Cultural Resources
The project was reviewed with SHPO, FHWA and NHDOT at regularly scheduled Cultural Resource
Agency Coordination Meetings for the purpose of compliance with the regulations of National
Historic Preservation Act and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation’s (ACHP) procedures
for the Protection of Historic Properties (36 CFR 800) on the following dates: April 1, 2010,
October 7, 2010, June 9, 2011, July 14, 2011, December 11, 2014 and September 10, 2015.
Description of Historic Resources
The existing bridge was determined to be eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic
Places as determined in June 2011 due to the significance of the concrete rigid frame bridge with
arch effect and stone facing constructed by John H. Wells. The existing boulder retaining wall
along US Route 202 is representative of roadway improvements from the late 19th – early
twentieth century. It was determined in June 2011 that while it is not a sufficiently significant
example of this theme to be individually eligible for listing in the National Register, it does
contribute to the Peterborough Historic District for its historical associations (Exhibit M).
The Peterborough Historic District is eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places
as determined in June 2011. The Main Street Bridge, Transcript Dam, and US Route 202 Retaining
Wall are contributing elements to the Historic District. The Brick Block and the Peterborough
Library, located within the project area, are also individually eligible for listing and are contributing
elements to the Historic District.
Effects on Historic Resources
Applying the criteria of effect at 36 CFR 800.5, it was determined that the Proposed Action (bridge
replacement) will have an adverse effect on both the Main Street Bridge and the Peterborough
Historic District, both of which are eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places,
and has consulted with the New Hampshire State Historic Preservation Officer pursuant to 36 CFR
part 800, of the regulations implementing Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act
(16 U.S.C. 470F). A Section 106 Cultural Resources Effect Memo was signed by NHSHPO and
FHWA on January 22, 2016. This Memo notes that the project will require a Section 4(f)
Evaluation, which is included as Part II of this document.
Mitigation of Historic Resources
It was agreed among FHWA, SHPO and NHDOT that impacts to the Main Street Bridge and the
Peterborough Historic District are unavoidable. Mitigation will be developed in consultation with
NHDHR, the Town of Peterborough, the consulting parties, and any other interested parties.
Because of the adverse effect determination, the ACHP has been invited to participate as a
consulting party. Mitigation has been targeted towards the lost resources, the Main Street Bridge,
and the loss of the bridge as a contributing element within the Historic District. Details of the
mitigation have been recorded in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) executed by SHPO,
NHDOT, the Town of Peterborough and FHWA on May 31, 2016.
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Archaeological Resources
A Phase IA Archaeological Assessment was completed as part of the Engineering Study phase of
the project. This report recommended no further investigation of the proposed project impact
areas and that the project will not adversely affect archaeological resources.

1.7

Construction Impacts

1. Strict erosion and siltation control measures will be utilized during construction to protect the
integrity of the Contoocook River. The project contractor will be required to submit a
professionally prepared Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) prior to the
commencement of construction. Standard pollution prevention measures will be employed to
assure that all negative impacts are avoided and/or minimized to the maximum extent practicable.
Upon approval by the NHDOT, the project contractor will be required to adhere to all conditions
posted in the SWPPP.
2. Heavy equipment operation will cause temporary increases in noise and dust levels during
construction. All standard measures will be used to ensure that these increases are minimized to
the extent practicable. Noise and dust levels should return to normal shortly after completion of
construction, with no future implications.
3. There are several utilities located within the project area. In the event that a disruption to
services will occur, coordination with appropriate utility companies must be undertaken to ensure
that disruptions to services will be kept to a minimum.
4. The bridge closure will inconvenience and disrupt motorists attempting to access downtown,
however access will be maintained with the detour as shown on the project plans included in Part
IV of this document. The bridge closure will cause additional minor delays to motorists along
Route 202 as the construction is adjacent to the road. Existing lane and pavement widths will be
maintained or increased for the majority of the construction duration, however, there will be times
of alternating one-lane two-way traffic on US Route 202. This will be kept to off-peak hours,
minimizing impacts and delays to the traveling public. Upon project completion traffic will return
to pre-construction conditions.
5. Pedestrian access over the Contoocook River and along US Route 202 will be maintained during
construction, including the construction of a pedestrian bridge and temporary sidewalks as
needed. Any impacts to pedestrians will be isolated.
6. Access to all properties will be maintained throughout construction.
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Coordination & Public Participation

Letters, emails or phone calls were sent to various Federal, State and local agencies, as well as
the general public, requesting input on this project on the following dates:
AGENCY/ORGANIZATION
Town of Peterborough
Town Administrator
FHWA New Hampshire Division
New Hampshire State Historic
Preservation Office
New Hampshire Natural Heritage
Bureau
NH Office of Energy and Planning
(Floodplains)
Land and Community Heritage
Investment Program
New Hampshire Department of
Transportation (NHDOT)
HR (Environmental Justice)
Air and Noise Program
Contoocook River and North Branch
Rivers Local Advisory Committee
(LAC)
NOAA-NMFS EFH Consultation
US Fish and Wildlife Service
Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation (ACHP)
US Department of the Interior (US
DOI)

DATE OF
CONTACT

REPLY
RECV’D

EXHIBIT
LOCATION

Rodney Bartlett
Jamie Sikora
Laura Black

*
*
*

*
*
*

NA
NA
M

Melissa Coppola

1/2015

1/26/15

H

Jennifer Gilbert

12/1/14

12/17/14

G

Pula Bellemore

12/1/14

12/8/14

Q

*

*

NA

Jay Ankenbrock
Jonathan Evans
Janet Renaud

12/1/14
12/1/14
12/1/14

1/5/15
12/29/14
1/14/15

D
C
F

Mike Johnson
Susi VonOettingen
LaShavio Johnson

10/15
10/1/15
5/2016

10/19/15
10/1/15
6/30/2016

I
L
S

Andrew L.
Raddant

5/2016

8/4/2016

S

CONTACT

C.R. Willeke

*Multiple meetings across the project duration occurred.

Meetings were held periodically with various Federal, State and local agencies, as well as with the
general public throughout the development of this project. Project review meetings were held
on the following dates:
Date

Topic

November 3, 2009
November 17, 2009
February 16, 2010
March 11, 2010
March 16, 2010
March 30, 2010*
April 1, 2010*

Town of Peterborough Selectboard Meeting
Town of Peterborough EDA/GDTIF Meeting
Town of Peterborough EDA/GDTIF Meeting
NHDOT Project Manager and Bureau of Environment Meeting
Town of Peterborough EDA/GDTIF Meeting
Town of Peterborough, Selectboard Meeting, Design Concepts Discussion
NHDOT Bureau of the Environment Cultural Resources Agency Meeting, introduce
project and discuss with NHDOT, SHPO and the Town of Peterborough
Natural Resource Agency Coordination Meeting, Introduction of project
Town of Peterborough, Design Concepts Discussion
NHDOT Project Manager and Bureau of Highway Design Meeting
Town of Peterborough Selectboard Meeting
Town of Peterborough Planning Board Meeting
NHDOT Bureau of the Environment Cultural Resources Agency Meeting, determine if
cultural resources that might be impacted as a result of project.

May 15, 2010*
April 23, 2010*
June 8, 2010
July 20, 2010*
September 20, 2010*
October 7, 2010*
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Date

Topic

October 26, 2010*
November 4, 2010
June 9, 2011*

Public Informational Meeting
NHDES Meeting Regarding Temporary North Crossing
NHDOT Bureau of the Environment Cultural Resources Agency Meeting, overview of
process and design concepts developed to date.
NHDOT Bureau of the Environment Cultural Resources Agency Meeting, overview of
roadway concepts and traffic modeling.
Public Informational Meeting, project purpose and need, recommendations and
estimated costs.
NHDOT Front Office presentation, discuss project
Public Informational Meeting
Town of Peterborough project progress meeting
NHDOT Bureau of the Environment Cultural Resources Agency Meeting, update on
current status of project.
Natural Resource Agency Coordination Meeting, update on status of project.
Utility Coordination Meeting to receive input from the various utilities and to assist in
design constraints.
Public Informational Meeting, project update, status of design and environmental
coordination.
NHDOT Bureau of the Environment Cultural Resources Agency Meeting, overview of
process and design concepts developed to date.
NHDOT Traffic Control Committee
Town of Peterborough project progress meeting.
Heritage Commission meeting to discuss mitigation
Town of Peterborough Public Meeting project progress update.

July 14, 2011*
October 6, 2011*
May 7, 2012
April 2013*
November 6, 2014
December 11, 2014*
February 18, 2015
March 18, 2015
June 16, 2015*
September 10, 2015*
September 17, 2015
January 1, 2016
October 29, 2015*
March 1, 2016

*Denotes meetings where Section 106 consulting parties were invited and representatives of at least one of the consulting parties
were in attendance after the dates of acceptance by FHWA of consulting parties to the project.

1.9

Summary of Environmental Commitments

The following environmental commitments have been made for this project.
1. The Contractor will prepare an Invasive Species Control and Management Plan relevant to the
species identified in the site survey and in adherence to NHDOT’s “Best Management Practices
for Roadside Invasive Plants”.
2. Strict erosion and siltation control measures shall be utilized during construction to protect the
integrity of the Connecticut River. The project contractor shall be required to submit a
professionally prepared Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) prior to the
commencement of construction. Standard pollution prevention measures shall be employed to
assure that all negative impacts are avoided and/or minimized to the maximum extent practicable.
The project contractor shall be required to adhere to all conditions posted in the SWPPP.
Stormwater treatment measures shall be evaluated during final design.
3. Construction vehicles shall not be stored, serviced, washed or flushed in a location where leaks,
spills, waste materials or cleaners will be introduced into wetlands or watercourses.
4. Maintenance or refueling of equipment and vehicles shall occur at least 150 feet from wetlands
or watercourses at a location where drainage is directed away from the river.
5. Absorbent material shall be placed on the ground prior to refueling to catch spills that may
occur, and will be removed after construction is completed.
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6. Heavy equipment operation will cause temporary increases in noise and dust levels during
construction. All standard measures shall be used to ensure that these increases are minimized
to the extent practicable and limited to the construction phase.
7. Access to all properties shall be maintained throughout construction.
8. Appropriate mitigation for the removal of the eligible bridge has been detailed in a
Memorandum of Agreement to be signed by SHPO, FHWA, the Town of Peterborough and
NHDOT.
9. Best Management Practices (BMPs) such as sediment fencing, silt booms, and/or work behind
cofferdams, shall be utilized where appropriate to protect water quality within and adjacent to
the Contoocook River.
10. All required state and federal environmental permits shall be received prior to construction.
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PART II: FINAL SECTION 4(f) EVALUATION
2.1

Introduction/Section 4(f) Applicability

Pursuant to Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966, 49 U.S.C. 303(c), and
Section 18(a) of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1968, 23 U.S.C. 138 (as amended by the FederalAid Highway Act of 1983), the Secretary of Transportation may approve a program or project
requiring the use of publicly owned land of a public park, recreation area, or wildlife and waterfowl
refuge of national, State, or local significance, or land of an historic site of national, State, or local
significance (as determined by Federal, State, or local officials having jurisdiction over the park, area,
refuge or site) only if:
1.
2.

There is no prudent and feasible alternative to using that land, and
The program or project includes all possible planning to minimize harm to the park,
recreation area, wildlife or waterfowl refuge, or historic site resulting from the use.

A project could “use” land from a Section 4(f) resource in one of three ways:
1.
2.
3.

When land is permanently incorporated into a transportation facility;
When there is a temporary occupancy of land that is adverse in terms of the statute’s
preservation purpose as determined by the criteria set forth at 23 CFR 774.13(d); or,
When there is a constructive use of a Section 4(f) property as determined by the criteria
set forth at 23 CFR 774.15.

If an alternative avoids Section 4(f) resources and is prudent and feasible to construct, then it must
be selected. If no prudent and feasible avoidance alternative exists, only the alternative that causes
the least overall harm and includes all possible planning to minimize hard to Section 4(f) property may
be approved.
This Section 4(f) Evaluation provides the required documentation to demonstrate that there is no
prudent and feasible alternative to the use of land from Section 4(f) historic resources, and that the
Proposed Action includes all possible planning to minimize harm resulting from such use. This
evaluation also outlines coordination that has occurred and the measures proposed to minimize harm
to these resources.

2.2

Project Purpose and Need

The purpose of this project is to provide cost-effective, safe, and sustainable multimodal
movement of bicycles, pedestrians, and motorized vehicles over the Contoocook River and
through the Main Street/US Route 202 intersection that will meet the current and future
transportation demands of the community and region.
There is a need to:
•
Address the deteriorating condition of the existing bridge;
•
Provide a low maintenance bridge that meets NHDOT geometric and capacity
requirements while minimizing cost and construction duration;
•
Provide a safe and sustainable crossing that can carry current statutory vehicular loads;
•
Improve the safety of the Main Street/US Route 202 intersection;
•
Stabilize the stone retaining wall along US Route 202 south of the intersection to support
the roadway and sidewalk; and,
•
Minimize natural and cultural resource impacts.
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The need for the project is evidenced by the following:
•
The Main Street Bridge has a current AASHTO sufficiency rating of 12.7%, is classified as
structurally deficient and included on the NHDOT Red List;
•
The Main Street Bridge was downposted to a weight limit of 15 tons in 2009;
•
The Main Street Bridge and intersection with US Route 202 are considered the “gateway”
to downtown Peterborough and are an important part of the community;
•
Continued reliance on the Main Street Bridge to convey traffic, including heavy trucks,
across the Contoocook River may lead to the accelerated deterioration of the bridge
structure;
•
The stacked boulder segment of the retaining wall requires strengthening to provide longterm stability;
•
The cast-in-place concrete retaining wall segment requires rehabilitation to provide longterm sustainability;
•
Pedestrian and bicyclists are not safely accommodated through the intersection on US
Route 202 or across the bridge due to the lack of sight distance, the roadway geometry
and narrow shoulder widths.

2.3

Existing Conditions

Peterborough, NH is a community of approximately 6,200 permanent residents located in the
south western corner of the state. Like many New England towns, Peterborough has a wealth of
history and culture, including former mills and artisan communities. Downtown Peterborough
can be accessed from Grove Street, Summer Street, Union Street or Main Street and is the center
of local business activity, home to the Town Hall, Town Library, Fire Station and other important
town features. Part IV of this Categorical Exclusion/ Final Section 4(f) Evaluation includes
preliminary plans depicting the project area, and Part V includes project photos.
The project area is located in the area known as “downtown” Peterborough, also considered the
“Gateway” to Peterborough. Main Street intersects US Route 202 at the eastern terminus of the
bridge. US Route 202 is a Class I roadway that is oriented primarily north-south and connects to
NH Route 101 approximately 0.6 miles south of the Main Street intersection and continues south
to the Jaffrey town center and to Massachusetts. North of the intersection with Main Street US
Route 202 continues to the Antrim town center and to Interstate 89 in Contoocook. NH Route
123 and US Route 202 overlap within the project area. Locally, US Route 202 is known as Pine
Street and Granite Street south of the Main Street intersection, and Concord Street north of the
Main Street intersection. For the purposes of this report, US Route 202 will be used to refer to
this section of roadway within the project area, both north and south of the intersection. The
project limits are approximately 400’ of Main Street (200’ to the west and 125’ to the east of the
bridge), 1,500’ of US Route 202 (500’ north and 1000’ south of the intersection including the Pine
Street/US Route 202 intersection), and the area immediately downstream of Transcript Dam
within the Contoocook River.
Hoyle, Tanner & Associates, Inc. (Hoyle, Tanner) developed a detailed Engineering Study in 2011
for the two projects, identifying infrastructure condition issues and alternatives for analysis that
could remedy the identified issues. The Study included the review and summarization of several
existing reports and inspections, discussed the proposed alternatives, and presented new data or
information gathered during the course of its preparation regarding those alternatives. The
sections below summarize information from the 2011 Study.
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Main Street Bridge No. 092/089
The Main Street Bridge is a 75-foot clear-span cast-in-place concrete rigid frame with a 30’-0”
curb-to-curb width and 5’-0” wide sidewalks on each side. The bridge has stone-faced concrete
parapet railings on each side, stone facing on both fasciae and ornamental lighting at each corner.
Main Street is oriented primarily west to east over the Contoocook River. This bridge was
originally constructed in 1940 to replace a former two-span stone arch bridge lost to flooding
during the hurricane of 1938. The bridge currently has an American Association of State Highway
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) sufficiency rating of 12.7%, is classified by AASHTO as
structurally deficient and is on the NHDOT Red List
Hoyle, Tanner observed the existing condition of the bridge, photographed the site and gathered
information to assess the bridge’s condition, along with S.W. Cole Engineering, Inc. (S.W. Cole),
as detailed in the Existing Bridge Conditions Summary, December 2009. This report is included
as Exhibit A. A detailed Load Factor Rating (LFR) capacity analysis of the bridge in its “As-Built”
condition was also performed at that time. Those observations, in conjunction with the NHDOT
Bridge Inspection Report from 2008, confirmed the condition of the bridge to be poor largely due
to the deteriorated condition of the rigid frame concrete.
The following summarizes the bridge condition:
Superstructure
•
The rigid frame soffit exhibits evidence of heavy leakage with efflorescence and spalls
with exposed and corroding reinforcing steel.
•
There is minor to moderate cracking throughout the rigid frame.
•
The asphalt wearing surface is cracked and settled with random potholes throughout.
Substructure
•
The stone wingwalls exhibit leakage along the dry-stacked stone joints.
Due to the deteriorated condition and the structural analysis results, the structure was
downposted to a weight limit of “15 Tons” in 2009 by order of the Town of Peterborough
Selectboard.
The outlet of an existing drainage canal is located in the northwest wingwall of the bridge. This
canal was originally constructed as a mill race to service the downtown area, but over the years
has been modified from its original configuration to meet the changing needs of the downtown
area, and to address deficiencies in the condition of the structure. The canal now serves as a
component of the stormwater outfall system for the downtown area, and the known portions
consist of approximately 450’ of underground structure.
The canal extends southerly from the outlet under Main Street and then under the commercial
structure located at 10 Main Street (Bellows-Nichols Insurance). The section of the canal within
the project limits is approximately 8’ to 10’ wide and 7’ high, and is constructed of granite roof
slabs supported by stone masonry walls constructed of a mix of mortared stone, masonry, and
dry stone masonry. The size and construction of the canal varies substantially throughout its
length, and much of the original canal has been replaced with drainage piping or new concrete
roofs and walls. The section of the canal under Main Street, at the west side of the bridge, is in
poor condition. In June, 2011, a section of granite slab canal roof failed and caused a sinkhole
to form in the Main Street roadway, just west of the Main Street Bridge. Improvements to the
canal are necessary in this area to prevent future failures of this nature. Reconstruction of the
northwest wingwall of the bridge will impact the northerly section of the canal.
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Main Street/US Route 202 Intersection and Retaining Wall
Main Street/US Route 202 Intersection
The Main Street/US Route 202 intersection functions at Level of Service (LOS) of F and presents
safety issues for pedestrians, bicyclists and motorized traffic. Levels of Service range from A, best,
to F, worst. This unsignalized three-way intersection has stop control only on the Main Street
eastbound approach. The US Route 202 northbound and southbound approaches have free
movement through the intersection. Main Street approaching the intersection consists of a single
eastbound lane which splits into separate right and left turn lanes of approximately 140’ length
from the intersection. A single westbound lane exists for traffic entering Main Street from US
Route 202.
Approximately 600 feet south of the Main Street/US Route 202 intersection, US Route 202 and
Pine Street intersect in another unsignalized three-way intersection with the westbound Pine
Street approach being the stop condition. There are no auxiliary lanes or bypass shoulders on
the southbound or northbound US Route 202 approaches. Line of sight distance is an issue when
looking south from Pine Street due to the skew of the intersection and the crest curve of the US
Route 202 profile. A broken peripheral mirror is situated on a utility pole on the west side of the
intersection to aid motorists looking south from Pine Street onto US Route 202.
There are currently sidewalks on the westerly side of US Route 202 throughout the project limits.
On the easterly side of US Route 202, a sidewalk exists only north of the intersection with Main
Street. Two crosswalks exist within the project limits – one crossing US Route 202 at the
intersection of Pine Street and US Route 202, and one crossing Main Street at the easterly end of
the bridge.
The Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) volumes for US Route 202 and Main Street collected by
NHDOT were reviewed for their consistency with manual intersection traffic movement counts.
Automatic traffic recorders (i.e. pneumatic tube), which count traffic at mid-block segments,
showed 13,000 and 9,300 vehicles per day for the 2009 US Route 202 and 2010 Main Street
counts, respectively.
Accident data compiled by the NHDOT for the years 2002 through 2009 was reviewed for the
intersections of Main Street/US Route 202, and Pine Street/US Route 202. The accident data
indicates 11 non-fatal accidents over the 8-year period at the Main Street/US Route 202
intersection, three of which were rear-end collisions, one was a right angle collision and the
remainder were listed as “unknown”. The Pine Street/US Route 202 intersection data listed 9
non-fatal reported accidents in the same time period, all of which are listed as type “unknown”.
The average number of reported accidents at the Main Street and Pine Street intersections are
1.4 and 1.0 per year, respectively.
The existing level of service for the Main Street/US Route 202 intersection for various concepts
was evaluated by determining the average amount of control delay in seconds per vehicle for the
intersection approaches as well as the overall intersection and assigning a Level of Service (LOS)
based on the 2000 Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) for signalized and unsignalized intersections.
The Main Street approach to the intersection was assigned a LOS F in 2011, with the length of
delay exceeding the calculation parameters. The LOS will continue to deteriorate assuming no
improvements are made.
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Retaining Wall
The existing retaining wall along the east side of the river adjacent to US Route 202, upstream
of the Main Street Bridge, is comprised of three distinct sections of differing construction.
Beginning at the easterly rigid frame leg of the bridge and heading south, the wall types are as
follows: a mortar rubble masonry wall constructed with the bridge for a length of approximately
50’, a stacked stone boulder retaining wall for a length of approximately 375’, and a cast-in-place
concrete wall for a length of about 185’ to the southerly project limits.
The stacked boulder portion of the retaining wall is in poor condition as indicated by the reported
sinkholes that occur on US Route 202, and documented settlement and translation. It is believed
that the stacked boulder segment of the retaining wall dates back to the 1890’s. This segment of
the retaining wall was evaluated in 2001 and found to have deficiencies and require strengthening
measures to maintain long-term performance. Due to the condition of this segment of the wall,
it has been the subject of inspections, evaluations and studies since the late 1990’s. Movement
and settlement of the wall have precipitated periodic pavement shimming on US Route 202
resulting in pavement thicknesses approaching 12” in areas immediately behind the wall. Survey
control points were installed in 2014 and are surveyed at approximate 6 month intervals to
determine the degree of wall movement occurring.
The original date of construction of the cast-in-place concrete gravity wall is unknown, but is
believed to have been constructed prior to 1947 based on historic plan information available for
other projects in the area. The concrete wall exhibits minor to moderate deterioration that can
be addressed with rehabilitation. Work is proposed only within the project limits, though the
concrete wall extends several hundred feet beyond the southern limit of work. A vegetated earth
slope of varying width lies as a buffer between most of the retaining wall and the river’s edge, as
depicted on the preliminary plans in Part IV of this document.

2.4

Proposed Action

Extensive public input as well as coordination with and input from several state and federal
agencies, as detailed in the Coordination and Public Participation table in Section 1.8 of this
Categorical Exclusion/Final Section 4(f) Evaluation, has resulted in the following Proposed Actions
as depicted on the preliminary plans in Part IV of this document:
Main Street Bridge
The existing Main Street Bridge will be completely replaced with a cast-in-place concrete rigid
frame bridge on spread cast-in-place concrete footings. The replacement bridge will match the
dimensions and aesthetics of the existing bridge to the extent practicable, including the geometry,
width, railing type and footing elevations. The existing squared stone masonry facing will be
removed from the bridge, stored and reinstalled on the new bridge to recreate the appearance
of the existing structure. Explosives are not anticipated for use during bridge removal based on
review of site conditions. Use of explosives will be specifically precluded on-site and all Contractor
documentation will note this condition. Vibration monitoring will occur within adjacent buildings,
including the Peterborough Town Library and Brick Block building, as a protective measure during
construction.
The overall width of the proposed bridge will match the existing, but the curb-to-curb width on
the bridge will be modified by eliminating the existing downstream (northern) sidewalk.
Pedestrian traffic on that side of the bridge will be re-routed to a new downstream pedestrian
bridge adjacent to the Main Street Bridge. The additional curb-to-curb width will facilitate
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improved turning movements for vehicles turning onto Main Street. The existing lane widths of
10’, 10’ and 10’ will be replaced with widths of 12’, 11’, and 10’ from the north side of the bridge
to the south. Minimal shoulders will be provided on each side of the roadway along with a 5’-2”
sidewalk on the south (upstream) side.
In order to construct the proposed bridge matching the width of the existing bridge and reduce
construction duration and cost, the Town has agreed to close the affected section of Main Street
and the bridge to vehicular traffic for the duration of the project (or until traffic can safely be
restored over the bridge even if some construction activities still remain). An offsite vehicular
traffic detour may occur in either of two directions: a southerly route approximately 1.5 miles
long via Granite Street to NH 101 to Grove Street to access the downtown, or a northerly route
approximately 4.25 miles long via Hunt Road to Summer Street to access the downtown. This
would substantially impact the Town’s other bridges, which would have to handle the increase of
approximately 9,000 vehicles per day that currently use the Main Street Bridge (based on 2009
data from the 2011 Engineering Study), resulting in congestion within the surrounding
neighborhoods.
The Peterborough Fire Station, located on Summer Street, is largely staffed by volunteers who
must make their way to the station to be able to then respond to a call. Furthermore, most
response calls in town are across the Contoocook River and to the north where the school and
the Monadnock Community Hospital are located. During the approximately one to one- and-ahalf year duration of temporary bridge closure and use of the detour route, there will be a delay
in personnel arrival at the station, and emergency services will encounter an approximately fourmile detour to travel from the Fire Station to the hospital, impacting public safety. Discussion with
Town officials has been initiated to explore ways to minimize this temporary safety impact.
A new pedestrian bridge approximately 105’ in span will be constructed just downstream of the
Main Street bridge to replace the sidewalk which currently exists on the north side of the bridge.
New abutments will be constructed on each side of the river to support the structure. The
pedestrian bridge will be installed and available for public use before the Main Street Bridge is
removed with a goal of maintaining access for pedestrians and bicyclists at all times for the project
duration. Pedestrian use of the Main Street Bridge will not be restricted until the new pedestrian
bridge is available for use. Because the pedestrian bridge will be located close to the Main Street
Bridge, there is the potential that during bridge removal, for short periods of time, the pedestrian
bridge may need to be closed to use in order to ensure public safety; this will be minimized to
the extent practicable and all efforts will be made to ensure the pedestrian bridge remains open
as long as conditions are safe to allow its use. The municipal water supply line currently buried
beneath the river channel will be replaced with a new waterline carried by the superstructure of
the pedestrian bridge.
The stone masonry canal beneath Main Street will be rehabilitated due to its condition and the
failure of the top slabs in recent years. The remaining top slabs will be removed and stock-piled,
a 60” diameter polyethylene pipe will be installed and the annular space between the pipe and
canal walls will be filled with flowable fill. The new pipe will extend beyond the original outfall of
the canal and outlet through the north wingwall of the new pedestrian bridge abutment. The
stock-piled slabs will be re-used by the Town to create a future walkway outlining the location of
the canal system; this work is included as part of the mitigation for the impacts on historic
resources, as detailed in the Mitigation discussion in Section 2.9 of this document.
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Main Street/US Route 202 Intersection and Retaining Wall
Main Street/US Route 202 Intersection
The intersection of Main Street and US Route 202 will be reconstructed with its existing “T”
configuration and volume capacity remaining unchanged. The proposed horizontal alignment of
US Route 202 will closely match the existing to the north of Main Street, but will be revised by
shifting the proposed centerline to the west immediately south of Main Street and matching back
into existing approximately 450’ south of the intersection. The vertical alignment of US Route
202 will remain largely unchanged by the project, with the design intent of matching the proposed
profile to the existing. The horizontal and vertical alignments of Main Street will remain essentially
unchanged with the exception being that the lane configuration will be revised due to the
elimination of the north sidewalk. Due to the fact that the bridge geometry is being emulated
with the replacement structure, the roadway configuration is required to remain virtually the same
as it is now.
Although the overall pavement width on US Route 202 will not be substantially widened, the
revised alignment will allow for an improved and safer condition for pedestrians, bicyclists and
vehicles as follows:
•
•

•
•
•

the existing line of sight distance constraints when vehicles approach the intersection from
the south due to the existing skew of the intersection and the crest curve of the US Route
202 profile will be corrected;
shoulders along US Route 202 will be widened to a typical width of 5’ within the projects
limits, with most of the shoulder modifications required to the south of Main Street and
extending to the southerly project limits, which is the minimum acceptable width for a
bike lane against a curb per the AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities,
2012, 4th Edition;
the existing sidewalk along the western side of US Route 202 south of Main Street will be
reconstructed and a new concrete sidewalk will be constructed along the east side of the
roadway between Pine Street and Main Street;
a revised crosswalk will be added near the intersection of US Route 202 and Main Street
as depicted on the preliminary plans in Part IV of this document; and,
the existing crosswalk at the intersection of US Route 202 and Pine Street will be
reconfigured to improve safety.

In addition to the improvements listed above, because vehicular traffic on US Route 202 is
uncontrolled at the Main Street and Pine Street intersections, the Town of Peterborough has
requested that pedestrian crossing aids be incorporated into the project. Per NHDOT
recommendation, Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFB) will be installed at both of these
locations. Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons are rectangular amber LED’s mounted below
pedestrian crossing warning signs at the crosswalk that use an irregular flash pattern to increase
driver recognition of pedestrians crossing and increase yielding behavior. RRFBs are typically
push button activated and solar powered.
Retaining Wall
Retaining wall modifications will be necessary to both address structural deficiencies and to
achieve the westerly alignment shift of US Route 202 as noted below and depicted on the
preliminary plans in Part IV of this document:
•

The existing mortar rubble masonry ashlar retaining wall adjacent to the bridge and the
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northern portion of the boulder wall will be replaced with a sheeting and king pile retaining
wall system with stone facing that will retain the existing wall’s character while not
replicating the existing structure;
The southern portion of the boulder wall will be retained and stabilized with micropiles
and grout injection;
Approximately 75 feet of the northern portion of the existing cast-in-place concrete
retaining wall will be removed and the adjacent roadway embankments will be regraded
to accommodate the lack of retaining wall; and
The southern portion of the existing cast-in-place concrete retaining wall will be retained
and rehabilitated as needed.

Replacement of the mortar rubble masonry wall, as well as the northern portion of the boulder
wall, will be completed largely from the top of the wall. This approach will limit temporary impacts
to the riverbed and banks and facilitate maintenance of traffic. Construction work for stabilization
of the southern portion of the boulder retaining wall, as well as rehabilitation of the cast-in-place
concrete retaining wall, will require some temporary impacts since access to the bottom of these
existing walls is necessary and cannot be avoided.
The existing timber cribbing and stone masonry Transcript Dam will be affected by this project.
The eastern concrete capped stone masonry dam abutment will be reconstructed to
accommodate relocation/reconstruction of the US Route 202 retaining wall in this area. Details
for reconstruction have not yet been developed, but the design intent will be to match the
geometry and appearance of the existing abutment to the greatest extent practical. It is
anticipated that the new abutment will be cast-in-place concrete, but this will be determined
during the final design phase of the project. The spillway portion of the dam, as well as the riverend of the east abutment, will not be impacted by construction and therefore will not change in
shape or size as part of the retaining wall work.
The proposed actions listed above satisfy the purpose and need for the project for the following
reasons:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.5

The new bridge will provide a low maintenance structure that meets NHDOT and AASHTO
geometric and capacity requirements to carry modern design loads;
The new bridge will provide a safe and sustainable crossing that can safely accommodate
the current and future levels of bicycle, pedestrian and motorized traffic at this crossing;
The proposed rigid frame concrete bridge will be designed to have a service life of at least
75 years;
The proposed actions will minimize environmental impacts and substantially meet the New
Hampshire Department of Environmental Services (NHDES) Stream Crossing Guidelines;
The proposed actions will improve the safety of the Main Street/US Route 202 intersection;
The proposed actions will stabilize the stone retaining wall along US Route 202 south of
the intersection to fully support this section of roadway; and,
The proposed actions will minimize cultural resource impacts.

Description of Section 4(f) Resources

The proposed project has been reviewed by the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) and
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) pursuant to the National Historic Preservation Act and
the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) procedures for the “Protection of Historic
and Cultural Properties” (36 CFR 800). Following the completion of this review it was determined
that the following historic resources present within the project limits will be impacted:
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Figure 2-1. Peterborough Downtown Commercial, Civic and Residential Historic
District and Section 4(f) Resources within the Project Area

6
4
5
3

(1)

2

Please note the numbers on the map correspond to the numbers of the 4f resources described below and
are meant to give the reader a point of reference in regard to location within the project area.

1. The Peterborough Downtown Commercial, Civic and Residential Historic District was
determined on June 8, 2011 to be eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic
Places under Criterion A with areas of significance that include community planning and
development, education, engineering, industry, politics and government, religion, social
history and transportation. The district is also eligible under Criterion C in the area of
architecture for documenting the physical growth of the Town center and the building
types and architectural styles employed. The eligible boundary of the Historic District
showing those structures included are shown on the map in Exhibit M.
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2. The US Route 202 Retaining Wall (PET0029) was determined on June 8, 2011 to be eligible
for listing on the National Register as a contributing element to the Peterborough Historic
District under Criterion A for its historical associations. The wall retains integrity of
location, feeling and association and is a representative example of roadway
improvements from the late 19th-early twentieth century when the state and towns were
beginning to upgrade roads and adjacent features. The wall is not a sufficiently significant
example of this theme to be individually eligible for listing.

3. The Transcript Dam, NHDES No. 191.03,
is a contributing resource to the Historic
District. As detailed in the Peterborough
Historic District Area Form in Exhibit M,
the dam is a concrete-capped masonry
gravity-type dam founded on sand and
gravel, built in 1925 at the site of an
earlier grist mill dam built in 1829. The
Dam is one of the few above ground
resources from the early industrial
period of the Town.
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4. The Main Street Bridge (PET0028) was
determined on June 8, 2011 to be
individually eligible for listing on the
National Register under Criteria A and C. It
is a well-preserved and largely unaltered
example of a widely used bridge type, the
concrete rigid frame bridge with arch effect
and stone facing. It retains a high level of
integrity of location, workmanship, design,
feeling, setting, association and materials.
The bridge is eligible under Criterion A for
its association with the state-wide pattern
of federal-aid-funded bridge replacement
along federal and state routes. It is eligible under Criterion C as an excellent example of
its type constructed by an important bridge designer, a recognized long-time employee of
the State Highway Department. The bridge is also a contributing element to the
Peterborough Historic District.
5. The Brick Block (PET0027) is a two-and-onehalf story brick block of four attached houses
in the late Federal/Early Greek Revival style
built in 1830-1831 by four Peterborough
residents. It was determined on June 8,
2011 to be individually eligible for listing on
the National Register under Criterion C, as a
relatively intact example of this building type,
the only one of its kind in Peterborough. The
structure retains a high degree of integrity of
location,
design,
setting,
materials,
workmanship, feeling and association. The
building is also a contributing element to the Peterborough Historic District.
6. The Peterborough Town Library (PET0023)
was determined to be individually eligible for
listing on the National Register on September
13, 2006 under Criteria A and C. The library
was constructed in 1892 and functioned as
one of the oldest public libraries in New
Hampshire. It is a well-preserved example of
the work of local resident George Shattuck
Morison, who was nationally known for his
innovative designs; this is one of two known
building designs by him. The addition of a
Classical Revival style portico in 1914
represents a second architectural period of significance. The building is also a contributing
element to the Peterborough Historic District.
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Table 2-1 includes additional information on each resource.
Table 2-1. Section 4(f) Resources, Replacement of Main Street Bridge and Repair of
Stone Retaining Wall along US Route 202, Peterborough
Resource
Main
Bridge

Street

Brick Block

Peterborough
Library

Retaining Wall

Transcript Dam

2.6

Location

Size
Individually Eligible

Access

Use

At intersection
Bridge over
75’ long X 40’ wide
of Main and
Transportation
3,000 sq ft/0.07 acre
Contoocook River
Concord
Streets
Fronts Concord
Parcel 0.37 acre,
Street, parking
1-7 Concord Street
Building approx.
Residential
for residents is
3,600 sq ft/0.08 acre
in the rear of
the building
Fronts Concord
and Main
Parcel 0.77 acre,
Library and
Streets,
2 Concord Street
Building approx.
Public Meeting
parking is
9,450 sq ft/0.22 acre
Space
accessed from
Concord Street
Contributing Resources to the District
425’ length, height
River access is
Along US Route
varies between 4’ at south/upstream
Retaining wall
202
southern end to 18’
of the wall on
at Bridge
the east bank
Spanning the
River access is
Contoocook River
173’ long X 9.5’ high south/upstream
Dam
Upstream of
1,644 sq ft/0.04 acre of the dam on
Bridge
the east bank

Impacts to Section 4(f) Resources

The Main Street Bridge and the Peterborough Downtown Commercial, Civic, Residential and
Historic District have been determined to be eligible for the National Register of Historic Places,
and, as such, are considered Section 4(f) resources and subject to the provisions set forth in
Section 4(f). Despite all efforts to avoid and minimize impacts, the undertaking will have the
following adverse effects:
1) Removal of the Main Street Bridge;
2) Minor temporary and permanent alteration of the aesthetics of the Peterborough
Downtown Commercial, Civic, Residential and Historic District due to altering the Main
Street/US Route 202 intersection, replacing the bridge, reconstruction of the Transcript
Dam abutment, and stabilizing the retaining wall; and
3) Minor temporary and permanent earthwork along the front of both the Brick Block and
the Peterborough Library (the historic structures will not be directly affected).
The impact areas associated with this work are detailed in Table 2-2 below. All areas of impact
are located within the Peterborough Downtown Commercial, Civic, Residential and Historic
District.
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Table 2-2. Proposed Section 4(f) Impacts, Replacement of Main Street Bridge and
Repair of Stone Retaining Wall along US Route 202, Peterborough
Resource

Location

Permanent
Acquisitions
and
Easements
(sf)

Temporary/Slope
Impacts (SF)

Individually Eligible
Main Street Bridge
Brick Block*
Peterborough
Library*

Bridge over
Contoocook River

4,527

NA

1-7 Concord Street

257

145

2 Concord Street

327

308

Contributing Resources to the District
Retaining Wall

Along US Route 202

2,542

NA

Transcript Dam

Spanning the
Contoocook River
Upstream of Bridge

65

NA

District Total (sf)

2,607

0

Project Total (sf)

7,718

453

*Impacts will be to the lawn in front of the structures, neither structure will be directly impacted.

Please see the Effect Memo executed January 22, 2016 between FHWA and NHDHR (Exhibit N).

2.7

Alternatives Analysis

The use of Section 4(f) property is prohibited unless there is no feasible and prudent avoidance
alternative, as defined in 23 C.F.R. § 774.17, to the use of the land from the property. See 23
C.F.R. § 774.3. An Engineering Study was prepared in August 2011 to investigate the alternatives
to all components of the project, including the Main Street Bridge, Main Street/US Route 202
intersection, and retaining wall. This investigation was conducted in a manner consistent with
NHDOT and American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO)
specifications and procedures. The intent of this report was to evaluate existing conditions and
to recommend a solution that would meet the purpose and need for the project. Since that date,
alternatives analysis has included preliminary discussions with several resource agencies, as listed
under Coordination and Public Participation, as well as publicly noticed presentations given to the
Town of Peterborough to gather local input.
All project avoidance alternatives must be evaluated to determine if they are “Feasible and
Prudent” as per 23 CFR 774.17. An alternative is not feasible if it cannot be built as a matter of
sound engineering judgment. An alternative is not prudent if: it results in unacceptable safety or
operational problems; reasonable mitigation does not effectively address impacts; it results in
additional construction, maintenance, or operational costs of an extraordinary magnitude; it
causes other unique or unusual factors; or it involves multiple factors listed above that while
individually minor, cumulatively cause unique problems or impacts of extraordinary magnitude.
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Avoidance Alternatives
No Build
The No Build alternative would not provide improvements to the existing bridge, the Main
Street/US Route 202 intersection, or the retaining wall. While this avoidance option would leave
the bridge in place and avoid impacts to the Historic District and other resources, this alternative
is neither feasible nor prudent for the following reasons:
1) based on sound engineering judgement, the structural deficiencies of the existing Main
Street Bridge detailed in Section 1.3 would worsen over time, and would cause the bridge
to become increasingly more expensive to repair and maintain, at a certain point in the
near future these costs would be of an extraordinary magnitude; and
2) at some point the bridge would need to be further downposted or closed at least to
vehicular traffic, causing unacceptable operational problems for those who visit this area
of Peterborough; and
3) continued deterioration would lead to loss of the resource.
Closure of the bridge to vehicles would require detouring traffic in two directions: either a
southerly route approximately 1.5 miles long via Granite Street to NH 101 to Grove Street to
access the downtown, or a northerly route approximately 4.25 miles long via Hunt Road to
Summer Street to access the downtown. This would substantially impact the Town’s other
bridges, which would have to handle the increase of approximately 9,000 vehicles per day that
currently use the Main Street Bridge (based on 2009 data from the 2011 Engineering Study),
resulting in congestion within the surrounding neighborhoods.
The Peterborough Fire Station, located on Summer Street, is largely staffed by volunteers who
must make their way to the station to be able to then respond to a call. Furthermore, most
response calls in town are across the Contoocook River and to the north where the school and
the Monadnock Community Hospital are located. Permanent closure of the Main Street Bridge
would delay personnel arrival at the station, and would cause emergency services to encounter
an approximately four-mile permanent detour to travel from the Fire Station to the hospital.
The current situation does not provide safe, sustainable multimodal movement across the
Contoocook River. If the Main Street/US Route 202 intersection is not improved, the existing
safety and circulation concerns would remain. The stone retaining wall would continue to
deteriorate to a future date where it would no longer support US Route 202. Doing nothing at
this location would not meet the stated purpose and need. As such, this alternative was
determined not feasible or prudent and was not selected.
Complete Avoidance
Before an alternative involving the use of a Section 4(f) resource can be selected, avoidance
alternatives that totally avoid the use of Section 4(f) properties while meeting the defined project
needs must be evaluated. As discussed above, if the Main Street Bridge cannot be used for
vehicular traffic, the Town’s other bridges would be stressed and congestion would occur to an
unacceptable level for the Town such that a new bridge crossing would have to be constructed.
Development of a new bridge near enough to this location to meet the purpose and need but
located far enough outside of the Peterborough Historic District as to not affect the District or the
Bridge would not be feasible or prudent as discussed in this section.
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Costs
The riverbank areas upstream and downstream are privately owned. It is highly uncertain if a
suitable location could be found where obtaining the necessary permanent and temporary rightsof-way for both construction of a bridge and the roads connecting the bridge to the existing travel
system would be possible. Assuming such location could be found, the costs of obtaining such
rights-of-way, in addition to the cost to design, construct and permit a new bridge and new roads
connecting the bridge to the existing travel system, are within a comparable range when
compared to the costs of the Proposed Action, including implementation of mitigation efforts, as
shown in Table 2-3. All costs are based on estimates of installing a similar type and sized bridge
and are based on 2016 cost estimates.
Table 2-3. Cost comparison of Avoidance Alternative and Proposed Action,
Replacement of Main Street Bridge and Repair of Stone Retaining Wall along US
Route 202, Peterborough
Action

Cost Range
Proposed Action
Main Street Bridge Replacement
$4-4.25 Million
Intersection
Improvements
and
$2-2.5 Million
Retaining Wall Repairs
Section 4(f) Mitigation and Easement
$1-1.5 Million
Acquisition
Mitigation for Environmental Impacts
NA- Impacts will be below required
mitigation thresholds
Total
$7-8.25 Million
Avoidance Alternative
New Bridge
$2-3 Million
Acquisition of Parcels
$500,000- $1 Million1
New Roadway
$250,000- $1 Million2
Section 4(f) Mitigation and Easement
$500,000
Acquisition
Intersection Improvements Existing
$2.25-2.75 Million3
Bridge Repairs and Retaining Wall
Repairs (necessary even if bridge
remains)
Mitigation for Environmental Impacts
$8,000 per acre
Range of 0.5 to 1 acre of impact
$4,000 to $8,000
Total
$5.50 to 8.25 Million
1 Based on average land values from Peterborough tax listings of potential parcels needed to be acquired, assumes voluntary sale of
property, does not include costs to relocate commercial buildings or potential eminent domain processes.
2 Only includes roadway to the bridge from US Route 202 and Summer Street, does not include potential upgrades necessary to
Summer Street to handle increased capacity.
3 Bridge repair costs for stabilizing the existing bridge with the goal of avoiding collapse, but not restoring the bridge to vehicular
use.

Environmental
The Contoocook River is a Designated River protected under RSA 483, The Rivers Management
& Protection Act. The nomination form for this River includes the importance of its undeveloped
landscape, unique rural setting and varied natural topography, with protection of the Contoocook
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River placing emphasis on protection of these factors. The Shoreland Water Quality Protection
Act establishes minimum standards for the use and development of shoreland adjacent to the
state's public water bodies, including Designated Rivers. Permitting for impacts to the protected
Shoreland of a Designated River would include an analysis of avoidance and identification of the
least impacting proposed action. It is unlikely that a new bridge in a new location would be
considered the least environmentally impacting alternative.
Impacts to the wetlands, streambed and banks associated with the Contoocook River are
reviewed and permitted through NHDES and USACE. During their review for permitting, an
alternative analysis is required, along with identification of the least impacting proposed action.
Particular scrutiny is placed on review of Designated Rivers, including review of the permit by the
Local Advisory Committee. It is unlikely that a new bridge in a new location would be considered
the least environmentally impacting alternative by these agencies.
Should NHDES determine the new bridge and road alternative (Avoidance Alternative) to be
permittable, the potential wetland impact mitigation costs estimated in Table 2-3 via payment to
the NHDES Aquatic Resource Mitigation Fund.
A review of the National Flood Insurance Program’s (NFIP) current Flood Insurance Rate Map
(FIRM) for Hillsborough County, NH dated September 25, 2009 (Panel 289 of 701) indicates the
upstream and downstream of the existing bridge is designated a special flood hazard area, Zone
AE, subject to flooding by the 1% annual chance flood and in the floodway portion of the
Contoocook River. Per FEMA regulations, the floodway is the channel of a stream plus any
adjacent floodplain areas that must be kept free of encroachment so that the 100-yr flood can be
carried without substantial increases in flood height. The USACE would have to allow for
placement of new fill for placement of new bridge abutments in the floodplain, appropriate flood
storage mitigation may need to be found within adjacent areas to balance the new fill. It is difficult
to estimate the costs of finding such areas.
In addition, the Contoocook River is listed as Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) for all lifestages of
Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar), including eggs, larvae, juveniles and adults by NOAA Fisheries.
Preliminary review of potential new bridge locations indicates a structure completely spanning the
Contoocook River’s width may not be feasible. Should piers be necessary to be installed within
the Contoocook River, an EFH analysis would have to be completed in order for NOAA to evaluate
the potential for impact to habitat for Atlantic salmon, and coordination with NOAA would be
required to determine the potential mitigation required, such as development of similar type
stream habitat nearby in the Contoocook River system. Depending on the new bridge location,
such efforts would also be necessary should it be determined that the new bridge abutments
would encroach into the riverbed.

Unique or Unusual Factors
When considering if the Avoidance Alternative is prudent, the unique factor of this bridge and its
prominence in this community cannot be undervalued even if it is difficult to numerically quantify.
The Main Street Bridge is a focal point of the downtown area and the Historic District. The bridge
is shown on numerous marketing and educational materials for the Town, and is beloved by
residents. Across the many Town meetings held in the Town of Peterborough, as listed in Section
2.10 of this document, the unifying message was finding a way to provide a safe and reliable
structure in this location that would have a similar look and feel to the existing bridge, not only
because it is listed on the National Register, but because it is such an important feature in the
Town.
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Construction of an alternative river crossing would not completely avoid effects to the Main Street
Bridge. Due to its deteriorated condition, even if the bridge were to be posted for weight limits,
or posted as only for pedestrian use, or even closed to all traffic, it would require some amount
of repair in order for it to remain standing in this location; estimated costs for repairing the bridge
for use of pedestrian traffic only are $225,000. Loss of this resource by allowing it to eventually
collapse would be in direct opposition to the spirit and goals of Section 4(f).
Therefore, the Complete Avoidance alternative was eliminated from further consideration.
Bridge Alternatives
The evaluation of rehabilitation and replacement alternatives considered many factors including
the existing bridge condition, geometry of the project site, and the short- and long-term needs
of the Town. Several alternatives, including rehabilitation and replacement, were evaluated in
detail in the 2011 Engineering Study, and are summarized in the sections below.
Bridge Rehabilitation
This project was initiated under the assumption that the existing bridge could be rehabilitated
by repairing the existing rigid frame top slab concrete from the top side. Concrete repairs to
the top slab underside and legs could have been performed from the Contoocook River. The
overall existing bridge dimensions would have remained the same.
In October 2009, a detailed concrete testing program was performed on the existing bridge top
slab. The existing concrete was found to be in a deteriorated condition and exhibited cracking
damage from alkali-silica reactivity (ASR) and freeze thaw cycles. The concrete also exhibited
extremely elevated levels of chloride-ion content (up to 22 times the recommended maximums
per the American Concrete Institute (ACI)).
Prior to analysis in 2009, the bridge was posted as E-2, meaning it is capable of supporting legal
loads up to 40 tons but not heavier certified loads, which can be as heavy as nearly 50 tons. A
detailed Load Factor Rating (LFR) capacity analysis of the bridge in its “As-Built” condition (prior
to deterioration) was performed in December 2009. Those observations, in conjunction with the
NHDOT Bridge Inspection Report from 2008 resulted in the downposting of the bridge to 15 tons.
The rating did not consider the current deteriorated condition of the bridge, which would likely
result in a lower rating and further downposting.
An Existing Bridge Conditions Summary & Recommendations report was completed in December
2009 (Exhibit A) and submitted to the Town and NHDOT for review. The report recommended
that the bridge be replaced rather than rehabilitated based upon its condition and capacity.
NHDOT agreed with this recommendation as summarized in a letter dated February 2, 2010
(Exhibit A). As a result, only replacement alternatives were moved forward for additional analysis.
Bridge Replacement
The following list is a summary of design parameters that applied to all of the different bridge
replacement alternatives studied:
•
•

The new bridge would carry three lanes of traffic, two eastbound and one westbound.
The horizontal and vertical alignment over the bridge would remain essentially the same
as the existing.
The hydraulic opening would remain the same or be increased, but not decreased.
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The retaining wall would be tied into the southeast corner of the new bridge.
The underground waterline at the northeast corner of the bridge may require relocation
out of the work zone.
The existing northeast and southwest retaining walls, at the interface of the bridge, would
require protection during substructure excavation.
A water diversion structure would be required for all alternatives, however, some
alternatives may require a less intricate and less costly system.
The proposed width of the bridge would be largely dependent upon the selected method
of traffic control during construction. A traffic detour allows the proposed width to match
the existing, however, the use of phased construction would require permanent overwidening of the new bridge to accommodate adequate lane width during each phase of
construction.

Bridge replacement alternatives that would allow for complete avoidance of impacting the
Peterborough Library were identified only in a preliminary manner. As shown in the figure below,
the bridge is slightly skewed as it approaches the intersection. Any attempt to straighten this
alignment in order to shift the bridge away from the Library would result in substantially increased
impacts to the river bed and bank to accommodate for the placement of a new eastern abutment
and build-out of the existing western abutment, as well as permanent removal of portions of the
retaining wall, which is a contributing element to the Historic District, and potential impacts to
the Transcript Dam, which is also a contributing element to the Historic District. This alternative
would also require extensive realignment of the Main Street and US Route 202 intersection in
order to tie the bridge into the road. Given that this alternative would not be viewed as the least
impacting alternative by NHDES and USACE, and that the trade-off in avoiding minor impacts to
the Library lawn would result in increased impacts to the Historic District, this alternative was not
explored further.
Figure 2-2. Existing Conditions, Peterborough Main Street and US Route 202
Intersection (2016)
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In identifying viable bridge type alternatives, many project aspects were considered, including
traffic control during construction, geotechnical considerations, hydraulic considerations, utilities,
NHDES Stream Crossing Guidelines and other environmental permitting aspects, and historical
and archaeological resource considerations. Only bridges which either maintained or increased
the existing span length of approximately 75’ were chosen for evaluation, primarily because longer
span bridges would require less excavation, cofferdam work and in-stream work. Stringer type
systems may allow quicker construction compared to the complex forming of the rigid frame.
Longer span systems would only require partial removal of the existing rigid frame, but would
likely require installation of pile foundation systems.
Although the stringer systems would not emulate the rigid frame, these alternatives could be
fitted with a precast fascia panel to improve aesthetics. The longer span systems would also
have the potential of being “deeper” substructures, which may alter the hydraulic opening.
In addition to the Proposed Action of replacing the bridge with a similar concrete rigid frame, the
following replacement alternatives were evaluated:
•
•
•
•

2A – Steel Beams with a Precast Concrete Fascia (77’ Span)
2B – Steel Beams with a Precast Concrete Fascia (100’ Span)
3 – Prestressed Concrete NEXT Beams with Precast Concrete Fascia (77’ Span)
4A – Prestressed Box Beams with a Precast Concrete Fascia (77’ Span)

These alternatives would not fully meet the purpose and need for the project for the following
reasons:
•

The longer span structure (100’) of Alternative 2B causes additional impacts to adjacent
properties, include the historic library, canal walls, and bank property, due to the fact that
the new abutments would be set back approximately 10’ to 15’ further than the legs of
the existing rigid frame;

•

The use of precast concrete fascia, proposed for all the alternatives, instead of reusing
the stone from the existing bridge would result in a finished look that was unacceptable
to the Town, which has used photos of the Main Street Bridge in much of its branding and
tourism marketing materials;

•

Re-use of the existing stone is the key feature of mitigation for the impacts to the historic
resource (the bridge) as detailed in Section 2.9 of this Categorical Exclusion/ Final Section
4(f) Evaluation, thus use of a precast concrete fascia would require additional mitigation;

•

Installation of temporary shoring in the river during construction for Alternative 2B would
increase environmental impacts, possibly beyond NHDES and the US Army Corps of
Engineer’ (USACE’s) ability to justify permitting the bridge as the least impacting
alternative.

For these reasons, these alternatives were not selected. The Proposed Action is the replacement
of the Main Street Bridge with a new bridge located in the existing bridge’s location using a detour
of traffic during construction. See Section 2.4 Proposed Action for further details.
Main Street/US Route 202 Intersection
A number temporary and permanent intersection configurations were analyzed for capacity and
design purposes at the intersection of Main Street and US Route 202, as detailed in the 2011
Engineering Study, including the following:
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Permanent Configuration Alternatives:
•
•
•
•
•

Minor Improvement (Proposed Action)
3-Way Stop
Traffic Signalization with Existing Lane-Use
Traffic Signalization with Turning Lanes
Single Lane Asymmetric Roundabout (Referred to as Concept 2 in the Study)

Temporary Traffic Control Alternatives:
•
•
•
•
•

Two-lanes on Bridge with Stop Control for Temporary Traffic Control
Two-lanes on Bridge with Signal for Temporary Traffic Control
One-lane on Bridge with Signal for Temporary Traffic Control
Temporary Bridge Upstream of Transcript Dam
Temporary Bridge Downstream (3 Potential Locations at Varying Distances from Project
Site)

It should be noted that the concept of the roundabout was originally developed as a temporary
traffic control measure to minimize over-widening of the bridge during construction due to the
fact only two lanes of travel would be required over the bridge rather than three (i.e. the left turn
lane would not be required.) By contrast, temporary signal options would require a left turn lane
over the bridge to mitigate queuing of right turn traffic behind left turn traffic at peak traffic
volume times.
Each of the alternatives listed above would meet the purpose and need for providing a safe and
sustainable crossing over the river and through the intersection, however they vary in the degree
to which each would improve on existing conditions, the duration of construction, total overall
costs, environmental impacts and impacts to historic resources. After further review of the
impacts of each permanent road configuration and traffic control concepts, along with input from
the Town including the Heritage Commission, two permanent configurations were carried forward
to full analysis: the Proposed Action (referred to as Concept 1 in the Study), discussed in Section
1.4 of this Categorical Exclusion/ Final Section 4(f) Evaluation, and the Roundabout. Additionally,
three traffic control concepts were carried forward for further evaluation: a full detour (Proposed
Action), phased construction and a temporary bridge. Also, it is important to note that the
Proposed Action is only viable when combined with a full detour or temporary bridge, and cannot
be constructed using phased construction.
Roundabout
A single lane roundabout would provide greater improvement to intersection safety when
compared to the Proposed Action. This alternative yields the greatest capacity improvements for
the intersection of the alternatives studied with the exception of the signalization option with
added turn lanes. A LOS of C with 24 seconds of delay would be anticipated with this alternative
for the base year of 2011, but when projected out to 2021, the delay is expected to increase to
28 seconds with a resulting Level of Service of D.
This alternative generated considerable discussion at the NHDOT Cultural Resource Committee
meetings due to the roundabout’s proximity to the National Register of Historic Places-eligible
Brick Block on the northeast corner of the intersection and the Peterborough Town Library.
In order to minimize impacts to adjacent private properties, a retaining wall would be proposed
on the east side of the intersection, and the driveway that presently ties into the existing
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intersection from the east would need to be relocated and combined with the One Pine Street
apartments driveway just south of the intersection. Table 2-4 shows a comparison of impacts to
the historic resources and the Historic District between the Roundabout alternative and the
Proposed Action.
This alternative would not fully meet the purpose and need, and would provide substantial
challenges to acceptance for the following reasons:
•
•
•

Cultural resource impacts would be the highest of all alternatives reviewed as detailed in
Table 2-4;
Impacts to private property would be the highest with this alternative;
Input from Town citizens and representatives, including the Heritage Commission and
business owners, indicated the impacts from these alternatives to the Historic District,
Brick Block building and Library were undesirable and ultimately unacceptable when
compared to the Proposed Action.

Table 2-4. Impact to Historic Resources comparison of Roundabout and Proposed
Action, Replacement of Main Street Bridge and Repair of Stone Retaining Wall along
US Route 202, Peterborough
Resource

Main Street Bridge
Brick Block*
Peterborough
Library*
Retaining Wall
Transcript Dam
District Total (sf)
Project Total (sf)

Proposed
Proposed Action
Action
Temporary/Slope
Permanent
Impacts (SF)
Acquisitions
and
Easements
(sf)
Individually Eligible
4,527
NA
257
145
327
308

Roundabout
Roundabout
Permanent Temporary/Slope
Acquisitions
Impacts (SF)
and
Easements
(sf)

4,257
1,700
327

Contributing Resources to the District
2,542
NA
2,542
65
NA
65
2,607
0
2,607
7,718
453
9,161

NA
819
308

NA
NA
0
1,127

*Impacts will be to the lawn in front of the structures, neither structure will be directly impacted.

In the 2011 Engineering Study, the Roundabout was the recommended permanent intersection
alternative. The Peterborough Board of Selectmen also voted to approve the Roundabout as the
proposed action on August 17, 2010, primarily due to the improved Level of Service of the
intersection and the opportunity to maintain traffic over the bridge during construction by building
the bridge in phases. The Roundabout allowed for phased construction with less permanent overwidening of the replacement bridge compared to a temporarily signalized intersection.
It was expressed by the project Consulting Parties through additional meetings that this
alternative would dramatically alter the character of Downtown Peterborough and that this
alternative was not preferred due to the anticipated adverse impacts. After further consideration
of available funding, the schedule of the project, the difficulties that may lie ahead in gaining
consensus on the Roundabout alternative, and the continually deteriorating condition of the
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bridge, the Town of Peterborough Selectboard voted on April 23, 2013 to recommend the “T”
intersection alternative instead of the Roundabout alternative.
For these reasons, the Roundabout alternative was not selected. The Proposed Action includes
reconstruction of the intersection while retaining the existing “T” configuration.
Retaining Wall
For each of the three sections of the retaining wall, alternatives were considered to address
existing deficiencies or needs of the project.
Mortar Rubble Masonry Wall (adjacent to bridge)
The mortar rubble masonry wall will be impacted by the complete replacement of the Main Street
Bridge. This section of retaining wall provides a transition from the bridge at the northern limit
to the stacked boulder wall along Route 202 at the southern limit. This wall is necessary to
support the Main Street roadway and embankment to the north and the US Route 202 roadway
and embankment to the east. The portion of the existing wall immediately adjacent to the bridge
must be removed and reconstructed to facilitate bridge construction activities, and the remainder
of this wall must be relocated to accommodate the shift in alignment of US Route 202 to the
west. Therefore, the No Build alternative was determined to not be viable and was not considered
further.
Alternatives considered for replacement of this wall include the following:
•
•
•

Installation of a steel sheet-pile wall, with or without using king piles, approximate costs
of $130 to $150 per square foot of wall with king pile inclusion being on the higher end
of the cost range;
Use of soldier piles and lagging, approximate costs of $120 to $140 per square foot of
wall; and,
Removal of the wall and replacement with a cast-in-place concrete wall, approximate costs
of $140 to $170 per square foot of wall.

Each alternative proposed would meet the purpose and need for providing a retaining wall to
support the roadway and to transition from the bridge to the stacked boulder wall, however
additional features for alternative consideration included the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Severity of impact to the riverbed;
Difficulty of installation below scour depth;
Potential for erosion of retained soils;
Limited available footprint for wall construction;
Requirements for construction access from the bottom of the wall;
Maintenance of Route 202 traffic during construction;
Requirements for extended dewatering; and
Longer construction duration.

The solider pile and lagging system, although slightly less expensive than the other alternatives,
is a difficult wall type to achieve proper scour protection with at this site. Shallow bedrock
prevents installation of lagging below scour depth without blasting or hammering with heavy
equipment, which would both be unfavorable to the other resources in the District and to the
Town citizens who work and live in the area. This could also mean increased impacts to the
riverbed and a longer time while the work area is dewatered, and the potential need for a
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temporary diversion dam to place lower levels of lagging and backfill, neither of which would be
seen favorably by NHDES or USACE.
The cast-in-place concrete wall is the most expensive of the alternatives considered and would
require the largest footprint for construction. This wall type requires in-the-dry construction and
heavy construction equipment to be located at the elevation of the bottom of the wall, achieved
through the installation of a more extensive cofferdam system in the river and increased
environmental impacts. The wall foundation (footing) would have to be located sufficiently below
the riverbed for scour protection, and would extend behind the wall (towards US Route 202) a
significant distance to support a retaining wall of this height. Maintenance of traffic on US Route
202 would be difficult for this reason, potentially requiring the roadway to be reduced to a single
lane of alternating one-way traffic for extended periods of time since construction of this wall
type is relatively slow as compared to the other alternatives. A larger portion of the existing east
Transcript Dam abutment would have to be removed and replaced to construct a wall of this type,
with impacts potentially extending beyond the abutment into the spillway portion of the dam.
A steel sheet pile wall with king piles is the preferred alternative for replacement of the mortar
rubble masonry wall. This wall type, though more expensive than the soldier pile and lagging
alternative, provides adequate scour protection without the need for extensive bedrock removal.
This system is similar to a conventional sheet pile wall but incorporates bedrock-socketed king
piles (steel H-piles) between the sections of steel sheeting to reduce or eliminate the need for
tie-backs. The result is a wall that can be constructed primarily from the topside with a relatively
small construction footprint. Environmental impacts are greatly reduced versus the concrete
retaining wall alternative since in-the-dry work at riverbed elevation is not necessary, and the
wall is protected from scour because the H-piles are installed into bedrock. Bedrock coring/drilling
for installation of the H-piles can be completed from above from inside the work zone adjacent
to US Route 202. The structural components of the wall (steel sheeting and H-piles) will be faced
with stone to create a similar finished appearance to that of the existing mortar rubble masonry
wall.
Stacked Boulder Wall
Although not individually eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places, the stacked
boulder segment of retaining wall is a contributing element of the eligible Downtown
Peterborough Historic District. This section of wall has experienced documented settlement and
translation, and has been the object of numerous studies and evaluations due to its condition.
Wall stabilization, reconstruction, or complete replacement is necessary for this wall to continue
to safely support US Route 202 within the project limits. Due to the concerns regarding the
stability and long-term sustainability of the wall, the No Build alternative was determined to not
be viable and was not considered further.
Approximately 150 feet of the northern portion of the stacked boulder wall will be replaced with
a sheeting and king pile retaining wall system with stone facing that will retain the existing wall’s
character while not replicating the existing structure similar to the mortar rubble masonry wall
described above. Wall stabilization and reconstruction options that were considered for southern
portion of the existing stacked boulder section of wall, but not selected, were:
•
•
•
•

Complete removal and replacement with a cast-in-place concrete wall;
Complete removal and reconstruction using the existing stone with grout and steel bolts;
Partial excavation behind the existing wall and placement of a mechanically stabilized
earth wall;
Installation of steel sheet-piling behind the existing wall; and
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Stabilizing the wall using reinforcement such as metal strapping, anchors, or bolts.

Construction of a new cast-in-place concrete wall would require complete removal of the existing
retaining wall and replacement with a concrete wall, which would be the most impacting
alternative to the Historic District since it would not attempt to emulate the look of the existing
wall and would be more expensive than in-place stabilization options. In addition to the cost of
construction of the permanent wall, costs would also include temporary shoring of US Route 202
while the existing wall was removed. Increased environmental impacts would also occur due to
the need for in-the-dry construction, at the bottom of wall elevation, requiring a large cofferdam
to be placed in the riverbed. This option was rejected by the Town citizens and Historic
Commission early in the design process due to the substantial change in the look of the existing
wall that would occur.
Demolition and reconstruction of the existing wall in its entirety, using the same materials, is
similar in scope to replacement with a cast-in-place concrete wall. This alternative would be time
consuming and the most expensive alternative to construct because of the difficult and spaceconstrained excavation behind the existing wall. A larger work zone behind the wall than in-place
stabilization alternatives would be necessary for wall construction, making maintenance of two
lanes of traffic on US Route 202 difficult, potentially causing impacts to traffic flow during periods
of reconstruction. Installation of temporary excavation support measures to minimize the
excavation area and support the roadbed above during wall reconstruction, such as driven steel
sheeting, are not recommended because installation could adversely impact the stability of the
existing wall and increase the potential for wall collapse into the river. Geotechnical
recommendations state that minimizing excavation behind the existing wall should be considered
when evaluating stabilization alternatives.
The three remaining boulder wall stabilization alternatives were not selected due to the previously
noted concerns related to the stability of the existing wall during excavation, difficulty of
excavating behind the existing wall, and inability to install temporary or permanent excavation
support (steel sheeting) behind the existing wall because of wall stability concerns. Though these
stabilization methods would be less costly to construct than the Proposed Action, they were not
selected because of the risk of destabilizing the existing wall during construction.
The proposed method of wall stabilization is grout injection coupled with the installation of
micropiles behind the existing wall. This approach has the least amount of environmental impacts
of the alternatives considered because the majority of construction is completed from the top of
the wall. Only the grout injection component of the work must be completed from the bottom of
the wall, and this work will not require heavy construction equipment (e.g. excavators) to be
located on the riverbank between the wall and the river. Stabilizing the boulder wall in this
manner maintains the look and historic character of the existing wall without the need for
excavation behind the wall or installation of temporary excavation support, meaning this method
has the smallest construction footprint of the alternatives and therefore the least impact to
maintenance of traffic on US Route 202. Though this is the most expensive of the alternatives
considered, it has the least impact on the appearance of the existing wall, the least environmental
impacts, and is the most constructible alternative.
Cast-In-Place Concrete Wall
Rehabilitation of the concrete wall section of the retaining wall is necessary to provide adequate
support for the new sidewalk. No alternatives beyond the proposed rehabilitation were evaluated
due to the minimal amount of work proposed. Most of the work is maintenance in nature, except
for having to reduce the height of the wall where necessary to accommodate the new sidewalk.
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Leaving the wall as-is would not allow for the new sidewalk to be installed, which is an important
feature for meeting the project purpose and need of improved pedestrian safety. Replacing the
entire wall would be prohibitively expensive and ultimately unnecessary since a majority of the
existing wall is in good condition.

2.8

Least Overall Harm Analysis

FHWA may not approve the use of Section 4(f) property unless a determination is made that:
there is no feasible and prudent avoidance alternative to the use of land from the property; and,
the action includes all possible planning to minimize harm to the property resulting from such
use. If the analysis concludes that there is no feasible and prudent avoidance alternative, then
FHWA may approve, from among the remaining alternatives that use Section 4(f) property, only
the alternative that causes the least overall harm in light of the preservation purpose as identified
in 23 CFR 774.3. The least overall harm is determined by balancing the following factors:
(1) The ability to mitigate adverse impacts to each Section 4(f) property (including any
measures that result in benefits to the property);
(2) The relative severity of remaining harm, after mitigation, to the protected activities,
attributes, or; features that qualifies each property for Section 4(f) protection;
(3) The relative significance of each Section 4(f) property;
(4) The views of the officials with jurisdiction over each Section 4(f) property;
(5) The degree to which each alternative meets the project purpose and need;
(6) After reasonable mitigation, the magnitude of any adverse impacts to resources not
protected by Section 4(f);
(7) Substantial differences in costs among the alternatives.
Each of the non-avoidance alternatives were evaluated against the above criteria to determine if
the proposed action is the alternative that results in the least overall harm to Section 4(f)
resources. Alternatives evaluated included bridge rehabilitation, bridge replacement, development
of a Roundabout at the Main Street/US Route 202 intersection, and a variety of retaining wall
stabilization techniques. Many factors were considered, including the existing Main Street Bridge
condition, geometry of the project site and the short-term and long-term needs of the Town of
Peterborough.
The least harm criteria are detailed below:
1. Ability to mitigate adverse impacts to each Section 4(f) resource
Through coordination between the FHWA, NHDHR and NHDOT at Monthly Cultural Resource
Agency Coordination Meetings, as well as with the consulting parties to the project including the
Peterborough Heritage Commission, Peterborough Town Library, Peterborough Economic
Development Authority, and Peterborough Greater Downtown Tax Increment Fund, it was
determined that the impacts to the Main Street Bridge, the Peterborough Downtown Commercial,
Civic, Residential and Historic District, the Brick Block and the Peterborough Library could be
mitigated through the implementation of the mitigation measures as detailed in Section 2.9 of
this Section 4(f) evaluation.

Proposed Action: Mitigation of adverse effects will be in accordance with the MOA executed by

SHPO, NHDOT, and FHWA on May 31, 2016. Mitigation is proposed to consist of re-using the
stone facing from the existing bridge as facing on the new bridge to the extent practicable,
development of an educational brochure detailing the history of the Main Street Bridge and the
features contained within the Historic District, and development of a video capturing footage
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before, during and after the Main Street Bridge replacement, along with aerial video or still
photographs of the Downtown Peterborough Historic District and the surrounding area.

Bridge Rehabilitation: Rehabilitation would likely result in a No Adverse Effect determination on

the bridge as the character defining features of the bridge would be maintained through
minimization of design and replication of these features, where possible. Additional mitigation
would not be provided.

Bridge Replacement Alternatives: The replacement alternatives would all have similar adverse
effects to the Main Street Bridge and Historic District, thus providing similar opportunity to provide
mitigation as anticipated with the Proposed Action, including re-using the existing stones on the
facing of the new bridge.
Main Street/US Route 202 Intersection: The alternatives considered for intersection

improvements would differ in the severity of adverse effects. The three-way stop, both
signalization alternatives and the Roundabout alternative would each permanently alter the look,
feel and setting of the Historic District in slightly different ways, with the Roundabout having the
highest area of impact to the front lawn of the Brick Block and the Peterborough Town Library.
The Roundabout also would have impacted more of the parcel closer to these structures than the
Proposed Action. Selection of either of these alternatives would require more substantial
mitigation targeted towards the lost resources of alteration of the look, feel and setting of the
Historic District than the Proposed Action. Mitigation detailed in the MOA includes both a brochure
and educational video that will provide information on and a recognition of the intersection and
adjoining land parcels within the Historic District as it exists today.

Retaining Wall: The retaining wall alternatives differ in the severity of Section 4(f) impacts, with

the construction of the cast-in-place concrete wall causing the most impacts. The Proposed Action
is the use of a sheeting and king pile retaining wall system with stone facing to replace the mortar
rubble masonry retaining wall and in-place stabilization of the boulder wall. These actions are
self-mitigating as the finished look will emulate the existing walls. The alternatives of using soldier
piles and lagging or cast-in-place concrete would be more difficult to mitigate since the final look
would be substantially different from the existing stone wall. Thus mitigation would be extensive,
at greater costs, and would be questionably acceptable to SHPO.
2. The relative severity of remaining harm, after mitigation, to the protected activities, attributes,
or; features that qualifies each property for Section 4(f) protection

Proposed Action: After mitigation, as described in Factor 1 above, an adverse effect to the bridge
would still exist, as would the minor temporary and permanent alteration of the aesthetics of the
Peterborough Downtown Commercial, Civic, Residential and Historic District due to altering the
Main Street/US Route 202 intersection, replacing the bridge, reconstructing the Transcript Dam
abutment, and stabilizing the retaining wall and minor temporary and permanent earthwork along
the front of both the Brick Block and the Peterborough Library (the historic structures will not be
directly affected).
Bridge Rehabilitation: After mitigation, as described in Factor 1, an adverse effect to the bridge
would still exist because, as detailed in Section 2.3 of this document, the bridge would require
extensive reconstruction to the extent that there would be little left of the remaining bridge that
would portray the historic resource. This alternative would still have minor temporary and
permanent alteration of the aesthetics of the Peterborough Downtown Commercial, Civic,
Residential and Historic District due to altering the Main Street/US Route 202 intersection and
stabilizing the retaining wall and minor temporary and permanent earthwork along the front of
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both the Brick Block and the Peterborough Library (the historic structures will not be directly
affected), although impacts to the Transcript Dam may be avoided. Effects would minimally
decrease in severity than that of the Proposed Action.

Bridge Replacement Alternatives: After mitigation, as described in Factor 1, an adverse effect to

the bridge would still exist for all replacement alternatives, as would the minor temporary and
permanent alteration of the aesthetics of the Peterborough Downtown Commercial, Civic,
Residential and Historic District due to altering the Main Street/US Route 202 intersection,
replacing the bridge, reconstructing the Transcript Dam abutment, and stabilizing the retaining
wall and minor temporary and permanent earthwork along the front of both the Brick Block and
the Peterborough Library (the historic structures will not be directly affected). Effects would be
equal in severity to the Proposed Action.

Main Street/US Route 202 Intersection: After mitigation, as described in Factor 1, an adverse

effect to the bridge would still exist for this alternatives, and the temporary and permanent
alteration of the aesthetics of the Peterborough Downtown Commercial, Civic, Residential and
Historic District due to altering the Main Street/US Route 202 intersection would be more severe
due to the increased amount of temporary and permanent earthwork along the front of both the
Brick Block and the Peterborough Library (the historic structures will not be directly affected).
Effects would increase in severity to the Proposed Action.

Retaining Wall: After mitigation, as described in Factor 1, an adverse effect to the bridge would

still exist, as would the minor temporary and permanent alteration of the aesthetics of the
Peterborough Downtown Commercial, Civic, Residential and Historic District due to altering the
Main Street/US Route 202 intersection, replacing the bridge, reconstructing the Transcript Dam
abutment, and stabilizing the retaining wall and minor temporary and permanent earthwork along
the front of both the Brick Block and the Peterborough Library (the historic structures will not be
directly affected). Effects would be equal in severity to the Proposed Action.

3. The relative significance of each Section 4(f) property
The Main Street Bridge is eligible for listing on the National Register for its significance as a well
preserved and largely unaltered excellent example of a widely used bridge type, the concrete
rigid frame bridge with an arch effect and stone facing.
The Peterborough Downtown Commercial, Civic & Residential Historic District is significant in
areas of community planning and development, education, engineering, industry, politics,
government, religion, social history, transportation and architectural styles.
The Brick Block is eligible for the National Register for its significance as a relatively intact example
of four attached houses in the late Federal/Early Greek revival style, the only one of its kind in
Peterborough.
The Peterborough Town Library is eligible for listing on the National Register for its historical
associations and its architectural significance as a well-preserved example of work of local resident
George Shattuck Morison.
The Transcript Dam, NHDES No. 191.03, built in 1925 at the site of an earlier grist mill dam built
in 1829, is eligible for listing on the National Register as a contributing element to the Historic
District for its significance as one of the few above ground resources from the early industrial
period of the Town.
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The US Route 202 Retaining Wall is eligible for listing on the National Register as a contributing
element to the Historic District for its significance and historical associations. The wall retains
integrity of location, feeling and association and is a representative example of roadway
improvements from the late 19th-early twentieth century when the state and towns were
beginning to upgrade roads and adjacent features.
Because each Section 4(f) resource contributes to the Historic District, it is difficult the rate the
relative significance of each to the other, however because the Main Street Bridge, the Town
Library and the Brick Block are each individually eligible for listing, as compared to the Retaining
Wall and Transcript Dam, which are contributing elements to the District, they would have slightly
higher significance.
4. The views of the officials with jurisdiction over each Section 4(f) property
The Department has coordinated with SHPO, FHWA, Peterborough Town Officials, and concerned
citizens to discuss the project, alternatives and measures to minimize harm to the Section 4(f)
properties, and the Proposed Action as detailed in Section 2.10 of this document. Consulting
parties to the project include the Peterborough Heritage Commission, Peterborough Town Library,
Peterborough Economic Development Authority, and Peterborough Greater Downtown Tax
Increment Fund. The project underwent several design iterations in order to satisfy the concerns
of the Town and the consulting parties, especially the Heritage Commission, who’s resistance to
the increased impacts to the Town Library from the Roundabout alternative were particularly
helpful in narrowing the alternatives and in dismissing that alternative from further development.
A Determination of Effects memo was prepared which addresses unavoidable impacts to the
historic properties (Exhibit N) and was signed by NHDHR/SHPO and FHWA. Mitigation was
developed in consultation with NHDHR, the Town of Peterborough, the consulting parties listed
above, and any other interested parties. Pursuant to the provisions of Section 106 of the National
Historic Preservation Act (36 CFR 800), an MOA addressing the Proposed Action and agreed-to
mitigation measures to minimize/mitigate harm to Section 4(f) properties was developed and
forwarded to ACHP, who responded on June 30, 2016 acknowledging their receipt of the MOA as
a completion of the requirements of Section 106 and the ACHP’s regulations.
5. Degree to which each alternative meets the purpose and need
Proposed Action: The action fully meets the purpose and need for the project by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Addressing the deteriorating condition of the existing bridge with a replacement
bridge;
Providing a low maintenance bridge that meets NHDOT geometric and capacity
requirements while minimizing cost and construction duration;
Providing a safe and sustainable crossing that can carry current statutory vehicular
loads;
Improving the safety of the Main Street/US Route 202 intersection by installing
additional sidewalks, a pedestrian bridge over the Contoocook River, and
pedestrian crossing aids [Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFB)];
Stabilizing the stone retaining wall along US Route 202 south of the intersection
to support the roadway and sidewalk; and,
Minimizing natural and cultural resource impacts as compared to other
alternatives.
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Bridge Rehabilitation: As detailed in the Alternatives Analysis section of this Section 4(f)

evaluation, the bridge cannot be rehabilitated while meeting the project purpose and need of
providing a safe, sustainable crossing over the Contoocook River that will meet the current and
future transportation demands of the community and region.

Bridge Replacement Alternatives: Each of the replacement alternatives would be similar in
meeting a majority of the purpose and need for the project, however, an important part of the
purpose and need is to minimize natural and cultural resource impacts. Some of the bridge
replacements evaluated included the need for a pier in the river, which would increase
environmental impacts. Others evaluated would require a longer span, which would also increase
environmental and cultural resource impacts when compared to the proposed action.
Main Street/US Route 202 Intersection: Each of the alternatives would mostly meet the purpose
and need with the exception of minimizing the Section 4(f) impacts; the Roundabout option would
have created the highest square footage of impacts to these resources, and would result in
impacts to these parcels extending closer to these structures than the Proposed Action.
Retaining Wall: The retaining wall alternatives each meet the purpose and need for the project

but differ in the severity of Section 4(f) impacts, with the construction of the cast-in-place
concrete wall causing the most impacts. The Proposed Action is the use of a sheeting and king
pile retaining wall system with stone facing to replace the mortar rubble masonry retaining wall
and in-place stabilization of the boulder wall.
6. After reasonable mitigation, the magnitude of any adverse impacts to resources not protected
by Section 4(f)

Proposed Action: There will be temporary and permanent impacts to the Contoocook River, it’s
banks and riparian wetlands as well as fill in the FEMA floodplain, however these impacts are not
considered adverse.

The Peterborough Fire Station, located on Summer Street, is largely staffed by volunteers who
must make their way to the station to be able to then respond to a call. Furthermore, most
response calls in town are across the Contoocook River and to the north where the school and
the Monadnock Community Hospital are located. During the one to one-and-a-half year duration
of temporary bridge closure and use of the detour route, there will be a delay in personnel arrival
at the station, and emergency services will encounter an approximately four-mile detour to travel
from the Fire Station to the hospital, impacting public safety. Discussion with Town officials is
ongoing to find ways to reduce this temporary impact.

Bridge Rehabilitation: Because so much of the bridge would need to be reconstructed, including

the abutments, there would be temporary and permanent impacts to the Contoocook River, it’s
banks and riparian wetlands as well as fill in the FEMA floodplain to a similar extent as the
Proposed Action, however these impacts would not be considered adverse.

Bridge Replacement Alternatives: Each replacement alternative would result in temporary and
permanent impacts to the Contoocook River, it’s banks and riparian wetlands as well as fill in the
FEMA floodplain to a similar extent as the Proposed Action, however these impacts would not be
considered adverse.

Main Street/US Route 202 Intersection: Each of the intersection alternatives would result in
temporary and permanent impacts to the Contoocook River, it’s banks and riparian wetlands as
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well as fill in the FEMA floodplain. The Roundabout would have increased, and potentially adverse,
impacts to these resources.

Retaining Wall: Each retaining wall alternative would result in temporary and permanent impacts

to the Contoocook River, it’s banks and riparian wetlands as well as fill in the FEMA floodplain.
The cast-in place concrete wall alternative would have slightly larger areas of impact than the
Proposed Action, however these impacts would not be considered adverse.
7. Substantial differences in costs among the alternatives

Proposed Action: The Proposed Main Street Bridge replacement, a cast-in-place concrete rigid

frame bridge on spread cast-in-place concrete footings, is estimated at between $4 to $4.25
Million, with reconstruction of the intersection of Main Street and US Route 202 and stabilization
of the retaining wall ranging in cost between $2 to $2.5 Million.

Bridge Rehabilitation: Costs for this alternative were never developed although based on the
amount of work required to rehabilitate the bridge to accept current and future loading, the total
cost to complete a rehabilitation alternative would be similar to the Proposed Action, with only a
slight decrease.

Bridge Replacement Alternatives: Each of the replacement alternatives, including the Proposed
Action structure, were in a similar cost range, $4-4.25 Million.
Main Street/US Route 202 Intersection and Retaining Wall: Traffic control options of location of
a temporary bridge upstream or downstream would range in costs between $3.75 to $4 Million,
while phased construction would range in costs between $4 to $4.5 Million. The Roundabout
alternative and retaining Wall alternatives would range in costs similar to those for the Proposed
Action.
After analysis of the factors considered pursuant to 23 CFR 774.3(c)(1) the Proposed Action was
determined to be the alternative that results in the least overall harm. None of the other
alternatives would fully meet the purpose and need while minimizing environmental and cultural
resource impacts. The Proposed Action has the greatest ability to have adverse impacts fully
mitigated in a timely and cost-effective manner.

2.9

Measures to Minimize Harm/Mitigation

As a result of the Project’s Adverse Effects to National Register-eligible resources, mitigation
targeted towards the lost resource, the Main Street Bridge, and the loss of the bridge as a
contributing element within the Peterborough Historic District, has been recorded in a
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) executed by SHPO, NHDOT, and FHWA on May 31, 2016 and
included in the Final Section 4(f) Evaluation (Exhibit O). Mitigation has been developed in
consultation with NHDHR, the Town of Peterborough, the consulting parties listed below, and any
other interested parties.
Mitigation measures as listed in the MOA include the following:
1) The Town of Peterborough will re-use the stones from the existing Main Street Bridge as facing
on the new bridge to the extent practicable. This effort will require careful removal of the stones
from the bridge, storage of the stones in an off-site location (to prevent damage during
construction) and installing the stones as facing on the replacement bridge. Although not
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anticipated, stones that are severely damaged during deconstruction will require replacement
with stones matching the size, texture and color of the existing stones.
2) The Town of Peterborough will develop a one-page, two-sided trifold educational brochure for
distribution and inclusion on the Town’s website. Developed in consultation with the Peterborough
Heritage Commission, the intent of the brochure will be to increase public knowledge of the
Downtown Peterborough Historic District. One outcome of the brochure would be the promotion
of the importance of the Town’s historic assets in strengthening the community’s economic vitality
and quality of living. The intended audience for this brochure will include residents and local
business owners as well as tourists who visit the area. One (1) digital copy will be provided to
NHDOT and one (1) digital copy will be provided to the Peterborough Heritage Commission for
review and comment (concurrent 30-day review period). A hard copy draft will subsequently be
submitted to the NHSHPO for review and comment (30-day review period). The Town will produce
a maximum of 500 color copies of the brochure. Digital final copies will be provided to FHWA
and NHDOT. One final hard copy will be provided to NHSHPO. Hard copies of the brochure will
be placed in the Town Offices and the Library in locations where the public can access them.
Notification of the availability of the brochure will be advertised in the Town webpage under
“What’s happening in Our Town” and on the Town Facebook page.
3) The Town of Peterborough will develop a video approximately 5 minutes in length that will
document the Main Street Bridge before, during and after its deconstruction and reconstruction,
along with aerial video or still photographs of the Downtown Peterborough Historic District and
the surrounding area. The intent of the video will be to educate existing residents and business
owners on the importance of preserving the historic setting, characteristics and integrity of the
Main Street Bridge and the Downtown Peterborough Historic District by describing the need for
the bridge replacement, why the stones from the existing bridge were re-used on the new bridge,
and why that effort was important to meeting these goals. The video will also serve as
documentation of the bridge before removal. One (1) copy of the video will be provided to NHDOT
and one (1) copy will be provided to the Peterborough Heritage Commission for review and
comment (concurrent 30-day review period). A draft of the video will subsequently be submitted
to the NHSHPO for review and comment (30-day review period). A single final copy of the video
will be provided to FHWA, NHDOT and NHSHPO and will be retained in the Town of Peterborough
offices. The final video will be uploaded to YouTube and a link to the video will be included on
the Town of Peterborough’s website. In this manner, the intended audience for the video of
residents, local business owners, and tourists will be targeted, but it will also have the ability to
be viewed by anyone interested in historic preservation.
The design of the Proposed Action has been developed with the intent of preserving the integrity
and minimizing the potential impacts to the historical resources. Avoidance of the resources were
not feasible and prudent where safety concerns, site conditions, cost and resource constraints
occurred. Further evaluation of impacts to the historical resources will be assessed during final
design.

2.10

Coordination & Public Participation

The Department has coordinated with SHPO, FHWA, Peterborough Town Officials, and concerned
citizens to discuss alternatives and measures to minimize harm to the Section 4(f) properties. The
measures that were considered feasible and prudent were evaluated and incorporated into the
design of the project. A Determination of Effects memo was prepared which addresses unavoidable
impacts to the historic properties (Exhibit N). Pursuant to the provisions of Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act (36 CFR 800), an MOA addressing the Proposed Action and
agreed-to mitigation measures to minimize/mitigate harm to Section 4(f) properties has been
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developed following consideration of comments on the Proposed Action and is attached in Exhibit
O.
Consulting parties to the project include the Peterborough Heritage Commission, Peterborough
Town Library, Peterborough Economic Development Authority, and Peterborough Greater
Downtown Tax Increment Fund.
Meetings were held periodically with various Federal, State and local agencies, as well as with the
general public throughout the development of this project. Project review meetings were held on
the following dates:
AGENCY/ORGANIZATION
Town of Peterborough
Town Administrator
FHWA New Hampshire Division
New Hampshire State Historic
Preservation Office
New Hampshire Natural
Heritage Bureau
NH Office of Energy and
Planning (Floodplains)
Land and Community Heritage
Investment Program
New Hampshire Department of
Transportation (NHDOT)
HR (Environmental Justice)
Air and Noise Program
Contoocook River and North
Branch Rivers Local Advisory
Committee (LAC)
NOAA-NMFS EFH Consultation
US Fish and Wildlife Service
Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation (ACHP)
US Department of the Interior
(USDOI)

DATE OF
CONTACT

REPLY
RECV’D

EXHIBIT
LOCATION

Rodney Bartlett
Jamie Sikora
Laura Black

*
*
*

*
*
*

NA
NA
M

Melissa Coppola

1/2015

1/26/15

H

Jennifer Gilbert

12/1/14

12/17/14

G

Pula Bellemore

12/1/14

12/8/14

Q

*

*

NA

Jay Ankenbrock
Jonathan Evans
Janet Renaud

12/1/14
12/1/14
12/1/14

1/5/15
12/29/14
1/14/15

D
C
F

Mike Johnson
Susi VonOettingen
LaShavio Johnson

10/15
10/1/15
5/2016

10/19/15
10/1/15
6/30/2016

I
L
S

Andrew L. Raddant

5/2016

8/4/2016

S

CONTACT

C.R. Willeke

*Multiple meetings across the project duration occurred.

Letters, emails or phone calls were addressed to various Federal, State and local agencies, as
well as the general public, requesting input on this project on the following dates:
Date

Topic

November 3, 2009
November 17, 2009
February 16, 2010
March 11, 2010
March 16, 2010
March 30, 2010*
April 1, 2010*

Town of Peterborough Selectboard Meeting
Town of Peterborough EDA/GDTIF Meeting
Town of Peterborough EDA/GDTIF Meeting
NHDOT Project Manager and Bureau of Environment Meeting
Town of Peterborough EDA/GDTIF Meeting
Town of Peterborough, Selectboard Meeting, Design Concepts Discussion
NHDOT Bureau of the Environment Cultural Resources Agency Meeting, introduce
project and discuss with NHDOT, SHPO and the Town of Peterborough
Natural Resource Agency Coordination Meeting, Introduction of project
Town of Peterborough, Design Concepts Discussion
NHDOT Project Manager and Bureau of Highway Design Meeting

May 15, 2010*
April 23, 2010*
June 8, 2010
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Date

Topic

July 20, 2010*
September 20, 2010*
October 7, 2010*

Town of Peterborough Selectboard Meeting
Town of Peterborough Planning Board Meeting
NHDOT Bureau of the Environment Cultural Resources Agency Meeting, determine if
cultural resources that might be impacted as a result of project.
Public Informational Meeting
NHDES Meeting Regarding Temporary North Crossing
NHDOT Bureau of the Environment Cultural Resources Agency Meeting, overview of
process and design concepts developed to date.
NHDOT Bureau of the Environment Cultural Resources Agency Meeting, overview of
roadway concepts and traffic modeling.
Public Informational Meeting, project purpose and need, recommendations and
estimated costs.
NHDOT Front Office presentation, discuss project
Public Informational Meeting
Town of Peterborough project progress meeting
NHDOT Bureau of the Environment Cultural Resources Agency Meeting, update on
current status of project.
Natural Resource Agency Coordination Meeting, update on status of project.
Utility Coordination Meeting to receive input from the various utilities and to assist in
design constraints.
Public Informational Meeting, project update, status of design and environmental
coordination.
NHDOT Bureau of the Environment Cultural Resources Agency Meeting, overview of
process and design concepts developed to date.
NHDOT Traffic Control Committee
Town of Peterborough project progress meeting.
Heritage Commission meeting to discuss mitigation
Town of Peterborough Public Meeting project progress update.

October 26, 2010*
November 4, 2010
June 9, 2011*
July 14, 2011*
October 6, 2011*
May 7, 2012
April 2013*
November 6, 2014
December 11, 2014*
February 18, 2015
March 18, 2015
June 16, 2015*
September 10, 2015*
September 17, 2015
January 1, 2016
October 29, 2015*
March 1, 2016

*Denotes meetings where Section 106 consulting parties were invited and representatives of at least one of the consulting parties
were in attendance after the dates of acceptance by FHWA of consulting parties to the project.

The Categorical Exclusion/Draft Section 4(f) Evaluation was distributed to the following for review
and comment:
Nancy Mayville, NHDOT
Kevin Nyhan, NHDOT Bureau of Environment
C.R. Willeke, P.E., NHDOT
Rodney Bartlett, Peterborough Town Administrator
Jamie Sikora, FHWA
LaShavio Johnson, ACHP
Andrew Raddant, USDOI

2.11 Summary
Based upon the above considerations, it was concluded that there are no feasible and prudent
alternatives to the use of land from Section 4(f) properties, and the proposed action includes all
planning to minimize harm to these properties resulting from such use.
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Exhibit A

Existing Bridge Conditions Summary &
Recommendations

Main Street Bridge Over the Contoocook River
NHDOT Bridge No. 092/089
NHDOT Project No. 14933
Prepared for:

Prepared by:

December 22, 2009
Mr. Rodney Bartlett, Director of Public Works
Town of Peterborough
1 Grove Street
Peterborough, NH 03458
Re:

Main Street Bridge over the Contoocook River
NHDOT Bridge No. 092/089 / NHDOT Project No. 14933
Hoyle, Tanner Project No. 907402
Existing Bridge Conditions Summary and Recommendations

In accordance with our contract, this letter is written to summarize data collected with regard to
the existing rigid frame bridge structure and provide a recommendation to the viability of
rehabilitation of the structure based upon our findings. This document is not to be confused
with the Engineering Study which will be submitted at a later date.
General Observations
The existing bridge was constructed in 1940 to
replace a former bridge lost to flooding in 1938.
The bridge is a 75-foot clear span cast-in-place
concrete rigid frame with a 30-foot curb to curb
width and 5’-0” sidewalks on each side.
The bridge has stone facing on both fascias and
ornamental lighting at each corner.

Underside / Downstream Fascia

Overall, the bridge appears to be in poor
condition due to the cracking and efflorescence
visible on the legs and the bottom of the top
slab. The visual condition of the bridge is what
prompted concrete testing summarized in this
report.

Summary of Investigations Performed to Date
In October, November and December, 2009
Hoyle, Tanner & Associates, Inc. performed
the following:
•

Employed S.W. Cole Engineering,
Inc. (S.W. Cole) to core and extract
six (6) 4” diameter concrete samples
in the top of the existing bridge top
slab. The samples were to be tested
for compressive strength capacity,
chloride-ion content and presence of
Alkali-Silica
Reactivity
(ASR)
susceptible
aggregates.
The
locations of the cores are illustrated
on Attachment A.
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Performed a detailed As-Built structural analysis of the rigid frame.

Concrete Testing
S.W. Cole performed coring and
sampling of the existing concrete bridge
on October 29, 2009. A summary of
their operations and preliminary findings
is included as Attachment B.
Cores C-1 and C-2 revealed poor
conditions of the existing concrete.
Below a layer of 3½” to 4” of asphalt,
the top 6” to 8” of concrete was
pulverized. No intact concrete extraction
was possible. Competent concrete was
found at a depth of 11” to 12” below the
roadway surface.
Cores C-3 Through C-6
T
Cores C-3, C-4, C-4B, C-5 and C-6 yielded concrete cores which were broken into varying
length pieces. A summary is as follows:

Core Number

# of Pieces / Lengths (in)

C-3

3 / 4”, 8”, 4½”

C-4

1 / 8½”

C-4B

2 / 1¼”, 9”

C-5

1 / 10½”

C-6

3 / 5”, 5”, 2½”

Cores C-3, C-4B and C-5 were tested for compressive strength. The results are contained
in Attachment C. In general, the compressive results were good, ranging from 2970 psi to
4520 psi.
Chloride-ion content was determined in cores C-4B and C-5. The cores exhibited
extremely high levels of chloride-ion compared to ACI recommended levels. ACI 318-02,
Table 4.4.1 recommends a maximum percentage of 0.15% chloride-ion to weight of
cement in reinforced concrete exposed to chlorides in service. Results of the chloride-ion
testing are included in the report by CTL Group included as Attachment D. The results are
summarized as follows:
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Core Number

% CI to Weight
of Concrete

% CI to Weight
of Cement*

C-4B

0.17% to 0.24%

0.77% to 1.09%

C-5

0.71%

3.23%

* To compare to ACI criteria, a cement content of 22% of the concrete

sample was assumed based upon the existing bridge drawings which call for a
cement factor of 1.45.

As can be seen, the chloride contents, which were maximum at a depth of approximately
6” to 7” into the concrete, greatly exceed ACI recommended maximums. It appears that
years of deicing chemicals have permeated the concrete leading to the elevated levels.
Petrographic analysis was performed on cores C-3, C-4 and C-6 to confirm the presence of
cracking and its possible causes, including ASR. Microscopic examination of thin sections
of the cores determined that ASR is present in the concrete cores as well as cracking due
to freeze-thaw activity. The ASR activity occurs early in the life of the concrete, typical
with ASR caused by hydration. Cracking caused by ASR created a secondary effect of
freeze-thaw damage due to the presence of cracks and salt-laden water intrusion.
Structural Analysis
To our knowledge a detailed live load capacity rating of this bridge had not been
performed prior to our involvement in the project. Hoyle, Tanner performed a Load Factor
Rating (LFR) detailed capacity analysis of the bridge in its “As-Built” condition. The bridge
was designed for an H15 truck loading.
Our analysis revealed the following:
Inventory Rating1
Operating Rating2
Posting Rating

=
=
=

HS8.4 (15.1 tons)
HS14.0 (25.2 tons)
HS12.6 (22.6 tons)

Using ratios from AASHTO and NHDOT load tables, the equivalent H-Truck ratings convert
to approximately:
Inventory Rating
Operating Rating
Posting Rating

=
=
=

H11.4
H19.1
H14.3

The above ratings were controlled by the negative moment bending in the “knees” of the
bridge structure. A NHDOT Form 4 Load Capacity Summary is included as Attachment E.

1

Inventory Rating, as defined by the current AASHTO Manual for Condition Evaluation of Bridges, is that
load, including loads in multiple lanes, that can safely utilize the bridge for an indefinite period of time.
2
Operating Rating, defined by the same manual, is the maximum permissible live load that can be placed
on the bridge. This load rating also includes the same load in multiple lanes. Allowing unlimited usage at
the Operating Rating level will reduce the life of the bridge.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
The existing concrete is in a deteriorated condition and exhibits cracking damage from ASR
and freeze-thaw cycles. The concrete also exhibits extremely elevated levels of chlorideion content (up to 22 times the recommended maximums per ACI).
The load rating reveals that in the “As-Built” condition the bridge was capable of carrying
an 11 ton single unit vehicle at the Inventory Level. This rating does not consider the
current deteriorated condition of the bridge.
Considering the condition and the structure capacity of the bridge, we recommend the
following:
•

Complete replacement of the existing bridge.

•

Posting the bridge “Weight Limit 15 Tons”.

We trust the contents of this report will meet your needs at this time. We look forward to the
successful completion of this project working with the Town of Peterborough.
Sincerely,

Hoyle, Tanner & Associates, Inc.

Matthew J. Low, P.E., SECB
Vice President
Project Manager

Enclosures
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Jason T. Lodge, P.E.
Senior Structural Engineer

Exhibit B

Exhibit C

Peace, Kimberly R.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jonathan Evans <JEvans@dot.state.nh.us>
Monday, December 29, 2014 8:21 AM
Peace, Kimberly R.
Coon, Deb
RE: Air Quality and Noise Review Request, Peterborough Projects (HTA 907402.01 &
907403.01)

Kim,
I agree with the air quality and noise statements made in your Dec. 1st letter. As such, I also agree that further air quality
and noise review is not warranted.
Should you have any further questions, please let me know.
-Jon
~~~~~~~~~~~
Jonathan Evans
Air & Noise Program Manager
NH Department of Transportation
Bureau of Environment
7 Hazen Dr., PO Box 483
Concord, NH 03302-0483
Email: jevans@dot.state.nh.us
Phone: (603)271-4048 M-F 7AM-3PM
Fax:(603)271-7199
From: Peace, Kimberly R. [mailto:kpeace@hoyletanner.com]
Sent: Monday, December 01, 2014 1:42 PM
To: Jonathan Evans
Cc: Coon, Deb
Subject: Air Quality and Noise Review Request, Peterborough Projects (HTA 907402.01 & 907403.01)

Dear JonAttached please find a project review request for the Peterborough Main Street Bridge Replacement and US Route 202
Intersection Improvements & Retaining Wall Project. Please review the limits of the project and provide comments
related to noise and
air quality impacts. FHWA will provide some of the funding for these very important projects, thus, a NEPA document
will be prepared for the project.
We would appreciate an email or land mail reply at your convenience. Please feel free to contact me with any questions.
Thank you-

Kimberly R. Peace
Environmental Coordinator

1
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December 1, 2014
Mr. Jonathan Evans
Environmental Manager
NHDOT Bureau of Environment
Room 160, JOM Building
PO Box 483 | 7 Hazen Drive
Concord, NH 03302-0483
RE:

Main Street Bridge Reconstruction NHDOT Bridge No. 092/089
NHDOT Project No. 14933 / Federal Project No. X-A002(107) and
US Route 202 Intersection Improvements & Retaining Wall
NHDOT Project No. 14772A / Federal Project No. X-A000(535)
Hoyle, Tanner Project No. 907402.01 & 907403.01

Dear Mr. Evans:
Through an agreement with the Town of Peterborough, Hoyle, Tanner & Associates, Inc.
(Hoyle, Tanner) is currently working to prepare environmental documentation associated with
the replacement of the Main Street Bridge over the Contoocook River (known as NHDOT Project
#14933 and Federal Project # X-A002(107)) and improvements to the intersection of Granite
Street / Pine Street (US Route 202) and Main Street (known as NHDOT Project #14772A and
Federal Project # X-A000(535)). NHDOT Project #14772A also includes reconstruction and
stabilization of the stacked stone retaining wall adjacent to US 202 and the Contoocook River.
The project is currently in the preliminary design phase of development. It is anticipated,
subject to funding availability, that the project will be advertised in the spring of 2017 with an
estimated construction duration of approximately 24 months. The duration is only approximate
at this time and will be refined as the design process progresses and the scope of the project
becomes fully defined. The bridge will be closed to all traffic during the majority of the bridge
reconstruction duration. During the closure time, traffic will be detoured around the bridge via a
combination of State and local routes. The bridge will likely re-open to traffic for the remainder
of the construction project for the completion of activities that can be completed with traffic on
the bridge.
This project will qualify for a Non-Programmatic Categorical Exclusion from the requirements of
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA; 40 C.F.R. §1508.4). By this letter we are
requesting that you review the limits of the project and provide comments related to noise and
air quality impacts. A project location map and plans with the limits of work marked out on it
are included with this letter. A written response or email at your earliest convenience would be
greatly appreciated.
We understand that this project is consistent with exempt projects listed in Table 2 of 40 CFR
93.126. When completed, the project is not expected to result in any meaningful changes in
traffic volumes, vehicle mix, location of the existing facility, or any other factor that would cause
an increase in emissions impacts relative to the no-build alternative or contribute to violations of
the National Ambient Air Quality Standards. As a result, we believe it can be concluded that
this project will not result in any adverse impacts to air quality, please let us know if you think
otherwise.

Main Street Bridge Reconstruction NHDOT Bridge No. 092/089
NHDOT Project No. 14933 / Federal Project No. X-A002(107) and
US Route 202 Intersection Improvements & Retaining Wall
NHDOT Project No. 14772A / Federal Project No. X-A000(535)

Also, because this project does not involve the construction of a new highway, the addition of
through traffic lanes or alterations to the vertical or horizontal alignment of the existing
roadway, the subject project is not a Type I highway project; thus, we believe a noise impact
assessment is not necessary.
Should you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact me at (603) 669-5555,
extension 151 or at kpeace@hoyletanner.com.
Sincerely

Hoyle, Tanner & Associates, Inc.

Kimberly Peace
Environmental Coordinator
Enclosures

K:\907402.01\14933\NEPA\Agency Letters sent and Responses\Noise Letter.doc
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Exhibit D

Exhibit E

Common Pathway & Other Trails in Peterborough, NH
Common Path (Approx 6.5 miles)
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Exhibit F

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Janet Renaud
Peace, Kimberly R.
Coon, Deb
RE: LRAC Review Request, Peterborough Projects (HTA 907402.01 & 907403.01
Wednesday, January 14, 2015 5:58:07 PM

Hello, Kimberly - we did discuss it, but we don’t have any comments at this time. We came to the
conclusion that we would wait for the wetland permit process. Thanks, Janet
From: Peace, Kimberly R. [mailto:kpeace@hoyletanner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 14, 2015 12:24 PM
To: Janet Renaud
Cc: Coon, Deb
Subject: RE: LRAC Review Request, Peterborough Projects (HTA 907402.01 & 907403.01

HI Janet- did you discuss this project on December 15, and if so, did you have comments for us at
this stage? As we noted in the prior email (below), you will see the project again during the wetland
permit process, so your comments at this point would be used during the NEPA Categorical
Exclusion analysis of environmental effects. Thank youKimberly R. Peace
From: Janet Renaud [mailto:jromane202@myfairpoint.net]
Sent: Wednesday, December 03, 2014 8:10 PM
To: Peace, Kimberly R.
Cc: Coon, Deb
Subject: RE: LRAC Review Request, Peterborough Projects (HTA 907402.01 & 907403.01

Hello, Ms. Peace –
Our group will be meeting Monday, December 15th and will discuss this project request. Any
comments will be sent to you following our meeting.
Thanks for contacting us.
Best regards,
Janet Renaud, Chair
Contoocook & North Branch Rivers Local Advisory Committee – CNBRLAC
From: Peace, Kimberly R. [mailto:kpeace@hoyletanner.com]
Sent: Monday, December 01, 2014 1:27 PM
To: jromane202@myfairpoint.net
Cc: Coon, Deb
Subject: LRAC Review Request, Peterborough Projects (HTA 907402.01 & 907403.01

Hello Ms. RenaudAttached please find a project review request for the Peterborough Main Street Bridge Replacement

and US Route 202 Intersection Improvements & Retaining Wall Project. Please provide comments
related to any concerns from the Contoocook River Local Advisory Committee (LAC) regarding the
potential effects of the project to the Contoocook River. Per RSA 483, we will copy you on any
future applicable permit applications submitted to NHDES Wetlands Bureau or the Shoreland
Program.
We would appreciate an email or land mail reply at your convenience. Please feel free to contact me
with any questions.
Thank youKimberly R. Peace
Environmental Coordinator

150 Dow Street | Manchester, NH 03101
(603) 669-5555, ext 151 | Fax: (603) 669-4168
kpeace@hoyletanner.com
www.hoyletanner.com

Our vision is to provide innovative, collaborative and sustainable engineering and planning solutions to
the challenges our clients face, while enhancing the communities in which we work and live. We strive
to uphold the highest ethical standards while maintaining integrity and respect within our professional
relationships. We continue to build a corporate culture that honors and values the individuality and
strengths of our team members and our clients.
This communication and any attachments to this are confidential and intended only for the recipient(s). Any other use, dissemination,
copying, or disclosure of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us and
destroy it immediately. Hoyle, Tanner & Associates, Inc. is not responsible for any undetectable alteration, virus, transmission error,
conversion, media degradation, software error, or interference with this transmission or attachments to this transmission.
Hoyle, Tanner & Associates, Inc. | info@hoyletanner.com

December 1, 2014
Ms. Janet Renaud
Contoocook River and North Branch Rivers
Local Advisory Committee
89 Gould Hill
Greenfield, NH 03047
RE:

Main Street Bridge Reconstruction NHDOT Bridge No. 092/089
NHDOT Project No. 14933 / Federal Project No. X-A002(107) and
US Route 202 Intersection Improvements & Retaining Wall
NHDOT Project No. 14772A / Federal Project No. X-A000(535)
Hoyle, Tanner Project No. 907402.01 & 907403.01

Dear Ms. Renaud:
Through an agreement with the Town of Peterborough, Hoyle, Tanner & Associates, Inc. (Hoyle,
Tanner) is currently working to prepare environmental documentation associated with the
replacement of the Main Street Bridge over the Contoocook River (known as NHDOT Project #14933
and Federal Project # X-A002(107)) and improvements to the intersection of Granite Street / Pine
Street (US Route 202) and Main Street (known as NHDOT Project #14772A and Federal Project # XA000(535)). NHDOT Project #14772A also includes reconstruction and stabilization of the stacked
stone retaining wall adjacent to US 202 and the Contoocook River.
The project is currently in the preliminary design phase of development. It is anticipated, subject to
funding availability, that the project will be advertised in the spring of 2017 with an estimated
construction duration of approximately 24 months. The duration is only approximate at this time and
will be refined as the design process progresses and the scope of the project becomes fully defined.
The bridge will be closed to all traffic during the majority of the bridge reconstruction duration.
During the closure time, traffic will be detoured around the bridge via a combination of State and
local routes. The bridge will likely re-open to traffic for the remainder of the construction project for
the completion of activities that can be completed with traffic on the bridge.
This project will qualify for a Non-Programmatic Categorical Exclusion from the requirements of the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA; 40 C.F.R. §1508.4). By this letter we are requesting that
you review the limits of the project and provide comments related to the potential effects to the
Contoocook River. Per RSA 483, we will copy you on any future applicable permit applications
submitted to NHDES Wetlands Bureau or the Shoreland Program. A project location map and plans
with the limits of work marked out on it are included with this letter. A written response or email at
your earliest convenience would be greatly appreciated.
Should you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact me at (603) 669-5555,
extension 151 or at kpeace@hoyletanner.com.
Sincerely

Hoyle, Tanner & Associates, I nc.
Kimberly Peace
Environmental Coordinator
Enclosures
K:\907402.01\14933\NEPA\Agency Letters sent and Responses\LRAC Letter.doc

The US202 and Main Street Intersection / US 202 Retaining Wall / The Main
Street Bridge over the Contoocook River, Peterborough, NH
NHDOT Project Nos. 14772A & 14933
USGS MAP
Project Location
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Exhibit G

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
OFFICE OF ENERGY AND PLANNING

MARGARET WOOD HASSAN
GOVERNOR

107 Pleasant Street, Johnson Hall
Concord, NH 03301-3834
Telephone: (603) 271-2155
Fax: (603) 271-2615

www.nh.gov/oep

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Kimberly Peace
Environmental Coordinator
Hoyle, Tanner & Associates

FROM:

Jennifer Gilbert
NH Floodplain Management Coordinator

DATE:

December 17, 2014

SUBJECT:

Peterborough Main Street Bridge Reconstruction
NHDOT Project No. 14933

I am writing in reference to your email dated December 1, 2014 regarding the abovereferenced project. I have reviewed the current (September 25, 2009) FEMA Flood
Insurance Rate Map for the proposed project (see also attached map from FEMA
National Flood Hazard Layer). The associated 2009 Flood Insurance Study can be found
at: http://www.granit.unh.edu/dfirms/FIS.html.
The proposed project appears to be located in a special flood hazard area (Zone AE) and
in the floodway portion (white hatched area on map) of the Contoocook River.
If the proposed project will occur in the regulatory floodway, the following regulation
contained in Peterborough’s floodplain regulations would apply:
Along watercourses with a designated Regulatory Floodway no encroachments,
including fill, new construction, substantial improvements, and other
development are allowed within the floodway unless it has been demonstrated
through hydrologic and hydraulic analyses performed in accordance with
standard engineering practices that the proposed encroachment would not result
in any increase in flood levels within the community during the base flood
discharge.
In summary, any encroachment, fill, or development that occurs within the floodway
(white hatched area on map) requires hydrologic and hydraulic analyses to determine if
the proposed work will cause any increase in the base flood elevation. If any increase in
the base flood elevation is anticipated within the floodway, coordination with FEMA
through the Conditional Letter of Map Revision process is required.
If you need further assistance, please contact me at 271-2155 or jennifer.gilbert@nh.gov.

Exhibit H

New Hampshire Natural Heritage Bureau
NHB DataCheck Results Letter
To:

From:
Date:
Re:

Deb Coon, Hoyle, Tanner & Associates, Inc.
150 Dow Street
Manchester, NH 03101

NH Natural Heritage Bureau
2/2/2016 (valid for one year from this date)
Review by NH Natural Heritage Bureau of request submitted 1/26/2016

NHB File ID: NHB16-0237

Applicant: Town of Peterborough

Location: Peterborough
Main Street Bridge and US Rt 202 Retaining Wall
Project
Description: Replacement of Main Street Bridge and reinforcement of the
Retaining Wall for US RT 202

The NH Natural Heritage database has been checked by staff of the NH Natural Heritage Bureau
and/or the NH Nongame and Endangered Species Program for records of rare species and
exemplary natural communities near the area mapped below. The species considered include
those listed as Threatened or Endangered by either the state of New Hampshire or the federal
government.
It was determined that, although there was a NHB record (e.g., rare wildlife, plant, and/or natural
community) present in the vicinity, we do not expect that it will be impacted by the proposed
project. This determination was made based on the project information submitted via the NHB
Datacheck Tool on 1/26/2016, and cannot be used for any other project.

Department of Resources and Economic Development
Division of Forests and Lands
(603) 271-2214 fax: 271-6488

DRED/NHB
172 Pembroke Rd.
Concord, NH 03301

New Hampshire Natural Heritage Bureau
NHB DataCheck Results Letter
MAP OF PROJECT BOUNDARIES FOR: NHB16-0237

Department of Resources and Economic Development
Division of Forests and Lands
(603) 271-2214 fax: 271-6488

DRED/NHB
172 Pembroke Rd.
Concord, NH 03301

Exhibit I

Peace, Kimberly R.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mike R Johnson - NOAA Federal <mike.r.johnson@noaa.gov>
Monday, October 19, 2015 11:57 AM
Laurin, Marc
Peace, Kimberly R.; Jamie Sikora (E-mail)
Replacement of the Main St. Bridge, Petersborough, NH

Marc,
I received a copy of the EFH assessment and your letter in the mail today. NMFS will not be providing EFH
conservation recommendations for the proposed project (see my response below). However, I just wanted to
provide a comment on the language in your letter for future consultations. The language used ("may affect, but
is not likely to adversely affect") is applicable to the Endangered Species Act, but not the Magnuson-Stevens
Fishery Conservation and Management Act. However, the language used in the EFH consultation worksheet is
accurate ("The adverse effect on EFH is not substantial").
Based upon the information in the EFH assessment, we have determined that the proposed project would have minimal adverse
effect on EFH for Atlantic salmon. In addition, the project area will have minimal effects on other NOAA-trust resources,
including those covered under the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act. Therefore, we have no EFH conservation
recommendations to provide to you for this action pursuant to Section 305(b)(4)(A) of the Magnuson-Stevens Act.
Thanks,
Mike

-Michael R. Johnson
U.S. Department of Commerce
NOAA Fisheries
Greater Atlantic Regional Fisheries Office
(formerly, Northeast Regional Office)
Habitat Conservation Division
55 Great Republic Drive
Gloucester, MA 01930
978-281-9130
mike.r.johnson@noaa.gov
http://www.greateratlantic.fisheries.noaa.gov/
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Exhibit J

United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
New England Ecological Services Field Office
70 COMMERCIAL STREET, SUITE 300
CONCORD, NH 03301
PHONE: (603)223-2541 FAX: (603)223-0104
URL: www.fws.gov/newengland

Consultation Code: 05E1NE00-2016-SLI-0091
October 12, 2015
Event Code: 05E1NE00-2016-E-00110
Project Name: Peterborough Main Street Bridge and US Route 202 retaining Wall and
Intersection
Subject: List of threatened and endangered species that may occur in your proposed project
location, and/or may be affected by your proposed project

To Whom It May Concern:
The enclosed species list identifies threatened, endangered, proposed and candidate species, as
well as proposed and final designated critical habitat, that may occur within the boundary of
your proposed project and/or may be affected by your proposed project. The species list fulfills
the requirements of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) under section 7(c) of the
Endangered Species Act (Act) of 1973, as amended (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.).
New information based on updated surveys, changes in the abundance and distribution of
species, changed habitat conditions, or other factors could change this list. Please feel free to
contact us if you need more current information or assistance regarding the potential impacts to
federally proposed, listed, and candidate species and federally designated and proposed critical
habitat. Please note that under 50 CFR 402.12(e) of the regulations implementing section 7 of
the Act, the accuracy of this species list should be verified after 90 days. This verification can
be completed formally or informally as desired. The Service recommends that verification be
completed by visiting the ECOS-IPaC website at regular intervals during project planning and
implementation for updates to species lists and information. An updated list may be requested
through the ECOS-IPaC system by completing the same process used to receive the enclosed
list.
The purpose of the Act is to provide a means whereby threatened and endangered species and
the ecosystems upon which they depend may be conserved. Under sections 7(a)(1) and 7(a)(2)
of the Act and its implementing regulations (50 CFR 402 et seq.), Federal agencies are required
to utilize their authorities to carry out programs for the conservation of threatened and
endangered species and to determine whether projects may affect threatened and endangered
species and/or designated critical habitat.

A Biological Assessment is required for construction projects (or other undertakings having
similar physical impacts) that are major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment as defined in the National Environmental Policy Act (42 U.S.C. 4332(2)
(c)). For projects other than major construction activities, the Service suggests that a biological
evaluation similar to a Biological Assessment be prepared to determine whether the project may
affect listed or proposed species and/or designated or proposed critical habitat. Recommended
contents of a Biological Assessment are described at 50 CFR 402.12.
If a Federal agency determines, based on the Biological Assessment or biological evaluation,
that listed species and/or designated critical habitat may be affected by the proposed project, the
agency is required to consult with the Service pursuant to 50 CFR 402. In addition, the Service
recommends that candidate species, proposed species and proposed critical habitat be addressed
within the consultation. More information on the regulations and procedures for section 7
consultation, including the role of permit or license applicants, can be found in the "Endangered
Species Consultation Handbook" at:
http://www.fws.gov/endangered/esa-library/pdf/TOC-GLOS.PDF
Please be aware that bald and golden eagles are protected under the Bald and Golden Eagle
Protection Act (16 U.S.C. 668 et seq.), and projects affecting these species may require
development of an eagle conservation plan
(http://www.fws.gov/windenergy/eagle_guidance.html). Additionally, wind energy projects
should follow the wind energy guidelines (http://www.fws.gov/windenergy/) for minimizing
impacts to migratory birds and bats.
Guidance for minimizing impacts to migratory birds for projects including communications
towers (e.g., cellular, digital television, radio, and emergency broadcast) can be found at:
http://www.fws.gov/migratorybirds/CurrentBirdIssues/Hazards/towers/towers.htm;
http://www.towerkill.com; and
http://www.fws.gov/migratorybirds/CurrentBirdIssues/Hazards/towers/comtow.html.
We appreciate your concern for threatened and endangered species. The Service encourages
Federal agencies to include conservation of threatened and endangered species into their project
planning to further the purposes of the Act. Please include the Consultation Tracking Number in
the header of this letter with any request for consultation or correspondence about your project
that you submit to our office.
Attachment
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United States Department of Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
Project name: Peterborough Main Street Bridge and US Route 202 retaining Wall and
Intersection

Official Species List
Provided by:
New England Ecological Services Field Office
70 COMMERCIAL STREET, SUITE 300
CONCORD, NH 03301
(603) 223-2541
http://www.fws.gov/newengland

Consultation Code: 05E1NE00-2016-SLI-0091
Event Code: 05E1NE00-2016-E-00110
Project Type: BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION / MAINTENANCE
Project Name: Peterborough Main Street Bridge and US Route 202 retaining Wall and Intersection
Project Description: Replacement of the Main Street Bridge with a similar sized structure, addition
of free-standing pedestrian bridge downstream of the bridge, reconstruction of the US Route 202
stone retaining wall along the Contoocook River, stabilization of a portion of the historic graniteslab canal under Main Street.
Please Note: The FWS office may have modified the Project Name and/or Project Description, so it
may be different from what was submitted in your previous request. If the Consultation Code
matches, the FWS considers this to be the same project. Contact the office in the 'Provided by'
section of your previous Official Species list if you have any questions or concerns.

http://ecos.fws.gov/ipac, 10/12/2015 01:03 PM
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United States Department of Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
Project name: Peterborough Main Street Bridge and US Route 202 retaining Wall and
Intersection

Project Location Map:

Project Coordinates: MULTIPOLYGON (((-71.9490358830808 42.87790765622522, 71.94902944538626 42.87730384027006, -71.94815397262573 42.877253521817124, 71.94796514537302 42.876888713485904, -71.94808530781302 42.87633520644295, 71.94820547156267 42.875957812561595, -71.94760465674335 42.8757565350731, 71.94707250673673 42.87794539430878, -71.9490358830808 42.87790765622522)))
Project Counties: Hillsborough, NH

http://ecos.fws.gov/ipac, 10/12/2015 01:03 PM
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United States Department of Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
Project name: Peterborough Main Street Bridge and US Route 202 retaining Wall and
Intersection

Endangered Species Act Species List
There are a total of 1 threatened or endangered species on your species list. Species on this list should be considered in
an effects analysis for your project and could include species that exist in another geographic area. For example, certain
fish may appear on the species list because a project could affect downstream species. Critical habitats listed under the
Has Critical Habitat column may or may not lie within your project area. See the Critical habitats within your
project area section further below for critical habitat that lies within your project. Please contact the designated FWS
office if you have questions.

Mammals

Status

Northern long-eared Bat (Myotis

Threatened

Has Critical Habitat

septentrionalis)

http://ecos.fws.gov/ipac, 10/12/2015 01:03 PM

3

Condition(s)

United States Department of Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
Project name: Peterborough Main Street Bridge and US Route 202 retaining Wall and
Intersection

Critical habitats that lie within your project area
There are no critical habitats within your project area.

http://ecos.fws.gov/ipac, 10/12/2015 01:03 PM
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Exhibit K

Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and Federal Railroad Administration (FRA)
Range-wide Programmatic Informal Consultation for
Indiana Bat and Northern Long-eared Bat
Project Submittal Form for FHWA, FRA, and Transportation Agencies
Updated June 23, 2015
In order to use the programmatic informal consultation to fulfill Endangered Species Act consultation
requirements, transportation agencies must use this form to submit project-level information for all may
affect, not likely to adversely affect (NLAA) determinations to the appropriate U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (Service) field office prior to project commencement. For more information, see the Standard
Operating Procedure for Site Specific Project(s) Submission in the User’s Guide.
In submitting this form, the transportation agency ensures that the proposed project(s) adhere to the
criteria of the range-wide programmatic informal BA. Upon submittal of this form, the appropriate
Service field office may review the site-specific information provided and request additional information.
If the applying transportation agency is not notified within 14 calendar days of emailing the Project
Submittal Form to the Service field office, it may proceed under the range-wide programmatic informal
consultation.
Further instructions on completing the form can be found by hovering your cursor over each text box.

1. Date: October 12, 2015
2. Lead Agency: FHWA
This refers to the Federal governmental lead action agency initiating consultation; select FHWA or FRA as
appropriate

3. Requesting Agency: NHDOT
a. Name: Marc Laurin
b. Title: Environmental Manager
c. Phone: 603.271.4044
d. Email: mlaurin@dot.state.nh.us
4. Consultation Code1: 05E1NE00-2016-SLI-0091
5. Project Name(s): Peterborough, Main Street Bridge and US Route 202 Retaining Wall
and Intersection

1

Available through IPaC System Official Species List: https://ecos.fws.gov/ipac/

1

6. Project Description:
Please attach additional documentation or explanatory text if necessary

Replacement of the Main Street Bridge, realignment of the US Route 202 and Main Street
intersection, stabilization of the US Route 202 retaining wall along the Contoocook River, and
stabilization of the historic granite-slab canal under Main Street.

7. Other species from Official Species List: None- IPAC Response attached
No effect – project(s) are inside the range, but no suitable habitat – see additional
information attached
May Affect – see additional information provided for those species (either
attached or forthcoming
8. For Ibat/NLEB, if Applicable, Explain Your No Effect Determination
No effect – project(s) are outside the species’ range (form complete)
No effect – project(s) are inside the range, but no suitable summer habitat
(form complete)
No effect from maintenance, alteration, or demolition of bridge(s)/structure(s) –
results of inspection surveys indicate no signs of bats. (form complete)
No effect – other (see Section 2.2 of the User’s Guide – form complete)
Otherwise, please continue below.

2

9. Affected Resource/Habitat Type
Trees
Bridge
Other Non-Tree Roosting Structure (e.g., building)
Other (please explain):
10. For Tree Removal Projects:
a. Please verify that no documented roosts or foraging habitat will be impacted and
that project is within 100 feet of existing road surface:
b. Please verify that all tree removal will occur during the inactive season2:
c. Timing of clearing:
d. Amount of clearing:
11. For Bridge/Structure Work Projects:
a. Proposed work:
b. Timing of work:
c. Evidence of bat activity on bridge/structure:

d. If applicable, verify that superstructure work will not bother roosting bats in any
way:
e. If applicable, verify that bridge/structure work will occur only in the winter
months:

2

Coordinate with local Service field office for appropriate dates.

3

12. Please confirm the following:
Proposed project(s) adhere to the criteria of the range-wide programmatic informal BA (see
Section 2.0).
All applicable AMMs will be implemented, including3:
Tree Removal AMM 1:

Dust Control AMM 1:

Tree Removal AMM 2:

Water Control AMM 1:

Tree Removal AMM 3:

Water Control AMM 2:

Tree Removal AMM 4:

Water Control AMM 3:

Bridge AMM 1:

Water Control AMM 4:

Bridge AMM 2:

Water Control AMM 5:

Bridge AMM 3:

Water Control AMM 6:

Bridge AMM 4:

Wetland/Stream Protection AMM 1:

Structure AMM 1:

Wetland/Stream Protection AMM 2:

Structure AMM 2:

Wetland/Stream Protection AMM 3:

Structure AMM 3:

Wetland/Stream Protection AMM 4:

Structure AMM 4:

Wetland/Stream Protection AMM 5:

Lighting AMM 1:

Wetland/Stream Protection AMM 6:

Lighting AMM 2:

3

See AMMs Fact Sheet (Appendix B) for more information on the following AMMs.

4

APPENDIX C: Bridge/Structure Inspection Form
Bridge Inspection Form

This form will be completed and submitted to the District Environmental Manager by the Contractor prior to conducting any work below the deck surface
either from the underside, from activities above that bore down to the underside, or that could impact expansion joints, from deck removal on bridges, or
from structure demolish. Each bridge/structure to be worked on must have a current bridge inspection. Any bridge/structure suspected of providing habitat
for any species of bat will be removed from work schedules until such time that the DOT has obtained clearance from the US Fish and Wildlife Service, if
required. Additional studies may be undertaken by the DOT to determine what species may be utilizing structures prior to allowing any work to proceed.

DOT Project #
14772-A US Route 202
Retaining Wall and
14933, Main Street Bridge

Water Body
Contoocook River

Route:

Federal
Structure ID:

County:

Bat Indicators
Check all that apply. Presence of one or more indicators is sufficient evidence that bats may be using the structure.
Visual

Main
Street

Date/Time of Inspection
October 8, 2015, 1:30 PM EST

Sound

Droppings

Staining

Hillsborough

Notes: (e.g.,number & species of bats, if known)
No evidence of indicators.

Areas Inspected (Check all that apply)

Bridges

Culverts/Other Structures

All vertical crevices sealed at the top
and 0.5‐1.25” wide & ≥4” deep

X

All crevices >12” deep & not sealed

X

All guardrails

X

All expansion joints
Spaces between concrete end walls
and the bridge deck
Vertical surfaces on concrete I‐
beams

X

Crevices, rough surfaces
or imperfections in
concrete
Spaces between walls, ceiling joists

X

X

Summary Info (circle all that apply)
Human disturbance or traffic
under bridge/in culvert or at
the structure

High

Possible corridors for netting

None/poor Marginal

Evidence of bats using bird
nests, if present?

Yes

Low

No

None

excellent

Inspection Conducted By: Kimberly Peace

Signature(s):

District Environmental Use Only:

Date Received by District Environmental Manager:

DOT Bat Inspection Form Instructions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Inventories must be completed prior to conducting any work below the deck surface on all bridges that meet the physical characteristics described in
the Programmatic Informal Consultation, regardless of whether inventories have been conducted in the past. Due to the transitory nature of bat use,
a negative result in one year does not guarantee that bats will not use that structure in subsequent years.
Contractors must complete this form no more than seven (7) business days prior to initiating work at each bridge/structure location. Legible copies of
this document must be provided to the District Environmental Manager within two (2) business days of completing the inspection. Failure to submit
this information will result in that structure being removed from the planned work schedule.
Any bridge/structure suspected of providing habitat for any species of bat will be removed from work schedules until such time that the DOT has
obtained clearance from the USFWS, if required. Additional studies may be undertaken by the DOT to determine what species may be utilizing each
structure identified as supporting bats prior to allowing any work to proceed.
Estimates of numbers of bats observed should be place in the Notes column.
Any questions should be directed to the District Environmental Manager.
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Exhibit L

Peace, Kimberly R.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

vonOettingen, Susi <susi_vonoettingen@fws.gov>
Thursday, October 01, 2015 11:46 AM
Peace, Kimberly R.
Low, Matthew J., PE; Lachance, Aaron M.; Coon, Deb
Re: NLEB Assessment, Peterborough Main Street Canal

Hi,
I totally agree with your assessment of the canal as being very unlikely to be used by bats in the
winter or summer given the size and seasonal inundation. And, since the trees (if they are the ones to
be removed) in the photo are isolated and surrounded by roads and buildings, I would probably offer
that they do not provide roosting habitat as well. This could really be a no effect because of the lack
of suitable habitat.
Susi

***************************************
Susi von Oettingen
Endangered Species Biologist
New England Field Office
70 Commercial Street, Suite 300
Concord, NH 03301
(W) 603-223-2541 ext. 6418
Please note my new extension.

www.fws.gov/newengland

On Thu, Oct 1, 2015 at 10:54 AM, Peace, Kimberly R. <kpeace@hoyletanner.com> wrote:
Hi Susi- Deb and I enjoyed your talk on Thursday, thanks for coming to help us figure out NLEB assessment
and permitting.

We are working with the Town of Peterborough and NHDOT/FHWA on a transportation project that includes
replacement of the Main Street Bridge, stabilization of the historic stone retaining wall along US Route 202
and the Contoocook River, and stabilization of the historic canal under Main Street, see the attached map.

The canal is made of slabs of granite which are falling. We intend to stabilize the canal by installing a slipliner
that will be slid into place and grouted. We would like your input on how we assess the canal for potential
NLEB suitable habitat. We cannot enter the canal to assess all of the crevices or walls for evidence of use,
1

however, the canal opening is too small to be attractive as a “cave” for winter habitat or use as a hibernaculum.
Seasonal filling of the canal with water would decrease that opening and available surface areas. The potential
for use as summer roosting habitat would be minimal, and there is substantial adjacent forested landscape to
the project area, as seen in the attached Google Earth image. We have not conducted a bat survey for the
project, and the current project timing would not be conducive to waiting until the spring for this to occur.

I have reviewed the “User’s Guide for the Range-wide Programmatic Informal Consultation for Indiana Bat
and Northern Long-eared Bat” dated June 4, 2015. This project will likely result in a “May affect, not likely to
adversely affect” finding and we intend to submit the Appendix A Project Submittal and Appendix B
Bridge/Structure Inspection forms to NHDOT/FHWA to complete the assessment process for the bridge and
the canal, as a structure. The few trees to be removed for the project are located along lawn edges in urbanized
areas, not suitable roosting or foraging habitat, and will be limited to those within 100 feet of the existing road
surface.

Please let me know your thoughts on the canal assessment.

Thank you-

Kimberly R. Peace
Environmental Coordinator

150 Dow Street | Manchester, NH 03101
(603) 669-5555, ext 151 | Fax: (603) 669-4168
kpeace@hoyletanner.com
www.hoyletanner.com

Our vision is to provide innovative, collaborative and sustainable engineering and planning solutions to the challenges
our clients face, while enhancing the communities in which we work and live. We strive to uphold the highest ethical
standards while maintaining integrity and respect within our professional relationships. We continue to build a corporate
culture that honors and values the individuality and strengths of our team members and our clients.

This communication and any attachments to this are confidential and intended only for the recipient(s). Any other use, dissemination, copying, or disclosure of
this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us and destroy it immediately. Hoyle, Tanner &

2

Exhibit M

Exhibit N

Exhibit O

Exhibit P

Exhibit Q

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Paula Bellemore
Peace, Kimberly R.
FW: LCHIP Review Request, Peterborough Projects (HTA 907402.01 & 907403.01)
Monday, December 08, 2014 12:39:00 PM
LocationMap.pdf
USGS MAP.pdf

Greetings, Kimberly,
I have reviewed the location of the proposed work in Peterborough, and find that there are no LCHIP
projects in the immediate vicinity.

Paula
Paula S. Bellemore, Natural Resource Specialist

Land and Community Heritage Investment Program
13 West Street, Suite 3
Concord, NH 03301
603.224.4113

www.LCHIP.org
From: Dijit Taylor
Sent: Monday, December 01, 2014 2:12 PM
To: Paula Bellemore
Subject: FW: LCHIP Review Request, Peterborough Projects (HTA 907402.01 & 907403.01)

FYI – DOT request
From: Peace, Kimberly R. [mailto:kpeace@hoyletanner.com]
Sent: Monday, December 01, 2014 1:58 PM
To: Dijit Taylor
Cc: Coon, Deb
Subject: LCHIP Review Request, Peterborough Projects (HTA 907402.01 & 907403.01)

Dear Mr. Taylor(Hoyle, Tanner) is currently working to prepare environmental documentation associated
with the replacement of the Main Street Bridge over the Contoocook River (known as
NHDOT Project #14933 and Federal Project # X-A002(107)) and improvements to the
intersection of Granite Street / Pine Street (US Route 202) and Main Street (known as
NHDOT Project #14772A and Federal Project # X-A000(535)). NHDOT Project #14772A also
includes reconstruction and stabilization of the stacked stone retaining wall adjacent to US
202 and the Contoocook River.
The project is currently in the preliminary design phase of development. It is anticipated,
subject to funding availability, that the project will be advertised in the spring of 2017 with
an estimated construction duration of approximately 24 months. The duration is only

approximate at this time and will be refined as the design process progresses and the scope
of the project becomes fully defined. The bridge will be closed to all traffic during the
majority of the bridge reconstruction duration. During the closure time, traffic will be
detoured around the bridge via a combination of State and local routes. The bridge will
likely re-open to traffic for the remainder of the construction project for the completion of
activities that can be completed with traffic on
the bridge.
This project will qualify for a Non-Programmatic Categorical Exclusion from the requirements
of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA; 40 C.F.R. §1508.4). By this letter we are
requesting that you review the limits of the project and provide comments related to lands
purchased with LCHIP funds. A project location map and plans with the limits of work
marked out on it are attached.
We would appreciate an email or land mail reply at your convenience. Please feel free to
contact me with any questions.
Thank youKimberly R. Peace
Environmental Coordinator

150 Dow Street | Manchester, NH 03101
(603) 669-5555, ext 151 | Fax: (603) 669-4168
kpeace@hoyletanner.com
www.hoyletanner.com

Our vision is to provide innovative, collaborative and sustainable engineering and planning
solutions to the challenges our clients face, while enhancing the communities in which we work
and live. We strive to uphold the highest ethical standards while maintaining integrity and
respect within our professional relationships. We continue to build a corporate culture that
honors and values the individuality and strengths of our team members and our clients.
This communication and any attachments to this are confidential and intended only for the recipient(s). Any other use,
dissemination, copying, or disclosure of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in
error, please notify us and destroy it immediately. Hoyle, Tanner & Associates, Inc. is not responsible for any undetectable
alteration, virus, transmission error, conversion, media degradation, software error, or interference with this transmission or
attachments to this transmission.
Hoyle, Tanner & Associates, Inc. | info@hoyletanner.com

Exhibit R

Exhibit S

United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance
15 State Street – Suite 400
Boston, Massachusetts 02109-3572

August 4, 2016
9043.1
ER 16/360
Jamison Sikora
Federal Highway Administration
New Hampshire Division
53 Pleasant Street, Suite 2200
Concord, NH 03301
Subject:

Draft Section 4(f) Evaluation - Main Street Bridge and US 202 Retaining
Wall Improvements, Town of Peterborough, New Hampshire

Dear Mr. Sikora:
The U.S. Department of the Interior (Department) has reviewed the Section 4(f) Evaluation for
the proposed improvements to the Main Street Bridge and US 202 retaining walls, in the town of
Peterborough, NH. This project includes replacement of the Main Street Bridge in the existing
bridge’s location, as well as adjacent construction of a new pedestrian bridge. A sheeting and
king pile retaining wall system with stone facing will replace a mortar rubble masonry retaining
wall, and in-place stabilization of the boulder retaining wall with a combination of rehabilitation
measures will also occur. The project will also improve the geometry of the Main Street/US
Route 202 intersection. The following comments on this project are offered for your
consideration.
Section 4(f) Evaluation Comments
The Department concurs that there is no prudent and feasible alternative to the proposed use of
4(f) lands, which consist of the Transcript Dam and US Route 202 Retaining Wall, contributing
elements to the Peterborough Historic District, and the Main Street Bridge, which are eligible for
listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). The measures to minimize harm
must be explicitly consistent with the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) developed in
consultation with the New Hampshire State Historic Preservation Office and New Hampshire
Department of Transportation. We recommend that a signed copy of the MOA be included in
the final documentation of compliance for the project to reflect procedures for protecting cultural
resources.

2

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this project. If you have questions
regarding these comments, please contact Cheryl Sams at (215) 597-5822 or
Cheryl_Sams@nps.gov. Please contact me at (617) 223-8565 if I can be of further assistance.
Sincerely,

Andrew L. Raddant
Regional Environmental Officer

CC:

SHPO-NH (elizabeth.muzzey@dcr.nh.gov)

June 30, 2016

Mr. Jamison S. Sikora
Environmental Programs Manager
Federal Highway Administration
New Hampshire Division
53 Pleasant Street, Suite 2200
Concord, NH 03301
Ref:

Main St. Bridge Replacement Project & Improvements to US Route 202 & Main St. Intersection
Peterborough, New Hampshire

Dear Mr. Sikora:
The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) has received the Memorandum of Agreement
(MOA) for the above referenced project. In accordance with Section 800.6(b)(1)(iv) of the ACHP’s
regulations, the ACHP acknowledges receipt of the MOA. The filing of the MOA, and execution of its
terms, completes the requirements of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act and the
ACHP’s regulations.
We appreciate you providing us with a copy of the MOA and will retain it for inclusion in our records
regarding this project. Should you have any questions or require additional assistance, please contact
MaryAnn Naber at (202) 517- 0218 or via e-mail at mnaber@achp.gov.
Sincerely,

LaShavio Johnson
Historic Preservation Technician
Office of Federal Agency Programs
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TRAFFIC CONTROL NOTES
(1)

TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES SHALL CONFORM TO SECTION 619 OF THE NHDOT STANDARD

(7) PORTABLE CHANGEABLE MESSAGE SIGNS (ITEM 619.253) SHALL BE OPERATIONAL A MINIMUM OF TWO

SPECIFICATIONS, AND THE CURRENT MANUAL ON UNIFORM TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES (MUTCD),

WEEKS PRIOR TO THE START OF ANY WORK THAT WILL IMPACT TRAFFIC. MESSAGE TO BE DISPLAYED

AS PUBLISHED BY THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND ADOPTED BY THE

SHALL BE COORDINATED WITH THE ENGINEER.

WORK AREA

(8) WORK ON THE PROJECT, OR ANY SEPARATE ACTIVITY THEREIN, SHALL NOT START UNTIL ALL THE
REQUIRED SIGNS AND WARNING DEVICES ARE INSTALLED AND APPROVED BY THE ENGINEER.

(2)

THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR SUPPLYING, ERECTING AND MAINTAINING
PERMANENT CONSTRUCTION SIGNS AND WARNING DEVICES AS LISTED ON THE PLANS, AND SHALL
ALSO BE RESPONSIBLE FOR SUPPLYING, ERECTING AND MAINTAINING ALL OPERATIONAL SIGNS

(9) SIGN LOCATIONS SHOWN ON THESE STANDARDS ARE RECOMMENDED AND MAY BE ADJUSTED AS DETERMINED
BY THE ENGINEER. TYPICAL LAYOUTS SHOWN ARE NOT TO SCALE.

*
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**
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COMMISSIONER OF THE NEW HAMPSHIRE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION. SIGNS SHALL ALSO
CONFORM TO USDOT STANDARD HIGHWAY SIGNS AND NHDOT CONSTRUCTION SIGN STANDARDS.
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AND WARNING DEVICES FOR HIS PLANNED METHODS OF OPERATION IN CONFORMANCE WITH THE
MUTCD.

(10) THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BE REQUIRED TO PROVIDE THE ENGINEER WITH CERTIFICATION THAT ALL THE
SIGNS AND WARNING DEVICES USED ON THE PROJECT MEET THE SPECIFICATIONS.

(3)

THE CONTRACTOR SHALL MARK ALL HAZARDS WITHIN THE LIMITS OF THE PROJECT AND
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(11) THE USE OF CONSTRUCTION SIGNS AND WARNING DEVICES NOT SHOWN ON THESE STANDARDS OR MUTCD,
UNLESS APPROVED BY THE ENGINEER, SHALL BE PROHIBITED.

PROGRESS OF THE CONSTRUCTION AS NEEDED.
(12) ALL COSTS FOR TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES, INCLUDING PLACEMENT, RELOCATION AND REMOVAL OF
(4)

TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES SHALL BE REMOVED, AND SIGNS SHALL BE COVERED OR REMOVED,

SIGNS SHALL BE INCLUDED IN ITEM 619.1, MAINTENANCE OF TRAFFIC.

WHEN THEY NO LONGER APPLY TO THE EXISTING CONDITIONS.

PROJECT NO.:

(13) THE CONTRACTOR SHALL MAINTAIN SAFE, CONTINUOUS ACCESS TO ALL PROPERTIES ADJACENT TO THE
(5)

PLYWOOD SUBSTRATE FOR CONSTRUCTION SIGNS SHALL CONFORM TO SECTION 619. AND FLAT

PROJECT LOCATION.

FILE NAME:

092554

907402DetPlans

ALUMINUM SHEETS SHALL CONFORM TO SECTION 615 OF THE NHDOT STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS.
(14) THE CONTRACTOR SHALL COORDINATE THEIR EFFORTS WITH ADJACENT CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS.
(6)

DETOURS INVOLVING THE ROUTING OF TRAFFIC OVER ROADS OUTSIDE THE LIMITS OF THE

MODEL NAME: 907402DET01

SHEET NO.

PROJECT SHALL BE MARKED AND MAINTAINED BY THE CONTRACTOR (UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED).
THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BE REQUIRED TO ERECT AND MAINTAIN ANY REQUIRED SIGNS AND
WARNING DEVICES AT THE BEGINNING AND END OF THE WORK AND AT INTERSECTING ROADWAYS.
THE LOCATION AND POSITION OF THESE SIGNS AND WARNING DEVICES SHALL BE AS APPROVED BY
THE ENGINEER. THE CONTRACTOR MAY ALSO BE REQUIRED TO UNCOVER, COVER AND OTHERWISE
MAINTAIN DETOUR SIGNS SUPPLIED BY OTHERS.
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PART V: PHOTOS

The US202 and Main Street Intersection / US 202 Retaining Wall / The Main
Street Bridge over the Contoocook River, Peterborough, NH
NHDOT Project Nos. 14772A & 14933

Looking Upstream from Bridge

Looking Downstream from Bridge

The US202 and Main Street Intersection / US 202 Retaining Wall / The Main
Street Bridge over the Contoocook River, Peterborough, NH
NHDOT Project Nos. 14772A & 14933

South Elevation

Historic Library

The US202 and Main Street Intersection / US 202 Retaining Wall / The Main
Street Bridge over the Contoocook River, Peterborough, NH
NHDOT Project Nos. 14772A & 14933

US 202 Looking North from Bridge

US 202 Looking South from Bridge

The US202 and Main Street Intersection / US 202 Retaining Wall / The Main
Street Bridge over the Contoocook River, Peterborough, NH
NHDOT Project Nos. 14772A & 14933

US 202 Looking North from Southerly Project Limits

Intersection of Main Street and US 202

The US202 and Main Street Intersection / US 202 Retaining Wall / The Main
Street Bridge over the Contoocook River, Peterborough, NH
NHDOT Project Nos. 14772A & 14933

Retaining Wall along US 202

